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ABSTRACT 

Most published studies of ESLTEFL vocabulary learning were grounded in the 

paradigm of LI English literacy research. This case study, however, emphasized a 

simultaneous examination of the functions of the dictionary, of the learner's native 

language, as well as of the context, as one unitary process of ESL/EFL vocabulary 

learning through reading defined in its own terms. 

Four Chinese students (three graduates and one undergraduate) participated in the 

study. Each was assigned to read a passage, to take a vocabulary test based on reading, 

and to answer questions concerning her approach to vocabulary learning. They were 

allowed to use a dictionary for reading—but not the test—and to report their thoughts 

orally in English or Chinese or both. All these were recorded and transcribed. The final 

report was based on the protocols from two of the four cases. 

A series of lexical-semantic notions were applied to represent the learners' 

knowledge statuses in finer terms. Word, the basic unit of analysis, is defined as a lexical 

item, a combination of a lexical form and its essential meaning aspects. Context is 

defined as a set of relations—the semantic, the grammatical, and the rhetorical— a lexical 

item holds to the other items. The analyses thus better reflected the complex aspects of 

the English vocabulary—denotation, reference, sense, semantic traits, etc.. These are 

potentially useful for designing sophisticated quantitative studies. 

The implications are manifold: the students should realize the scope of vocabulary 

learning in estimating their knowledge—whether be able to illustrative meanings, to 
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distinguish synonyms, to perceive the selectional restrictions, etc.; they should train to 

absorb the contextual information to establish, refine, and substantiate their knowledge, 

as well as to infer meanings; they should leam to use the dictionary effectively and pay 

attention to absorbing information on usage; they should form a systemic perspective on 

translating English words into equivalents of their native language; ESL teachers need to 

know a good deal of the students' native language to effectively deal with the issues 

concerned in teaching and research; and these L2 cases also threw light on the nature of 

L1 literacy teaching and research. 
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1. THE PROBLEM OF VOCABULARY IN ESL/EFL LITERACY: 

AN INTRODUCTION 

I.l The Problem Observed 

The general question that I am trying to tackle here has been derived from my 

observations of the language performance of some Chinese students with whom I am 

acquainted. These students are attending or have attended the American colleges and 

universities where, as a rule, the instruction medium is English, essentially a foreign 

language to them. The majority of these students came to the states underprepared for 

this reality. 

These students claim that vocabulary is the biggest difficulty. At the outset, it 

seems to be merely a matter of quantity: unknown words are everywhere and they cause 

reading to be painfully slow or impossible. As time goes by, the problem of quality 

looms formidable: the native-speakers' ways with words are unpredictable and 

precarious, rendering logical generalization ahnost impossible. As a consequence, 

reading is sometimes like looking at a picture from the distance: the details are blurred 

and fainted leading frequently to misjudgment of what they mean. As for writing, the 

experience is even more frustrating. These students generally have to resort to tutorial 

support only to make sure that their writing is readable. Sometimes the native-speaker 

tutors have difficulty instantiating the expressions composed by the nonnative-speakers. 

But most of the time, what the tutors do is to make matter-of-fact corrections, which do 

not solve the non-native students' problems in the long-run. 
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The students' stories pose an important question for EFL/ESL teachers and 

researchers: How can we help these students develop a vocabulary knowledge nearly 

comparable in quality, as well as in quantity, to that of their native-speaker counterparts? 

The need for L2 students to develop extensive vocabulary through systematic training has 

been observed by many (see 2.1.1.), but this Question-of-How has so far not been 

addressed effectively. In my view, this was due to lack of understanding of the unique 

nature of L2 vocabulary learning. The two case studies reported here, therefore, had 

been designed to reflect this unique nature and, particularly, to experiment with 

application of some relevant lexical-semantic notions in order to better address the 

complex aspects of L2 vocabulary learning through reading—definitions of word, of 

word-meaning, and of context, to name the most important. These studies were intended 

to throw new light on the learners' behavior in word-learning, so that some implications 

may be drawn from which both the teachers and students will benefit. 

1.2 The Problem Unduly Addressed 

The typical view in the 1960s of ESL vocabulary learning is represented in this 

statement: "In learning a second language, you will find that vocabulary is comparatively 

easy, in spite of the fact that it is vocabulary that students fear most. The harder part is 

mastering new structures in both content and expression" (Gleason, 1961, p. 7). 

According to this statement, the vocabulary of a language contains neither content nor 

structures, and it has little to do with expression. It implies that learning a vocabulary is 

no more than grasping the phonological and graphic forms or labels. 
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Coexisting with this view was the well-known Vocabulary Control Movement, 

whose more recent reflection is the core or nuclear vocabulary argument (see reviews by 

Meara, 1980; Carter, 1987a). The ostensible rationale of this argimient is to see that the 

students learn a well-selected core vocabulary of high-frequency words, which would 

greatly reduce the workload while still enabling the students to achieve a basis for a 

communicative adequacy. But this approach has several problems. First, the so-called 

core words constitute the most complicated part of a lexicon in tenns of meaning and 

usage (Perera, 1982). Second, although the 2,000 most frequent words may account for 

80% of the words which occur in readings (Carrol, Davies, & Richman, 1971), the 

students still need to know the less frequent words in order to cope with their academic 

tasks (Carter, 1987b). Third, what constitutes the core or nuclear vocabulary cannot be 

readily determined in the classroom (Robinson, 1993). In general, those who support the 

approach of core vocabulary ignore the quality aspects of vocabulary learning and merely 

look upon the matter as that of quantity. Besides, as Meara (1980) pointed out, it is about 

"management of learning" rather than "the learning process itself (p. 224) 

Since late 1970s, the negligence of vocabulary began to be recognized by L2 

professionals. There have been several thrusts of research into methods of teaching and 

learning EFL/ESL vocabulary, among them the context approach through reading. 

Several factors made it stand out over the other approaches (see 2.1.). First of all, this 

approach was congruent with the view that effective language learning, or rather, 

"acquiring," occurs in "natural" processes such as reading, where context would render 

luiknown words "comprehensible" to the reader-learner (Krashen, 1982; 1985). Second, 
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although not all the professionals believed that vocabulary learning would naturally occur 

during reading, they were all interested in making it occur, for, the students needed to 

cope with academic readings and could only expect to "perfect" their English through 

these tasks, not beforehand. The third factor was the influence from the corresponding 

LI literacy studies. Since the process of the native language acquisition has been 

assimied by many to be the norm for understanding L2 acquisition, the L2 professionals 

naturally looked to the LI research as a convenient point of departure. 

A careful examination of the literature in fact showed that the L2 (ESL/EFL) 

vocabulary studies have essentially been grounded in the paradigm of LI reading 

research (see 2.2.1,2.2.2.), where the issue of vocabulary knowledge is mostly examined 

in relation to the more general issue of reading comprehension. In the eyes of the L1 

teachers, the unknown words are a major obstacle to comprehension (McKeown & 

Curtis, 1987) and, therefore, the students need to leam the strategies for using the 

available contextual clues to their advantage. Although reading comprehension and 

vocabulary learning through reading are not totally incompatible goals regarding practical 

matters, they are distinct in terms of the needs of the students and the concern of the 

researchers. In order to comprehend the main ideas of a text, the students need not so 

much to master the unknown words involved as to leam the strategies for coping with 

them, so that they can get by from task to task, and word-learning will take its course 

incidentally. 

The paradigm proved to be inadequate for understanding the nature of vocabulary 

learning. It does not contain the theoretical notions and constructs that represent the 
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complex aspects of vocabixlary knowledge, nor does it provide the procedures that reflect 

the increments of learning of these aspects during reading. Without operations of the 

relevant theoretical constructs, any analysis of vocabulary learning would virtually be 

rendered that of general reading comprehension, hi addition, the reading paradigm 

generally excludes the examination of the other methods than the use of context, such as 

the use of the dictionary (see 2.2.3.). This is understandable since theoretically the 

normal reading is to construct meanings from the text by means of one's knowledge of 

the medium language. But every L2 student knows that contextual information alone is 

insufficient for dealing with unknown words. For one thing, there may not be sufficient 

clues available in the text. For another, his or her limited knowledge base may render the 

guessing strategies impracticable. Therefore, L2 students generally need some resource 

supplementary to the context clues, and normally the dictionary is the most convenient 

supplement. Yet, the use of dictionaries, which comes so natural and necessary for the 

L2 learners, is thrown out of the focus in the previous research. 

But the most fundamental difference between LI and L2 learners is that the 

former only need to deal with their native language, whereas the latter have to deal with 

the native and the target languages at the same time. For ESL/EFL students, their native 

language is the given schema with which they begin approaching English; they simply 

cannot avoid this approach at the beginning stage. In this sense, the way they have 

acquired their first knowledge of English is anything but ''natural" compared with how 

the native-speakers learned the same language during their earUer years. The knowledge 

thus acquired has been observed firequently the source of the quality problem of the 
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language knowledge (Hague, 1987, p. 217). Moreover, the native language of L2 

learners will continue to play a role throughout all stages of their Enghsh learning 

experiences and, if used properly, may have positive impact on their learning process 

(Corder, 1992). Yet, the role of the learner's native language in L2 vocabulary learning 

has been ignored in the relevant studies, due to the constraints of the LI paradigm in 

which they were grounded (see 2.2.4.). 

Finally, looming from these ramifications is the lack of a well-defined theoretical 

perspective on the nature of L2 vocabulary learning as different from LI vocabulary 

learning. Without such a perspective, the natural processes of L2 vocabulary learning 

could not even be defined in their own terms, nor could meaningfiil questions be asked 

with respect to unique L2 issues. On the other hand, it is necessary to establish such a 

perspective so that the relevant notions, constructs, and methods of analyses may be 

synthesized into a coherent framework. Through such a framework, the learner's 

cognitive processes of guessing, of using the dictionary, and of using the native language, 

will all be examined as of one natural unitary process of L2 vocabulary learning through 

reading. Any practicable learning and teaching strategies may be possibly derived only 

from a solid understanding of the natural process thus defined. 

1.3 L2 Vocabulary Problem in Perspective 

My personal experiences as both ESL/EFL student and teacher convinced me that 

the nature of L2 vocabulary learning is better imderstood in the light of the notion of 
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linguistic relativity. Also known as the Sapir-Whorfan Hypothesis, its gist is represented 

in the following statements: 

The fact of the matter is that the "real world" is to a large extent unconsciously 

built on the language habits of the group. No two languages are ever sufficiently 

similar to be considered as representing the same reality. (Sapir, 1949, p. 162) 

We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native languages. The categories 

and types that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not find there 

because they stare every observer in the face; on the contrary, the world is 

presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which has to be organized ... by 

the linguistic systems in our minds. (Whorf, 1956, pp. 212-213) 

These statements are frequently interpreted as suggesting a view of linguistic 

determinism, rather than that of linguistic relativity. That is, language is a set of formal 

units independent of perception and it has one-way impact on the partial or total 

processes of perception of the phenomenal world (Brown, 1976, p. 158; Cole & Scribner, 

1974, p. 41). 

But the notion of linguistic relativity, at least in Whorf s writings, is more 

sophisticated and richer than that. First of all, Whorf clearly stated that language is 

"a superficial embroidery upon deeper processes of consciousness," and he pointed out 

that the deeper processes of consciousness are universal among all humans; "scientist and 

yokel, scholar and tribesman, all use their personal consciousness in the same dim-witted 

sort of way"(p. 257). Whorf, however, did emphasize that such universal processes the 

humans share would not guarantee successfiil inter-lingual communications, unless the 
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unique features of the languages involved are understood. Only then," the world as seen 

from the diverse viewpoints of other social groups, that we have thought as alien, become 

intelligible in new terms" (p. 264). 

Clearly, the core of WhorTs conception of linguistic relativity hes in his 

understanding of the nature of the languages, hi Whorf s writings, language is defined as 

"a whole imaginary space, full of mental surrogates" (p. 150), through which human 

consciousness and the world of phenomena is mediated. This view is similar to that 

proposed by Ferdinand de Saussure (1959). According to Saussure, ideas do not pre

exist before language (p. 112); human thought is but a "shapeless and indistinct mass" (p. 

Ill), which does not contain delimited ideas until equally chaotic sound elements are 

imposed on to it, and "language works out its units while taking shape between two 

shapeless masses" (p. 112). He thus perceived of language as "a sheet of paper: thought 

is the front and the sound the back: one cannot cut the front without cutting the back at 

the same time..." (p. 113). 

Whorf also contended that the linguistic categories do not influence thought 

independent of one another; instead, they "have become fixed in the language as 

integrated 'fashions of speaking'"(p. 158), or "habitual thought," or "thought world", 

which "is the microcosm that each man carries about with himself, by which he measures 

and understands what he can of the macrocosm " (p. 147). This conception of "thought 

world" is comparable to that of "schema" (Rumelhart, 1980; Anderson, 1984). Whorf 

described language as the base of knowledge schema through which the learner absorbs 

and integrates new knowledge about the world. 
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The notion of linguistic relativity as proposed by Whorf thus provides the needed 

insights into the nature of learning words in a second or foreign language; (1) a language 

is more than just a set of forms or labels but contains richer contents that reflect 

conceptualizations of its users; (2) a language is an organic system of structured relations 

between the conceptual knowledge and the linguistic forms; (3) as such systems, no two 

languages are isomorphic in structure; (4) one has to understand the distinct logical 

relations between these structures to claim to have completely acquired a new language. 

Although Whorf never theorized "fashions of speaking" or "habitual thought," 

these have been fleshed out by scholars in lexical semantics and the related fields of 

cognitive science. Several research thrusts have in fact addressed WhorTs idea of 

"habitual thought"— Componential Analysis, Lexicalization Pattern, Verb Argument 

Structiure, Semantic Fields, Metaphor as Semantic Structure, to name the most substantial 

works (see 2.3.). 

With notions, constructs and analytical methods firom these studies in place, it is 

not hard to see vocabulary learning as a problem of quality rather than that of quantity : 

speakers of different languages do not always conceptualize experiences in the same 

semantic prototypes or metaphorical images; these categories in one language are not 

readily nor neatly translated into those of another language. In that sense and to that 

extent, to acquire a second language is to develop another "thought world" and "fashions 

of speaking" foreign to the existing native ones. Therefore, learning a language is, first 

of all, constructing a subsystem of thought rather than just collecting and stocking a bulk 

of items in one's memory, which means that, unless the items are integrated into a 
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scheme comparable to that of the native speaker's, the L2 student will never be able to 

comprehend and compose effectively, no matter how large his or her collection is. 

In addition, in order to build up the lexical-semantic system, the student cannot 

but begin approaching L2 categories through the existing ones in his or her native 

language. And yet, since no language systems are isomorphic in scheme and most of the 

equivalents, strictly speaking, do not contain the same conceptual and expressive values, 

this approach by the beginners may potentially become the source of their later problems. 

For that reason, it is important to understand and enhance the positive role of the native 

language in learning L2 vocabulary. 

Furthermore, without a threshold knowledge of the lexical-semantic system of the 

target language to begin with, the L2 students find it hard to absorb new inputs from the 

text as they are expected to. This is a dilemma in learning words through reading, which 

requires the use of supplementary sources of information (e.g. dictionaries) as a must. 

Moreover, given the complexities of the componential and relational structures of 

L2 lexicon, as well as all the qualitative dimensions of acquiring a second language, one 

can never expect to master them at once and for all; there is no way to practically 

delimitate the boundaries of knowledge of words. Vocabulary learning therefore 

constitutes a recursive and continuous process of moving into greater breadth and depth 

of knowledge, which involves constant observation, inference, definition, redefinition, 

clarification of ambiguity, generalization and substantiation, comparison and contrast, 

resort to reference, and memorization. 
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Finally the above understanding of the nature of L2 vocabulary learning virtually 

dictates what constitutes its natural process in its own terms. A sound research project 

must reflect and deal with these various aspects as of one unitary process, so that truly 

useful lessons may be drawn for effective learning and teaching. 

1.4 Objectives and Research Questions 

The current report resulted from a case study of two learners based on the above 

understanding of the nature of L2 vocabulary learning through reading. The project was 

exploratory in nature with two intertwined objectives: it was first an attempt to apply the 

lexical-semantic notions and constructs to the analysis of L2 vocabulary learning through 

reading in order to address its complex aspects {word, word-meaning, meaning relation, 

etc.), with the corollary objective of thus gaining some in-depth understanding of the 

learning processes. 

Five mainline questions were formed to address the most important aspects of L2 

vocabulary learning through reading perceived as one unitary process: 

1. To what degrees will a L2 reader consider a word as practically known or 

unknown during reading? 

2. What aspects of vocabulary knowledge will the reader seek to possess in 

an effort to eventually master a word? 

3. When and how will the reader resort to the context? 

4. When and how will the reader resort to the dictionary? 

5. When and how will the reader resort to the native language? 
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These questions were formed as guidelines for conveniently examining the learner's 

behavior in learning L2 words. The results of the analysis of each case, however, are 

presented and discussed in a slightly different order from that of the mainline questions to 

better reflect the procedural steps. The report falls into six chapters as follows: Chapter 2 

is a literature review; Chapters 4 and 5 respectively contains the analysis of each case; 

Chapter 5 is a discussion of the features of the analytical framework evolved during the 

analysis; and Chapter 7 is the conclusion. 

It is hoped that this study will trigger more sophisticated studies—experimental or 

otherwise, which effectively address the complex nature of L2 vocabulary learning in 

general, so that more principled learning and teaching techniques and tactics would 

eventually be developed. 
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2. ESI7EFL VOCABULARY LEARNING THROUGH READING 

AND LEXICAL SEMANTICS: A LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter consists of a review of the literature on ESL/EFL vocabulary 

learning through reading, a critique of the research paradigm in which the reviewed 

studies were grounded, and a synthesis of the relevant theoretical constructs and notions 

which may be possibly applied in studies of L2 vocabulary learning. 

2.1 The Studies of ESL/EFL Vocabulary Learning through Reading 

2.1.1 The Background 

From 1930s through late 1970s, vocabulary was a neglected area of L2 research 

(Richards, 1976; Judd, 1978; Levenston, 1979; Meara, 1980; McCarthy, 1984; Laufer, 

1986; Carter, 1987a). Studies of vocabulary learning were sporadic and frequently 

conducted not "specifically to provide data to guide the foreign language teacher in 

teaching foreign vocabulary, but were designed to test some more general educational 

principles" (Nation, 1982, p. 29). Of the few relevant studies, nearly all were designed to 

compare the traditional word-pairs approch and the context approach as the direct versus 

the indirect approaches in teaching foreign vocabularies (Nation, 1982). These earlier 

studies threw very little light on the issues facing the language professionals today, 

issues such as what it means to know a word, what constitutes the natural process of 

learning words through reading, what constitutes a context, and whether word-learning 

occurs during reading. The language professionals then simply took these for granted, as 
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Seibert claimed, "For the normal way by which we increase our vocabulary is mainly 

through reading, when we leam to derive by inference fix)m the context the meanings of 

the unknown words" (1945, p. 297). In brief, the earlier studies of L2 vocabulary 

learning through reading were grounded in the assumption that vocabulary learning was 

not only a sure thing to occur during reading but also the students automatically knew 

how to leam effectively from reading. The only concern of the researchers then was to 

compare this assumed context approach with the alternative approaches in order to find 

the better or the best one. 

Since late 1970s, many L2 teachers and researchers began to emphasize the 

importance of vocabulary teaching and learning (Carter, 1987a; Maiguashca, 1993). The 

fundamental role of vocabulary in reading comprehension was recognized by L2 and LI 

professionals alike (Yorio, 1971; Martin, 1976; Schulz, 1981; Adams, 1982; Alderson, 

1984; Saville-Troike, 1984; Bamet, 1986; Carter, 1987b; Nation & Coady, 1988; Dubin, 

1989; Koda, 1989; McKeown & Curtis, 1987). Given the phenomenal growth and sheer 

size of an average native-speaker's vocabulary (Just & Carpenter, 1987; Miller, 1977, 

1985; Lorge & Chall, 1963; Nagy & Anderson, 1984; Nagy & Herman, 1987), how 

EFL/ESL students' could expand their vocabularies for the academic tasks became an 

important issue. Inspired by the relevant LI studies and particularly by the 

psycholinguistic models (Goodman, 1967; Smith, 1982), many researchers proposed to 

train students to guess the meanings of the unknown words by using the contextual clues 

(Twaddell, 1973; Clarke & Silberstein, 1977; Honeyfield, 1977; Coady, 1979; Kruse, 

1979; Clarke & Nation, 1981). This general milieu set off several branches of research 
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into the context approach to L2 vocabulary teaching and learning. The following review 

is organized in accordance with three mainline questions concerning both LI and L2 

professionals of today: Do students leam words naturally through readings? How does 

such incidental learning occur and what are the major factors involved? How does the 

context approach compare with the other approaches, particularly with the glossary and 

dictionary approaches? 

2.1.2 Incidental Learning 

The fact that children leam their native-language vocabulary at phenomenal rates 

has been among the least understood phenomena on the earth. Since classroom 

instruction can only be responsible for a fairly small portion of this growth (Beck, 

Mckeown, McCaslin, & Burkes, 1979; Durkin, 1979; Jenkins & Dixon, 1983), it must 

have resulted from extensive readings (Huey, 1908; Thomdike, 1917; Gary & Hohnes, 

1938). For decades, however, no convincing evidence was produced to support this 

explanation. In the 1980s, there was a renewed interest in testing this default hypothesis 

in LI research (Saragi, Nation, & Meister, 1978; Jenkins, Stein, &. Wyscoki, 1984; Nagy, 

Herman, & Anderson, 1985; Herman, Anderson, Pearson, & Nagy, 1987), which 

inspired at least two L2 studies. 

In a replica of an LI study (Saragi et al, 1978) with some ESL students, Pitts and 

his colleagues (Pitts et al, 1989) found that the experimental groups made small but 

significantly more gain in their understanding of the meanings of the target words than 

the control group did. Another study conducted with Japanese high-school and college 
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students (Day, et al, 1991) also showed that, after reading an adapted short-story in 

English, the experimental groups scored significantly higher than the control groups on a 

multiple-choice vocabulary test. So far these have been the only published studies that 

addressed the question of whether incidental word learning occurs during ESL/EFL 

reading. While their results corroborated those of the corresponding LI research. Day et 

al employed the more standard procedure: Pretest->Read-Leam->Posttest (multiple 

choice), and the scores were compared within and across the experimental and control 

groups. A major problem with this procedure was that learning could begin to occur 

during the pretest and not result solely from read-leam (Saragi et al, 1978, p. 73). By 

using the slang words from A Clockwork Orange, which they were sure their subjects did 

not know, Pitts et al avoided this problem. On the other hand, in both studies the 

frequency of occurrences of words was deliberately controlled as an independent factor, 

and this measure rendered the learning less incidental and the results less convincing. 

But the more fundamental weakness in the above studies was that neither the 

notion of word nor that of context was defined; these notions were only assimied and 

discussed in pre-theoretical terms. In fact, as the following review will show, this 

weakness exists in nearly all the other related studies (for definitions of word, word-

meaning, and context used in the present case studies, see 4.1.2 and 4.2.1). 

2.1.3 Context Clues. Students' Level, and Guessing 

The majority of the researchers were concemed not so much with testing the 

"default hypothesis" as with examining what would actually happen during the processes 
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of vocabulary learning through reading. They particularly focused on how various types 

of contextual clues would interact with the students' vocabulary knowledge, and on what 

implications might be drawn for developing effective teaching and learning strategies. 

Bensoussan and Laufer (1984) examined the effects of contextual clues, word 

categories, and students' proficiency level on the results of guessing the meanings of the 

unknown words. They found that the nimiber of correct guesses was, although 

significant, too small (1/4 of the unknown words) to solve the problem of reading 

comprehension. Students were either misled by their preconceived notions of the target 

words, or they made wild guesses because there were no clues available. They also 

tended to ignore the unknown words. Although the more proficient students left fewer 

blanks and made more correct guesses than the less proficient, there was no significant 

difference in their strategies. And both groups found polysemy, morphological 

troublemakers, idioms, and false cognates more difBcult to guess. Bensoussan and 

Laufer suggested that teachers help students in developing the knowledge base and 

effective strategies for word guessing. 

Haynes (1993) examined the possible differences in ESL students' ability to use 

the global and the local context. His findings suggested that students in general were 

better guessers when the clues were in the sentences closer to the target words; they were 

much less able to use the global contextual clues mainly because there were other words 

they did not know. He also found that students tended to use the noncontextual word-

level clues, such as morphological and graphic clues, which firequently led to wrong 

guesses due to mismatches. He concluded that students should be encouraged to guess 
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when there were ample clues in the local context and that teachers should still 

acknowledge the use of word-level clues, but they should guide students in developing 

more efficient skills of doing these. 

Huckin (1986) argued strongly for embedding L2 vocabulary learning in reading. 

In an exploratory study, he analyzed the protocols of 6 Brazilian students reading Enghsh 

texts and found these students unable to use the discourse patterns and other contextual 

clues effectively in guessing unknown words; instead, they consistently used the word-

level clues, such as cognates. The results thus supported those of Haynes'. In another 

study, Huckin and Jin (1987) deliberately controlled the use of cognates and focused on 

examining how more advanced Chinese students would use context clues in reading 

English texts. Their procedure included subjects' thinking-aloud about the target words, 

written translation of the whole texts, the subjects' retrospective reports of their guessing 

strategies, and a final controlled experiment. The results indicated that the degree of 

relevancy of the words to understanding the main ideas of the text was an important 

factor governing the guessability of words. Besides, these students could use most of the 

contextual clues available except the discourse patterns. Huckin and Jin suspected that 

the students' inability to use contextual clues thoroughly was due to cultural reasons—the 

Chinese culture generally disapproves of guessing word meanings as observed by Field 

(1985). They also realized that learning of words is an incremental process and 

suggested that new methods be adopted to test vocabulary learning over time. 

Using the procedure similar to that of Huckin and Jin, Chem (1993) studied 

another group of Chinese students. The results indicated that, while all students were 
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able to use local clues and some global clues (back-ward clues, occurring before the 

target), the use of forward-clues (those occurring after the target) more frequently 

occurred with the more proficient students. Besides, neither group was able to use 

parallelism. Chem also noticed the use of morphemic and graphemic clues. Her results 

generally agreed with those by Huckin and Jin (1987), except that Qiem de-emphasized 

the role of the Chinese culture in shaping the students' behavior. 

In a number of longitudinal case studies. Parry (1987, 1991, 1993) asked several 

intemational students to record how they approached the unknown words in academic 

readings. The analyses of the resulting notes showed that these students successfully 

used a range of guessing strategies, but they lacked a threshold competence in gaining 

productive vocabulary knowledge. These case studies also provided the evidence that 

understanding words in context does not mean having learned the words' meanings 

immediately and completely, which is a complex incremental process. Parry's are the 

only published longitudinal case studies in ESL/EFL vocabulary learning. 

Haynes and Baker (1993) compared some Chinese college students with their 

American counterparts to see how well each group was able to use a particular type of 

contextual aid, "lexical familiarization," which basically refers to synonyms or other 

definitional information the authors provide in introducing new terminology to the 

readers (Bramki & Williams, 1984). They found that both groups relied on their prior 

knowledge—linguistic and experiential—in approaching the target words, but the Chinese 

resorted more to reading strategies. However, due to their generally insufficient 

vocabulary knowledge, the Chinese students were unable to pick up the lexical 
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familiarization clues as fiilly as their native-speaker counterparts did. And, ironically, 

sometimes both American and Chinese students failed to grasp the accurate new 

concepts dwelling in the familiar old forms, when they "rely on automatic 'sense 

selection' rather than engaging in more deliberate and effortful 'sense creation' (Clark & 

Gerry, 1983, and Kintsch & Mross, 1985)" (p. 148). What distinguishes this study from 

most previous work is the researchers' conscious efforts to examine the cognitive process 

of gaining more accurate conceptual knowledge. 

Dubin and Olshtain (1993) made a cloze-test study of native English speakers in 

order to draw implications for L2 vocabulary teaching and text compiling, their rationale 

being to use the native-speaker performance as the norm to decide whether some text 

materials would be appropriate for L2 readers to do contextual guesswork. They 

developed the construct of "textual support" to refer to the range of possible textual 

elements—from the reader's general knowledge and that of the content of the text through 

semantic and syntactic structiu-es and relations (p. 183). And they concluded that all the 

major components of textual support should be present to facilitate effective guesswork. 

But the question is whether the reader's behavior in filling missing but probably known 

words is the same as guessing the meanings of the unknown words. This will be further 

discussed in the next section. 

While nearly all the studies of contextual guesswork ended in citing the clues the 

learners used and the errors they made in contextual guesswork, Huckin and Bloch 

(1993) also made further efforts to examine the structured relationships between these 
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and the cognitive motivation underlying them. From their data they generalized a model 

in very plain language: 

In general, our learners first studied the word-form itself to see if they recognized 

any of its parts. If they did, they would generate a hypothesis as to what the word 

might mean; then they would generally use one or more context-based strategies 

to evaluate this hypothesis. If they did not recognize any part of the word at all, 

they would typically use context-based strategies to generate a guess. The most 

popular of these strategies was the use of some collocating clue-word in the 

immediate context. Clue-word seemed to serve as a link between the target word, 

on the one hand, and various levels of representation, including syntax, text 

schemata, permanent memory, and world knowledge, on the other. If they could 

n o t  f i n d  a n y  c l u e - w o r d s  o r  o t h e r  c o n t e x t u a l  a i d s ,  a n d  i f  t h e y  c o u l d  g e t  b y . . .  

without using the target word, they would "detour" around it. (pp. 172-173) 

Despite the claim to be "a cognitive model" of word learning, this generalization is 

reminiscent of the psycholinguistic reading model (Goodman, 1967). Huchin and Bloch 

sketched patterns of interaction between the students' knowledge and the contextual 

clues, but they lacked the constructs to represent the incremental growths of the 

vocabulary knowledge structures. This issue will be further discussed in the next 

section. 

This branch of research as a whole produced several major findings. First, most 

L2 students used the local clues quite successfully, but only the more proficient were 

able to use the global clues. Second, L2 students' generally impoverished vocabulary 
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knowledge was a key factor hindering them from using global clues, thus supporting the 

lingmstic-threshold hypothesis or "the short-circuit hypothesis" (Clark, 1979; Bernhardt 

& Kamil, 1995). Third, most students tended to use the word-level clues which 

frequently misled the less proficient. Fourth, consistent with Third, relying on their prior 

word knowledge sometimes led to inaccurate guesses. Fifth, even the high proficiency 

students could correctly guess a fairly small percentage of unknown words. In simi, 

these results seemed to indicate that the context method was not "the most effective, or 

even a relatively effective, way of teaching that vocabulary" (Stemberg, 1987, p. 89), 

and particularly so due to the students' lack of a threshold vocabulary knowledge in the 

first place. This weird situation in turn pointed to the need to search for possible 

alternative or complementary approaches. 

2.1.4 Context Dictionaries, and Word Meanings 

To include the use of dictionaries in the studies of vocabulary learning from 

context has been a more recent trend in ESL research. Luppescu and Day (1993) 

compared two groups of Japanese students in reading an English short story under two 

conditions; with a bilingual dictionary and without one. The results showed that the 

dictionary group generally scored much higher in a vocabulary test after the reading than 

the other group. Nonetheless, the comparison of the scores on certain individual words 

indicated that the dictionary users tended to be misled by the irrelevant dictionary 

information. In addition, the dictionary users also read only half as quickly as the control 

group. But the researchers also admitted that due to ineffective control, some students 
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might have guessed the meanings of certain words before they used the dictionary or 

they might have simply ignored the dictionary. 

Fischer (1994) compared the performances of German students learning English 

as a foreign language under three different conditions: the target words presented in a 

text, in definitional sentences from a monolingual English dictionary, and the mixed 

conditions. Fischer found that, while dictionary and the mixed groups performed slightly 

better in using the target words in sentences, there was little difference between the 

dictionary and the mixed groups. However, in the analysis of the strategies, Fischer 

observed that the text group used the relevant lexical and schematic contextual 

information to constrain their guessed substitutions, whereas the other two groups tended 

to disregard the context and only to use the dictionary definitions as more authoritative. 

He concluded that the overall results of the study might have reflected the students' 

inability to use either resource skillfully. This conclusion may accoimt for the results 

fi-om an earlier study (Bensoussan, Sim, & Weiss, 1984), which indicated that the use of 

dictionaries had no effect on students' performance on EFL reading tests. 

In a fairly comprehensive study Susan Knight (1994) addressed several questions 

simultaneously and foimd: (1) the students who saw the words in context scored 

significantly higher in a post-vocabulary test than those who had not seen the words in 

context; (2) the high verbal-ability students learned more words in context approach; (3) 

while the use of the dictionary enabled both the high and low verbal-ability students to 

learn more words and retain them better, it gave the low group an especial advantage; 

and (4) the use of the dictionary increased comprehension, but it also increased the 
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reading time. These observations led her to question the common practice of 

encouraging guessing while discouraging the use of dictionaries unconditionally. 

One common observation these researchers made was that the students generally 

lacked the skills and experiences to use either context or dictionary information 

effectively, particularly when these approaches were supposed to be complementary 

rather than alternative. But the use of various kinds of dictionaries under various 

circumstances still remains as little explored as the use of context itself, which will be 

discussed in next section. 

2.1.5 Context Effects on Retention of Words 

While the researchers of the following studies were concemed with the effects of 

contextual clues on the retention of word meanings, they addressed two distinct research 

questions. Li (1988) drew on the theories of LI reading research and studied how 

context would influence the retention as well as inference of word meanings. He found 

that the "cue-adequate" sentences resulted in higher scores in inferring the contextual 

meanings of unfamiliar words, which also significantly correlated with higher retention 

scores (1988). In a similar study, Mondria and Wit-de Boer (1991) made contrary 

reports: the grammatical fill-in factors (subject, verb, and other fimctions) contributed to 

the guessability of particular words involved, but these factors did not have a general 

effect on retention, and that correct guesses of word meanings did not lead to better 

retention; sometimes there were negative effects. 
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It must be pointed out that, despite their claims of the positive or negative effects 

of the context on retention, they only used single sentences in their experiments, which 

was incongruent with the generally held conception of context. Besides, the first study 

was not truly about retention of word meanings as Li made it clear: "A target word was 

defined as a percepmally, not conceptually, unfamiliar term" (p.405), which might not 

have involved learning of new meanings, nor retaining them. 

The other studies addressed the question of how vocabulary would be better 

retained; that is, whether through inference or glosses/definitions. Pickering (1980) 

replicated an earUer study by Seibert (1930) of the context and word-pairs methods and 

discerned only very slight difference in favor of the context. Drawing on the 

assimiptions that the deep-processing result in better comprehension and retention, 

Hulstijn (1992) found that the students who inferred the unknown word meanings also 

remembered them better than those who were given lists of synonyms/translations with 

the reading material. His study thus supported the point of view of deep-processing, as 

he summarized, "Information that has been attained with more mental effort can later be 

better retrieved and recalled than the information attained with less mental effort" (p. 

113). However, Hulstijn emphasized that, "the retention of word meanings in a true 

incidental learning task is very low indeed" (p. 122). 

Lately Hulstijn and her colleagues (1996) studied some advanced Dutch students 

of French who read a French short story under three conditions; reading with the 

marginal glosses provided, reading with the use of a bilingual dictionary, and reading 

without either. The data demonstrated that the use of marginal glosses resulted in better 
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retention than the use of the dictionary, which in turn resulted in better retention than the 

pure learning from context. However, Hulstijn et al explained that, when the dictionary 

group really used the dictionary, they remembered a lot better than when they ignored the 

dictionary. In addition, the frequency of occurrence of words also "had a significant 

impact on retention exact word meanings, but not on the retention exact plus partial word 

meanings" (p. 334). 

In siun, this brief line of research echoed the very earlier concern over the issue 

of retention of words. Indeed, in commonsensical terms, learning a vocabulary consists 

of three fundamental processes: to derive the meanings underlying certain word forms, 

discern their meaning-form relationships, and to commit such knowledge to the long-

term memory. And these studies did pay attention to the issue of retention in addition to 

inferring the meanings of the unknown words. However, misled by the experimental 

biases, these comparative studies discussed the less relevant question of whether 

inference or glosses/ definitions had greater impact on retention rather than the more 

relevant question of how these two approaches should combine as complementary 

resources for producing the optimal overall learning results, particularly when neither 

approach was well mastered by the average students. 

2.1.6 Summary of the Section 

The previous research into ESL/EFL vocabulary learning through reading 

reflected several major tendencies. First, most researchers were concerned not so much 

with whether incidental learning does occur as with how it occurs and, particularly, how 
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the various types of clues interact with the learner's language competence. They needed 

the knowledge to be able to train students to become efficient learners of words from 

reading. Second, the fact that L2 students' general lack of threshold vocabulary 

knowledge hindered them from using the contextual clues effectively led some 

researchers to look to the possible complementary use of glosses/ definitions, which used 

to be treated as altemative approaches to that of contextual guesswork. Third, many 

have felt the inadequacy of the standard methods and procedures used in research and the 

needs for experimenting with new ones—the use of the learner's native language, the 

attempt to generalize a cognitive model or to reflect the incremental growths of partial 

word knowledge, the longitudinal case studies, as well as accommodating the use of 

dictionaries as complementary to context, to name only the most noticeable—in order to 

reflect the more natural process of L2 vocabulary learning. The previous studies 

therefore seem to have raised more questions than they had intended to answer initially; 

What new procedures and constructs should be invented and applied effectively in 

research design so as to produce more in-depth understanding of L2 vocabulary learning 

through reading? The rest of the chapter will be a discussion of these questions. 

2.2 Studies of L2 Vocabulary Learning as Embedded in LI Reading Research; 

The Paradigmetic Constraints 

2.2.1 Vocabularv Learning; and Reading: The Distinct Goals 

There is no doubt that the previous research was essentially groimded in the LI 

reading paradigm. Of course there is nothing inappropriate with this. After all, the 
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practitioners in both fields have concerns that are generally not incompatible and 

sometimes even overlapping. Nevertheless, their primary research goals are distinct. 

Theoretically, the reading researchers are concemed with how the students use textual 

information to attain better comprehension, including coping with, rather than learning, 

the unknown vocabulary, whereas the ESL/EFL vocabulary researchers are concemed 

with how students expand their L2 vocabulary knowledge by taking in the contextual 

information from reading. The distinct concerns of the vocabulary researchers are better 

reflected in some of the fimdamental questions they are supposed to address: 

. . .  D o  n e w l y  a c q u i r e d  w o r d s  i n  a  s e c o n d  l a n g u a g e  p a s s  t h r o u g h  a n y  i d e n t i f i a b l e  

stages of acquisition? ... Are there any clear thresholds which it is necessary for 

an L2 word to cross before it can be considered to be properly acquired, and if so, 

what types of activity lead to these thresholds being crossed? (Meara, 1980, p. 

240) 

Logically, whether a study is essentially on reading or vocabulary learning through 

reading depends on to what extent it is designed to address these basic questions. 

Judging by this rule-of-thumb criterion, the research reviewed in the proceeding section 

were not exactly studies of word-learning. 

In retrospect, what the previous studies essentially lacked were well-defined and 

consistently appUed theoretical constructs representing what constitutes knowledge of 

vocabulary in general and of word-meanings in particular. Without at least some 

hypothetical constructs and corresponding operations, the researchers were unable to 

examine vocabulary learning as incremental processes of changes over time in the 
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learner's vocabulary knowledge-status. This was a vital weakness in all the previous 

studies. The other two major procedural problems resulted from the conventions of 

reading research: the treatment of the use of dictionaries as an altemative rather than 

complementary approach to word meanings and the negligence of the role of the 

learner's native language. These will be discussed respectively. 

2.2.2 Procedure and Technique in Perspective 

The typical procedure of the previous studies was that the target words were 

selected and presented in a written passage, and the subjects would perform reading-

learning and be tested as to whether their knowledge-status changed from not-knowing to 

knowing certain target words. This procedure is an adequate tool for study of word 

recognition and perception. When applied to vocabulary research, however, it virtually 

distorted the nature of the task. The most severe problem in this design was that it 

reflected the naive assumption that knowledge of vocabulary is such that one either 

knows a word or does not know it, and learning is thus a single-shot event. 

Of course, this did not reflect the true belief of the L2 researchers; they were fully 

aware of the complex nature of vocabulary learning. The literature on L2 vocabulary 

teaching and learning did not lack expositions on this topic (Higa, 1965; Brown, 1974; 

Richard, 1976; Nilsen, 1976; Nattinger; 1980; Martin, 1984; Karpf 1986; Carter, 1987b; 

Robinson, 1989; Laufer, 1990a, b). In addition, there was a range of theoretical and 

empirical studies of the semantic structures of lexicon (see next section). But why didn't 
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they emulate these knowledge and invent procedures with techniques more sensitive to 

the incremental gains of the complex vocabulary knowledge? 

Two major reasons may explain this status quo. First, the explication of the 

nature of vocabulary knowledge is a very complicated matter and requires different 

theories to represent its many aspects. Lehrer (19992) drew an analogy between 

knowing a word and a person: 

Although we conventionally think of a person's picture in terms of a photograph, 

usually of that person's face and front. X-rays, and other new imaging devices 

provide information on other aspects of a person's body. Although we could 

construct a single representation that shows all this information, it would be too 

confusing and cluttered to be usefiil. (p. 243) 

Similarly, even though there are variety of theories and models representing the many 

aspects of vocabulary knowledge, it would be just as hard to synthesize them into a 

coherent research procedure without being confusing and cluttered. And this is 

particularly difficult in a experimental design which has dominated both LI and L2 

vocabulary studies. 

Second, the dichotomous view of the receptive versus the productive word 

knowledge blinded many researchers to the need of doing anything in breadth and depth. 

Crow's article (1986) typically represented this view. He defined receptive knowledge 

as 'Vhat one needs to know in order to understand a word while reading or listening (p. 

24). He suggested that "relatively vague denotative knowledge is usually sufficient" for 

the purpose or reading (p. 243). What he meant was that a reader would only need to 
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know, for instance, that both massacre and assassinate mean "killing," and that the other 

aspects of the word, such as syntactic constraints, derivations, co-occurrence restrictions, 

and register, should be ignored (p. 243). 

The conunonly used procedure literally reflected the kind of learning Crow 

prescribed, which frequently involved learning merely a new form for an old concept. At 

times even such superficial learning did not truly take place when nonsense words and 

cloze-tests were involved. For, guessing a nonsense or missing word is not necessarily 

the same as guessing an unknown word; the former might represent a known concept 

with a strange form or a totally known word which is simply deleted (Schatz & Baldwin, 

1986, p. 441). For instance, in 'Today the sim is radiant and the waves are bimidor" 

bimidor is the nonsense word used to mean "the waves were small, smooth, or quiet" 

(Hanyes, 1993, p. 51). In this case the subjects who guessed the basic meaning of the 

sentence did not leam either the form or the concept of any of the three possible fillers: 

they probably had known these concepts well already and they had no use for the form 

binifor. What really was being examined here was comprehension of the sentence. 

Even when incremental learning of word meanings did occur, the lack of 

adequate constructs prevented the researchers from discussing the results meaningfully; 

all they could do was to narrate the pragmatic strategies the learners used, such as 

guessing or ignoring the unknown words, or using the global, local, and word-level clues 

(2.1.3.). Once again, this approach did no more than give a sketch of the reader sampling 

through the text to comprehend its contents and said nothing about the types of 

knowledge the learner gained, nor the stages through which the threshold knowledge of a 
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word was crossed, nor how the learner used a particular type of his or her vocabulary 

knowledge to generate this qualitative change. Even in the influential LI research 

(Nagy, Herman, &. Anderson, 1985; Herman, Anderson, 8l Nagy, 1987), the incremental 

growth of vocabulary knowledge was reflected merely in sweeping terms of the partial 

and flill-grown adult knowledge of words. 

Finally, the procedures and techniques poorly adapted from the reading research 

only allowed the issue of vocabulary learning to be dealt with in the following sense, as 

Hanyes (1993) wrote. 

When a word-form and its new concept are introduced and explained in a text, a 

reader's comprehension of that new word is an important indicator of that 

reader's general ability to learn from reading. Thus, when a text gives 

information about a new concept, word-learning becomes a microcosm of reading 

comprehension" (p. 131), 

She was still commenting from the perspective of reading research. From the 

perspective of word-leaming research, any reading-comprehension event should be a 

microcosm that reflects the generative expansion of one's vocabulary knowledge system. 

2.2.3 The Use of Dictionaries 

Traditionally, the use of dictionaries was either disapproved or treated as one of 

the direct methods of word instruction alternative to the indirect method—mainly the use 

of the context (Nation, 1982). Similarly, in the experimental designs, the use of 

dictionaries has been isolated as an independent factor alternative even to word-pairs and 
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glosses, as well as to the context. The disapproval of the use of dictionaries was based 

on the typical view of reading instructors: it takes longer time than the alternative direct 

supply of definitions; it disrupts the reading process per se; at best, as everyone is able to, 

it may be used as the last resort to find the word-meaning in question; and it is, therefore, 

not something worthy of the precious classroom time. 

Several biases in the above view are immediately recognizable. First, it reflects 

the instructor's lack of a richer understanding of the nature of mastering a second or 

foreign language vocabulary. A richer understanding shows that the dictionary contains 

by far more complete lexical-syntactic-semantic information needed for mastering the 

lexical system of a foreign/second language than a marginal glosses or list of word-pairs 

could supply. The use of dictionaries is in fact not just one of the alternative methods of 

presenting words, nor a simple last resort by way of checking up on some cut-and-dry 

word meanings; on the contrary, it is the indispensable and convenient resource to 

vocabulary learning and, as such, its own effective use needs to be explored (Hill, 1948; 

Baxter, 1980; Bejoint, 1981; Jain, 1981; Ard, 1982 Scholfield, 1982; MacFarquhar & 

Richards, 1983; Thompson, 1987; Ilson, 1985; Hartmaim, 1987, 1992; Laufer & Hadar, 

1996). Second, although the use of dictionaries may take more time in a single reading 

activity, it is still worthwhile in the long-nm. For there are certain types of information 

that can only be learned systematically through the use of dictionaries. Therefore, the 

value of dictionaries should not be judged by the amount of time it requires in the 

completion of one reading task, but by whether the knowledge one obtains fix>m 

dictionaries may be used generatively so that he or she builds up the L2 lexical system 
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sooner. Third, some instructors tend to be too considerate for the classroom needs and 

inconsiderate for students' needs to learn new words outside the language textbooks 

where glosses are not available, and context clues inadequate. This brings the full circle 

of the argument: the important rationale for using contextual clues is that the students 

know the structured relations between words so that the guessing of an unknown word in 

a discourse is possible, or vice versa. But when neither is adequately available, what an 

independent L2 student can most conveniently and naturally do is to use a dictionary. 

A number of previous studies (2.1.4,2.1.5.) have already implied that any 

modeling or theorizing of word-learning through reading should include the use of 

dictionaries as part of the natural process of word learning. This means the researchers 

will also have to explore the effective use of dictionaries as complementary to context as 

dedicatedly as they explore the use of the latter; they cannot just allow it to be the last 

resort for checking up on a guessed word. 

So far little research has been done in this direction. The few studies reviewed 

above merely went as far as addressing the general questions of what motivated readers 

to use the dictionary—the purpose of reading, the relevancy of the target words to 

comprehension, etc. (Hulstijn, 1993), or whether more look-ups correlated with better 

comprehension as a general result. Only one case study was designed to study how 

readers combined uses of the context and the dictionary in learning words through 

reading (Gu, 1994), and his tentative modeling of the good and poor learners was a good 

point of departure in the new direction. 
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2.2.4 The Role of the Native Language 

The role of the learner's native language is a unique and the most fundamental 

issue that needs to be addressed by L2 practitioners. After all, what distinguishes LI 

and L2 speakers of English is that the latter know an additional language whereas the 

former do not. Ironically, this unique and fundamental issue remains relatively 

unexplored in studies of ESL vocabulary learning through reading. 

As a matter of fact, the studies of the role of the native language were only 

confined to two aspects, the orthographic similarity-cognates approach (Seibert, 1945; 

Holmes, 1986; Holmes & Ramos, 1993; Nakamura, 1986; Koda, 1989) and 

phonological similarity—the key word mnemonic approach (Atkinson, 1975; Atkinson & 

Raugh, 1975; Cohen & Aphek, 1980; Pressley, Levin, & Delaney, 1982; for reviews see 

Meara, 1980; Cohen, 1987;). Judging from their ostensible merits, both cognates and 

key word approaches may be of some use for the students if under proper guidance. 

Nevertheless, the usefulness of the cognate approach is limited by the languages 

involved (Holmes & Ramos, 1993, p. 87). As for the key-word approach, it simply 

assumes the retention of phonological forms to be the top concem of L2 vocabulary 

learning and "completely ignores the complex patterns of meaning relationships that 

characterize a proper, fully formed lexicon" (Meara, 1980, p. 225). Lacking a richer 

view of what constitutes the vocabulary knowledge and word meanings, the researchers 

who were engaged in studies of cognates and key word mnemonics have not raised the 

most revealing questions about the role of LI in L2 vocabulary learning. 
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For all the beginners, to associate explicitly or implicitly the meanings of the L2 

words with their LI equivalents appears to be the only effective way to start. This may 

be explained in terms of the notion of schema. Schema is the existing knowledge 

structure of the learner, and learning is a function of the interaction between one's 

schema and the information inputs. Schema thus plays a important role in learning new 

knowledge (Rumelhart, 1980; Anderson, 1984). From this perspective, the learner's 

native language is an important component of one's general schema which influences his 

or her approach to a second language. As Corder (1992) argued. 

It is not conceivable that in the acquisition of a second language the existing 

knowledge of a language or languages and the modes and purposes of their use 

should not play a part. All that we know about learning insists that previous 

knowledge and skills are intimately involved in the acquisition of new knowledge 

and skills.... the part played by the mother tongue in the acquisition of a second 

language is a good deal more pervasive and subtle than has been traditionally 

believed. It plays a part at the start, in the process of learning, and in the use of 

the target language in conmiunication. (p. 29) 

Unfortunately, while many of the studies reviewed above included the use of the 

mother tongue for the more pragmatic purpose of testing the learner's grasp of meanings 

of words and the texts, none contained a discussion of the cognitive flmctions of these 

micro processes and their impact on learning of L2 word meanings. On the one hand, 

this was a consequence of the lack of qualified theoretical constructs through which these 

micro-processes might have been described and discussed. On the other hand, it 
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reflected the researchers' naive assumption that the acceptable LI translations means 

grasp of the accurate conceptual meanings of the target words, or vice versa. This 

practice is especially detrimental to the test of the leamer's learning of the structured 

relations of word meanings. 

By the same token, the notion of schema also implies that learning a second 

language is building another subsystem of one's general knowledge structure, rather than 

just collecting unrelated items. Hague warned the practitioners that pair-associations 

may later become the source of problems in advanced studies (1987, p. 217). In fact, 

even a most sophisticated L2 user admits that implicit associations are always at the back 

of the mind; they are intrinsic to the cognitive processes. Therefore, one of the most 

important questions for L2 researchers to address is: "How is it that L2 words, which are 

often learned as paired associates of their L2 translations eventually, come to operate in a 

way that is relatively independent of their translation?" (Meara, 1980, p. 240) 

This question actually requires researchers to examine closely the micro-processes of 

interaction between the leamer's mother tongue and target language, and the 

accimiulated effects of such interaction. The methods and procedures for such operations 

are not readily available from LI reading or vocabulary research; they have to be adopted 

from other fields of language studies, or invented. 

2.2.5 Summary of the Section 

In sum, the LI reading research paradigm served as a good point of departure for 

L2 research into vocabulary learning through reading. Its limitations, however, have 
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been gradually understood. It needs to be transformed substantially so that it will meet 

the needs for more comprehensive studies of L2 vocabulary learning through reading. 

The paradigm particularly needs theoretical constructs and corresponding operations that 

reflect more accurately the incremental growths of the learner's richer vocabulary 

knowledge. Meanwhile, it should also address the use of dictionaries and the cognitive 

role of the native language as part of the unitary process of L2 vocabulary learning 

through reading. 

2.3 The Lexical-Semantic Notions and Constructs Applicable to Study of ESL/EFL 

Vocabulary Learning through Reading 

2.3.1 A Descriptive Model of Word Meanings 

To investigate into vocabulary learning, one should, first of all, have a theoretical 

understanding of word. If a word contains richer contents in terms of its forms, 

meanings, and the form-meaning relations, then the researcher's definition of word has to 

be sufficiently sophisticated to reflect these contents. 

A common understanding of a word is "an orthographic definition," which 

consists of "any sequence of letters (and a limited number of other characteristics such as 

hyphen and apostrophe) bounded on either side by a space or punctuation mark" (Carter, 

1987b, p. 4). By way of this definition, reads, reading, read (past tense) are considered 

three different words rather than three occurrences of one same word. This is awkward 

because they are cited under the same dictionary entry READ. On the other hand, 

treating them as the same word would also be problematic because they sometimes mean 
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essentially different things as in He loves reading poetry and He can read your mind. 

Thus, the orthographic definition alone thus is insufficient for representing the 

complexities of a word: its forms, meanings, and form-meaning relations. 

The customary practice among linguists is to describe the form of a word in terms 

of a lexeme with inflectional and derivational lexical forms (Lyons, 1977; Cater, 1988). 

Lexemes represent the linguistic units that are cited in the dictionary. The dictionary 

entry READ is the lexeme of which, reads, reading, and read (past tense) are three of its 

inflectional lexical forms. A lexical form combined with some appropriate meaning 

may be considered one of the lexical items under that lexeme (Carter, 1987b, p. 7) or 

lexical units (Cruse, 1986, p. 77). Thus the question a reader firequently rasises is not 

whether he or she knows the word as a dictionary entry, such as READ, but will be 

which of the lexical items under it. 

If a lexical item is a combination of a lexical form and some meaning, then what 

is the meaning of meaningl As a theoretical question, it is not a simple one and has 

been approached in many different ways—meanings as ostension, as use, as conditions in 

truth, as concepts, as culture, etc. (for detailed reviews, see Lyons 1977, Vol. 2; Allan, 

1986, Vol. 1; Frawley, 1992). While each of these approaches reveals some aspects of 

meanings, they also have their share of problems in reflecting the other aspects. 

However, in the more recent semantic studies these various approaches have been 

gradually boiled down to a virtually standard descriptive model of word knowledge. 

In this descriptive model, an important meaning aspect of a word is its sense. 

The notion was first established by a German philosopher (Frege, 1966). According to 
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Lyons (1977), sense is used "by a number of philosophers for what others would 

describe simply as their meaning or perhaps cognitive or descriptive meaning"(p. 197). 

Given meaning defined as sense, a lexical item is then a combination of a lexical form 

under a lexeme. 

The theoretical understanding of meaning is not limited to the notion of sense; it 

also contains and distinguishes between denotation and reference. Denotation 

represents "the relationship that holds between [a] lexeme and persons, things, places 

properties, processes and activities external to the language system," and an individual 

class of things denoted is a denotatum (Lyons, 1977, p. 207). Reference on the other 

hand is a "an utterance-bound relation and does not hold of lexemes as such but of 

expressions in the context" (p. 208). And naturally what the expression is intended to 

identify in that context is its referent (p. 177). For instance, men over there contains the 

word men to refer to some particular male persons on a particular occasion, whereas 

MAN denotes all grown-up male human beings as a generic group. 

As Lyons pointed out, however, that not all lexemes denote things that exit in the 

real world. For example, UNICORN does not really denote any animals we know, and 

that all our knowledge of UNICORN comes fi-om the pictures and descriptions, which 

are not its true denotation. At best, lexemes Uke UNICOFIN may be said to have only 

secondary denotation (Lyons, pp. 210-211). 

On the other hand, the case of UNICORN further specifies what is meant by 

sense: it is what is understood for in terms of the senses of other lexical units or lexemes. 

Allan (1986) suggested that sense may be further analyzed into its components 
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represented in words that describe "the characteristics of [its] prototype denotatum" (p. 

139). Cruse (1986) proposed "semantic trait" for representing the sense-components of 

the lexical unit under analysis (p. 16). He categorized these traits into a hierarchy of 

status's: criterial, expected, possible, unexpected, and excluded (p. 16). Semantic trait, 

or sense-component, in fact is the basic theoretical construct that links up the above 

notions and constructs into this descriptive model of word knowledge. As will be 

illustrated later in this section, only in terms of these sense-components will the relations 

of a lexical unit to its lexeme and other fellow lexical units, as well as its relations to 

those under other lexemes, will be practically analyzed and described. 

One thing must be mentioned here regarding a possible application of this 

descriptive model of word-knowledge. That is, in this descriptive model, lexemes are 

virtually treated as the basic analytical units. This would cause awkwardness in 

approaching meanings of certain words. For example, when a reader approaches 

BACHELOR in a text, it would be hard to determine whether the reader has in fact 

understood its meaning or not: when the relevant sense is 'young college graduate' and 

the reader has got it, he or she has leamed the relevant sense, but not all the denotative 

senses under the lexeme. This in fact suggests that lexical units may be the more 

convenient units for analysis of reading or other learning processes. 

2.3.2 Componential Analvsis 

The notion denotes the practice of analyzing lexemes into their lexical items and 

semantic traits. The core of this notion consists of an assumption that there are 
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grammatically relevant and less language-specific semantic traits in the composition of 

most words, which may be represented through binarism, a convenient notational device 

(for detailed reviews see Lehrer, 1974; Lyons, 1977; Cater, 1987). Katz' analysis of 

BACHELOR provides a classical example for this approach (1963), in which he tried to 

explain how its lexical items with their semantic traits are structured under the lexeme. 

As an attempt to build a theoretical model of word meanings, the approach of 

componential analysis has its intrinsic difBculties (Lyons, 1977, pp. 317-335). But it is 

still valuable if used heuristically for teaching and learning. The presentation of 

vocabulary in grids has long been recommended and actually emulated in textbooks and 

instructional models (Channell, 1981; Harvey, 1983; Stieglitz, 1983; Anders, 1986). 

Furthermore, componential analysis has become the basis for the analysis of sense 

relations among the lexemes and lexical items (Lehrer, 1974; Lyons, 1977; Cmse, 1986). 

Caution also needs to be taken in applying componential analysis even 

heuristically. First, while the researchers may use the lexemes as the units for 

componential analysis, not all the lexemes are conveniently analyzable. This is because 

some lexemes may denote a range of things that it is harder even to determine which of 

them best represents the prototypical characteristics of the lexeme as an abstract object, 

or whether such an abstract object even exists. For instance, is 'bachelomess' truly a 

feasible abstract object which represents such senses as 'young male seal, undergraduate 

degree holder, and never married male human' in a coherent structure? On the contrary, 

the example suggests that the lexical item is generally the more convenient unit for 

componential analysis. 
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Second, although most lexical items have a pre-established sense, there are cases 

where senses are only potential and that they have to be established through the context 

according to some generative rules or principles (Cruse, 1986, pp. 68-69). Third, the 

context may have effect on the senses so that certain semantic traits will be promoted and 

highlighted whereas the others will be demoted and backgrounded (Cruse, 1986, pp. 52-

53). These are important aspects that must be taken into account in research design. 

2.3.3 Semantic Fields 

"A semantic field consists of a conceptual domain (e.g. content) and a lexical set 

which is mapped onto the domain" (Lehrer, 1992, p. 244). For example, the English 

cooking words form a lexical set that represents how experiences of cooking are 

conceptualized in terms of the required sources of heat, temperature, heat conductor, etc. 

(Lehrer, 1974). A semantic field may reflect either paradigmatic (e.g. synonymy, 

antonymy, hyponymy and others) and syntagmatic relations of words (Lehrer, 1974; 

Lehrer & BCittay, 1992; Lyons, 1977; Cruse, 1986), including metaphorical expressions 

(Kittay & Lehrer, 1981; Kittay, 1987). "The general idea behind semantic field," as 

Lehrer pointed out, "is that a part of understanding the meaning of a word involves 

seeing how it is related to other words in a lexical system" (1992, p. 244). The semantic 

field thus is an important theoretical tool for inquiry into the sense-relation structures. 

Semantic fields approach has been recommended and applied in the teaching of 

ESL vocabulary (Channell, 1981; Maiguashca, 1984; Crow, & Quigley, 1985; 

Lindstromberg, 1985). The best-known textbooks based on the analysis of semantic 
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field structures in EFL/ESL were Rudska et al (1981,1985). Although some critics 

questioned the feasibility "to take a method of linguistic analysis and transpose it 

(although modified) to language teaching material?" (Williams & Porter, 1983, p. 69), 

the truly feasible question should be how the learners should engage in acquiring the 

knowledge of these covert structured relations. For L2 students, teachers, and 

researchers, semantic field analysis still remains a promising tool for revealing the sense-

relations of a L2 lexical system through comparison of it with that of the native 

language. So far there have been no published works exploring this part of its value. 

2.3.4 Verb Areimient Stmcture 

This is a theoretical notion which denotes how a verb, constrained by its senses, 

selects other words to form expressions. The argument structures of a verb reflect the 

syntagmatic schemes or patterns in which it collocates with the other words in sentences 

(Pinker, 1989; Levin, 1993, 1995). They are commonly known by the L2 teachers and 

smdents as the verb patterns. For instance, WANT may be constrained by its different 

senses to collocate with different categories of words in different patterns, such as: I 

want a car (V + N, Pron); I want to rent a car (V + to V phrase); I want you to rent it for 

me (V + Pron + to V Phrase); / want my steak well-done (V + N/Pron + Past Participle); I 

want my tea rather sweet (V + N/Pron + Adj); My hair wants cutting (V + Present 

Participle). These patterns may also be represented in more straight terms: to want sth; 

to want to do sth; to want sb to do sth; to want sth done; to want sth adj; to want doing. 
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The Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionarv of Current English gives a detailed 

description of verb pattern categorizations (1989, pp. XXXV-ii). 

The knowledge of the verb argument structures certainly constitutes an important 

part of a native speaker's general vocabulary knowledge. Besides, it plays a vital role in 

the native-speaker's guessing the senses of an unknown verb as well as in mastering its 

possible uses. For, the verbs that form a semantic field under the similar sense-

constraints also share, in most cases, their collocational patterns, which makes it possible 

for the learner to infer the argument structures of one verb from that of another verb in a 

recognized field (Levin, 1993). 

Although the knowledge of the verb argimient structures is an important 

component of a learner's general vocabulary knowledge and has a vital role in further 

vocabulary expansion, little has been done in either LI or L2 research on vocabulary 

learning through reading. One thrust (Kerim-Sade & Pavlov, 1989) in this direction was 

based on the researchers' intuition rather than on the more sophisticated constructs 

regarding categorizations of the English verbs. Another related study (Yu, 1996) was 

from the more general perspective of the role of LI in L2 teaching and learning. 

2.3.5 Lexicalization Pattern (of Motion Verbs) 

Reading researchers are more familiar with the term encoding (to represent 

messages and experiences in codes, or the involved linguistic forms of a language), 

whereas its counterpart in lexical-semantics is lexicalization: to represent messages and 

experiences in lexical items. 
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According to Talmy (1985), a motion event consists of four necessary semantic 

components: (1) figure, an object which moves relative to (2) ground, the object of 

reference, following a course or (3) path, and such movement in the event is (4) motion. 

In addition, (5) manner, how the object moves, and (6)cause, what causes the motion, 

are two probable components (p. 61). In a more recent paper, Talmy also added the 

Force as the seventh component (1988). The lexicalization patterns thus reflect how 

these sense-traits are habitually manifested in their surface elements in forming the 

corresponding argument structures of the same motion verbs. 

These patterns, however, are not immediately clear to L2 learners, since the sense 

traits do not correspond one-to-one to their surface elements—verbs, prepositions, 

adverbs, etc.— and that their correspondences vary in principle from language to 

language (Talmy, 1985). For instance, in Enghsh the figure and manner are incorporated 

into the single lexical form toddle to which no equivalent is found in Chinese. It is 

therefore necessary to guide the learner in grasping this part of the L2 knowledge. 

The need to teach the lexicalization patterns of verbs is only beginning to be 

recognized by a few L2 professionals as an important issue. Yu (1996) demonstrated 

that once the Chinese ESL learners were aware of the similarities between the 

lexicalization pattems of their native language and the English language, they performed 

better in grasping the use of the motion verbs. The usefulness of the notion of 

lexicalization pattems and the construct of motion event should be further explored in 

research on vocabulary learning and teaching. 
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2.3.6 Metaphors as Semantic Structures 

This line of thought is best represented in the book Metaphors We Live Bv by 

George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980), who understood the metaphor in its broadest 

sense. That is, the metaphor provides the means by which a familiar domain of 

experiences is mapped onto an unfamiliar domain. Since such mappings "preserve the 

cognitive topology (this is, the image-schema structure) of the source domain," most 

cases of abstract reasoning are "actually metaphorical versions of spatial references" 

(Lakofif, 1990, p. 54). Metaphor thus defined is also viewed as an interaction between 

two semantic fields (Kittay & Lehrer, 1981; Kittay, 1987). 

Abstract thinking is certainly more complicated a phenomenon than just the use 

of metaphorical images. But, ignore Lakoffs hypothesis and one will find image-

schema a usefiil notion in understanding the more coherent semantic structures that 

underlie many idiomatic expressions, so that these otherwise seemingly arbitrary form-

meaning relations will become more logical for inference (Lakofif & Kovecses, 1987). 

Although the knowledge of metaphorical expressions constitutes another important part 

of a native-speaker's vocabulary knowledge (Johnson, 1996; Kovecses & Szabo, 1996), 

the issue of metaphorical competence has hardly been reflected in the L2 vocabulary 

learning through reading. 

2.3.7 Summarv of the Section 

In this section, the most influential theoretical notions and constmcts in lexical 

semantics and cognitive linguistics were discussed and virtually synthesized into a more 
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general descriptive model of word knowledge (see Table 2.I.). Although the model 

mainly reflects the descriptive or cognitive meaning aspects of words, it is also valuable 

for understanding the social and expressive, or emotive, meanings, because the former is 

the core from which the latter grows. It is applicable to analysis of L2 vocabulary 

learning through reading, if appropriately operationalized. 

Table 2.1. The Model of Word Knowledge 

Lexicon: all the words (lexemes) & their stmctural -semantic relations of a language. 

Lexemes: the entries in the dictionaries 
(BACHELOR., READ, etc.) with one or 
more derivational forms— lexical forms. 

Semantic fields: 
paradigmatic/syntagmatic, image-
schematic, & other structural-semantic 
relations among words. 

Lexical items: a lexical item is a lexical 
form combined with a sense or 
descriptive meaning. The word bachelor 
in a ~ 'party contains a sense different 
from that of bachelor in a ~ 5 degree; 
theoretically speaking, these are two 
lexical items under the same lexeme 
BACHELOR, and they denote two 
different classes of things of the world 
(or have different denotata) and are 
normally used to refer to different things 
accordingly in the context. 

Verb argument structnres: verbal 
patterns, one of the primary syntagmatic-
paradigmatic relations. 
Lexcalization pattern analysis is a 
major approach to the nature of verb 
argument structures. 

Componential analysis: to understand 
he sense components of all lexical items 

lexemes, hence all the potential 
emantic relations of words. 

Sense components: also referred to as 
semantic traits (e.g. 'young tmmarried 
male' are the essential sense components 
of bachelor in bachelors 'party). The 
sense components are the base of all the 
semantic structures of a lexicon. 

Verb argument structnres: verbal 
patterns, one of the primary syntagmatic-
paradigmatic relations. 
Lexcalization pattern analysis is a 
major approach to the nature of verb 
argument structures. 

Componential analysis: to understand 
he sense components of all lexical items 

lexemes, hence all the potential 
emantic relations of words. 
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2.4 Conclusion of the Qiapter 

The earlier studies of EFL/ESL vocabulary learning through reading was embedded 

in LI reading paradigm, particularly in the psycholiguistic model of reading, which has 

been the major source of theoretical defense of teaching guessing strategies for deriving 

the meanings of the unknown words. While the model appropriately served as the point 

of departure for this line of L2 vocabulary studies, its limitations have been gradually felt 

and should have been logically expected in the very beginning. Goodman (1982) 

evaluated his own model in the following words: 

There are some things the model isn't. It isn't complete in detail in any aspect. It 

isn't a theory of comprehension, cognition, or perception. And it isn't a theory of 

reading instruction.... The model presented here is not 'something to use on 

Monday morning.' It is the necessary base for the theory that will generate things 

to do on Monday and explain why they do or do not help people to read more 

efficiently and effectively, (p. 16). 

Obviously, the model is not a theory for L2 vocabulary learning either, although it may 

become more complete in detail in that respect if the relevant constructs and notions are 

to be synthesized into it. And again, even a more complete theoretical base as such is no 

more than a new point of departure for more effective research into the nature of L2 

vocabulary learning; more effective and efficient learning and teaching strategies may 

only be later generated from a better imderstanding of the issues involved. The present 

project, therefore, is an experiment with the possible synthesis, a necessary step towards 

the more general goal. 
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

The originally designed data-collection procedure was a conventional three-staged 

one, which should consist of the preliminary, the main-investigation, and the follow-up 

sessions. During the actual investigation, however, the procedure was adjusted 

accordingly for better effects as well as for the convenience of the participants. 

3.1 The Preliminaries to Data Collection 

3.1.1 The Personal Data Form 

A form (see APPENDDC A) was prepared for the potential subjects to complete 

with the key information regarding their name, nationality, languages, gender, current 

English status (including GRE and TOEFL scores), and a brief chronicle of educational 

and career experiences. The information from the form was to serve as a necessary 

introduction about the subjects. 

3.1.2 Selection of the Text for the Read-Learn 

The text was chosen according to several validity criteria so that it would better 

characterize the realistic readings the students normally cope with. First, it should be 

self-contained in terms of the subject matter it deals with. Second, its intended audience 

should be the members of the community of a profession, trade, etc. Third, the subjects 

should know something about the subject matter in commonsensical terms. In addition, 

the text should also be rich in language phenomena to be targeted for analyses. 
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The article chosen was "The Generous Confluences" by Norman Strung from the 

May of 1992 issue of Field & Stream (see APPENDIX D). It was about how to find and 

fish for trout at places where flowing waters meet the stagnant waters. For this 

exploratory study, slight adaptations were made so that the article was moderately 

shorter. It contained 15 paragraphs of 1,049 words. 

3.1.3 The Target Words 

3.1.3.1 The Natural Encounters 

In real reading situations, a reader reads and encoimters words he or she has never 

come across before or is not totally familiar with. To better assimilate this reality, the 

selection of the target words was designed to include two methods. The first method was 

that of natural encounter: what the subjects would naturally encounter during reading as 

the unknown or partially known were to be targeted for study. 

3.1.3.2 The Post-Read Test 

The method of natural encoimter, however, has a disadvantage: it might not reveal 

all of what the subjects know or do not know about the words being approached. 

Therefore, a controlled post-read test (see APPENDIX E) was also designed to probe for 

more complete data. The post-read test of the present study was especially designed as a 

tool to evaluate the leamer's knowledge of the specified aspects of the English 

vocabulary in varied breadths and depths. The following are the detailed descriptions of 

the parts of the test. 



Componential Parts. The whole test consists of three parts. PART ONE has three 

sections. Section I includes Groups A and B. The items in Group A frequently occur in 

descriptions of fishing and other outdoor experiences, and their specific senses may not 

be easily recognized by the subjects lacking the relevant experiences. For instance, they 

may understand a dry fly as no more than a type of lure. Or they may not recognize that 

point has a specific sense in the text which denotes a general feature of the shoreline. On 

the contrary. Group B contains some most commonly used nouns whose senses are 

relatively easy to grasp, but one may not readily substantiate them with the exemplar 

things or events they denote. Similarly, Section II contains some adjectives that are 

frequently used elsewhere in varied senses, but the subjects are supposed to recognize the 

specific sense in which each of them is used in the text. Section HI is similar to Section 

II in that its verbs frequently occur in readings in slightly varied senses, but their specific 

senses in the text need to be accurately grasped. And the grasp of the specific senses of 

the items in these sections has to be shown through appropriate exemplar uses, as well as 

through appropriate verbal definitions. 

PART TWO also consists of three sections. The items in Section FV are grouped 

into couples and triples as they are considered synonymous and are actually used 

interchangeably in the text, but that does not mean they share exactly the same senses and 

denotata; they in fact differ regarding usage as well as sense, denotation, and reference. 

Therefore, a more thorough grasp of each of these items should include understanding of 

their essential differences as well as similarities. 
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Section V requires the subjects to rearrange the given items into groups, each of 

which should show a meaningilil structure. Section VI includes items that are used 

figuratively in the text. This section tests whether the subjects imderstand the literal as 

well as the metaphorical senses of each item and the logical mapping between the two. 

In general, these sections of PART TWO are designed to test whether the subjects have 

understood the sense-relations as part of accurate grasp of the meanings and usage of 

these items. 

The last two sections in Part Three test the subjects' knowledge of the English 

verbs, particularly that of the relations of the senses and the argiunent structures. 

Knowing how to use verbs in the forms of gerunds and participles constitutes an 

important part of one's knowledge of the usage of these verbs. Such knowledge provides 

the foundation for more thorough appreciation in reading of the author's choice of word 

for its expressive power. Section Vn deals with this aspect of vocabulary knowledge. 

The purpose of the last section (Section Vni) is to see whether the subjects' are 

sensitive to the internal argument structures of the verbs, or the verb patterns, which 

represent the schematic structures in which these verbs collocate with other words under 

the constraints of their senses. The Usted verbs fall outside the simple V + Object 

patterns. Some verbs occur more than once in the text in varied patterns, and the others 

occiu- only once and in one pattern. Unless they have a solid knowledge of the English 

verb pattems, the subjects may not recognize all the varied patterns or the correct one in 

which a verb occurs. They may also over-generalize a pattern by including elements that 

don't belong to the internal argument structure of the verb. The correct/incorrect/no 
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recognition of the patterns reflects the subjects' awareness/ unawareness/no awareness of 

the structured meaning-form relations, which is one of the most important aspects of 

knowledge of verb learning. A brief introduction of what the verb patterns are and how 

they are represented in prints is given just in case some subjects do not know what they 

are expected to do for this part. However, should any subject still feel confused about 

what to make to do, then it is an indication of his or her lack of knowledge of this type. 

Scoring & Grading. The scoring method (see APPENDIX F) was so designed 

that the subjects would receive 0-3 points accordingly on each individual item or set of 

items. The method discouraged wild guessing: the subject who admits not knowing the 

correct answer receives some credit whereas they receive no credit for having given 

wrong answers. In the end, the percentages of varied scores in each section would be 

calculated to reflect the subjects' strengths or weaknesses in terms of the targeted aspects 

of vocabulary knowledge. The scores would be determined by the researcher and a 

native-speaker language-teaching expert. If the two would not agree, the problem should 

go to a third native-speaker expert. 

Generally speaking, the test was designed as an independent evaluative tool. To 

successfully accomplish the test as required, the subjects would have to apply the best of 

their knowledge. And the results of the test would reveal the subject's knowledge-status 

in terms of the targeted aspects of the English vocabulary, hence, how much of what they 

would still need to improve. In addition, the test results would also supplement the 

protocols from the read-leam to reveal the subjects' general cognitive tactics. 
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3.1.4 The Questionnaire for Interview 

A questionnaire (see APPENDIX B) had been developed which was to be used in 

the follow-up interview. It contains of two parts. The questions in Part A were designed 

to probe for the subjects' verbal claims regarding the nature of L2 vocabulary learning, as 

well as their learning strategies and problems. All of Part A were to be used in the 

follow-up session. The data generated from these questions were important supplements 

to those collected from the subjects' actual performance during the read-leam and the 

post-read test. The questions in Part B concern the potential subjects' literacy 

background in both the native and English languages. They were to be used only 

selectively. It was hoped the information from this interview would reveal more about 

the subjects' read-leam behavior. 

3.2. Selection of the Subjects as Learner Cases 

Four subjects were selected. The first subject, Hsu, is from Taiwan. He came to 

the states in 1991 for graduate studies. A major in history in the department of East 

Asian Studies of the University of Arizona, Hsu was working on his dissertation proposal 

at the time of investigation. The second subject, Kun, is from PRC (the People's 

Republic of China). She came to the states in 1993 and is now a senior undergraduate at 

the Northern Arizona University. Her major is in hotel management. 

The third one. Kit, is from Macao. Although a citizen of Portugal, she does not speak 

any Portuguese. She came to the states in 1993 had has been studying in the department 

of the Optic Science of the University of Arizona. She has recently passed her 
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preliminary examinations. The fourth. Jay, is also from PRC. He came to the states in 

1994. At the time of ±e investigation, he was a graduate in the department of Hydrology 

of the University of Arizona. 

Hsu, Kun, and Jay speak, read, and write Mandarin as their first language and 

English as a foreign or second language. Although Kit speaks Cantonese as her first 

language, she received her education in Mandarin from the elementary school through 

college. She is fluent in both "Chinese dialects" and she certainly reads and writes in 

Mandarin other than English. On the other hand. Kit, Hsu, and Jay are more typical of 

the Chinese graduate students in the United States: they learned English as a foreign 

language in their native regions, where it was taught at school as a minor subject and by 

non-native-speakers of English; they managed to pass the required TOEFL and GRE tests 

to be qualified for entering the graduate programs in the United States; and so far they 

have been doing fine in studies and in dealing with the English-speaking environment in 

general. In comparison, Kun represents a different group: those who learned their 

English not through formal education but through contact with the native-speakers 

working in China or visiting an English-speaking country. 

3.3 The Procedure of Investigation 

3.3.1 The Preliminary SessianR 

The session was conducted in one-on-one fashion with each selected subject at a 

different time and place. Each subject was briefly told what the study was about and was 

asked whether he or she was willing to participate in it. Then, the willing subjects 
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completed the Personal Data Form. Finally a time and place was set for each subject's 

next session, which was also to be conducted in an one-on-one fashion. 

3.3.2 The Main Investigation Sessions 

3.3.2.1 For Hsu 

This session was originally designed to consist of two main activities: the read-

leara and the post-read test. It was carried out exactly as designed in investigating the 

first subject, Hsu, when it was found out that the procedure should need some 

adjustments for better effects. 

Read-Leam. At the very beginning, Hsu was instructed (see APPENDIX 3.) that 

he was to have a vocabulary test based on the given passage at the end of the session and, 

therefore, he should pay attention to the details as well as to the main ideas of the text. 

He was also allowed to use a dictionary or take notes should he feel it necessary, but that 

he could only refer to the notes and the text, not the dictionary, when later taking the test. 

The most important instruction Hsu was required to follow during the reading 

was to read and think aloud. Since the protocols would be the main data, the subject had 

to read and think aloud throughout the session. The second important requirement was to 

mark two types of words during the reading-aloud session: totally imknown words 

(including familiar-looking words whose meanings could not be recalled) and acquainted 

words whose contextual meanings were unfamiliar. In addition, the subject should mark 

or note down anything else he considered important. Other than these, Hsu read 

naturally: he guessed at the unknown words, or looked them up in the dictionary, or did 
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both and more. Although he was allowed to report his thoughts either in Chinese or in 

English or both, Hsu used Chinese only. 

When reading the first two paragraphs, Hsu was reminded of the requirements at 

every turn by way of practice. After that, he read alone most of the time through the 

session. Everything was being recorded on tape. It took about an hour and half for Hsu 

to finish the read-Ieam task alone, which was considerably longer than the time used in a 

previously conducted pilot study. 

Interview on Part A of the Questionnaire. This was originally plaimed to be 

conducted after the post-read text, as part of the follow-up session. During the break, 

however, Hsu initiated a conversation about vocabulary learning, which virtually touched 

all the questions of Part A of the questiormaire. The conversation lasted about thirty 

minutes. After that, he took the post-read test as scheduled. 

Post-Read Test. After he was given the instructions, Hsu was left alone to do the 

test. Although he was told to say aloud his thoughts—either in Enghsh or Chinese— 

during the test, Hsu did not actually say much and in many cases failed to give the fiill 

answers as required. As a result, the test did not produce adequate data as expected. It 

took a little more than an hour for Hsu to finish the test. After the test, Hsu complained 

that he was a little tired and was not as attentive as he could be. 

3.3.2.2 For Kit and Kun 

After Hsu's session, the procedure was adjusted in several respects for Kit and 

Kun. First, the main-investigation session was split into two: the read-leam alone 
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became an independent session, and the post-read test was combined with the interview 

to form the second main-investigation session. The two sessions were conducted with 

Kit and Kun at different times. Each of these lasted about an hour and half, just as 

expected. Of course, at the beginning of the second main session. Kit and Kun were also 

allowed a little time to review the reading material and notes before taking the test. 

Second, during these separate sessions, instead of doing everything alone. Kit 

and Kun were also probed for thoughts they would otherwise not say aloud. For instance, 

when one subject said "I guess it means..." she was asked, " What makes you think 

so?" Or, when doing the test, the subjects were reminded from time to time that they 

should give examples as well as verbal explanations, so that they were able to follow the 

instructions accurately. At times, they were also asked whether whey knew the Chinese 

or English equivalents of words, and the like questions. 

Third, as a major adjustment of the test-taking procediu-e, the subjects were 

required to do all sections (except V and VIII) orally; that is, by saying their thoughts 

aloud either in English or in Chinese. Besides, some redundant and overlapping parts 

were also found out and trimmed. Following this adjusted procedure. Kit and Kun 

actually produced more complete and accurate data within a shorter time. 

3.3.2.3 ForJav 

It turned out that the selected text was by far more difficult for Jay than for the 

other subjects. Besides, Jay did not follow the instructions appropriately, nor did he 
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respond well to the probing questions. So we decided to close the investigation at the end 

of the read-leam session. 

3.3.3 The Foilow-Uo Session 

Since the subjects' thoughts were fairly thoroughly probed and the protocols were 

clear, there was practically little to be done for the follow-up. So it was cancelled. 

3.3.4 The Cases for Analysis and Final Report 

Since the investigation conducted with Kit and Kun were more successful in that 

they followed the adjusted procedure more to the letter and generated more complete 

data, the two were chosen as the learner cases for the systematic analysis. The results are 

reported respectively in Chapters 4 and 5. 

3.3.5 The Use of the Data in the Analysis 

The main body of the data consisted of the protocols and written notes produced 

by the subjects during the read-leam, the post-read test, and the interviews. These were 

examined closely in juxtaposition with all the textual materials used (the text for the read-

leam, the test materials, and the dictionary entries involved). The analysis of each case 

was conducted through these basic steps. First, to address the question of to what degrees 

the subjects would consider a word as known or unknown (the first research question), 

the subjects' self-descriptions during the interviews were examined with respect to their 

general approaches to words during reading and views of word, word meaning, and 
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knowing a word (mainly their answers to the questions in Part A of the questionnaire). 

This gave some perspective in which, then, the protocols and written notes from the read-

leam were closely analyzed. Since the oral reading procedure employed during the 

investigation limited the subjects from revealing their total knowledge of the lexical items 

involved, the protocols from the post-read test were also looked into for supplementary 

information. For instance, Kun's oral report was so general that, from the read-leam 

alone, it was not clear whether she had understood the meanings of certain items. Then 

the test forced her to report her thoughts about some of these "unattended" items. All 

these data were used complementarity to piece up more complete pictures of the subjects' 

knowledge of and approach to the words. 

In view of the lexical-semantic notions, the subjects' knowledge statuses 

regarding the words in question were analyzed into some finer categories of unfamiliar 

and familiar types. These became the basis for the equally finer analyses of what the 

subjects had learned about these items and how they learned them. Of course, although 

several research questions (the second through fifth) were raised separately to address the 

different aspects of the read-leam, in reality these could hardly be examined separately. 

So, the text, the test, and the dictionary entries involved were all examined at the same 

time with the protocols and the notes from the read-leam and the post-read test. And the 

results were presented separately and in an order slightly different from that in which the 

research questions were raised for the sake of convenience. 

One thing that needs to be mentioned is that the relatively consistent and clear 

steps by which the analyses were reported was not at all clear at the beginning. It only 
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gradually took its present shape from the repeated tentative analyses of the data, 

particularly of Kit's fairly ample protocols. The complete features of this framework and 

its impact on the results of analyses will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 
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4. KIT'S APPROACH TO VOCABULARY THROUGH READING: 

THE ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST CASE 

Since the primary objective of this study was to experiment with applying the 

notions and constructs from the Word Knowledge model to analysis of word-learning, 

how this should be done was the most challenging question at the beginning. Through 

the preliminary analysis of both selected cases, a loose analytical framework was formed. 

It was then reapplied to a more intensive analysis of the data. This chapter contains the 

results of the intensive analysis of Kit's approach to word-meaning through reading. 

While the analysis was guided by the five mainline research questions, the results are 

presented in seven sections in a slightly different order from that of the mainline 

questions as follows: 

1. To what degrees Kit considered a word as known or unknown during reading. 

2. When Kit resorted to the context. 

3. How Kit used the context. 

4. What aspects of vocabulary Kit sought to learn: the results of the read-leam. 

5. What aspects of vocabulary Kit sought to learn: the results of the test. 

6. When and how Kit used the dictionary. 

7. When and how Kit resorted to Chinese. 

As can be seen here, the results regarding the second mainline research question are 

presented respectively in 4 and 5, and the results regarding the third mainline question are 

presented in 2 and 3, all following the natural logic of the procedure. 
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4.1 To What Degrees Kit Considered a Word as Known or Unknown 

The first mainline question entails several interrelated sub-questions: What is the 

reader's understanding of a word and of the meaning of a word? When the reader 

recognizes a word as unknown or partially known, what is on his or her mind? With 

respect to these questions. Kit's behavior in marking out the unknown and partially 

known words was examined through the theoretical lenses of the Word Knowledge 

model, which led to a finer representation of her knowledge statuses. 

4.1.1 The Unknown Words as Recopnizeri hv Kit 

As required by the procedure. Kit marked out respectively the words whose 

meanings were unknown or partially known to her (Table 4.1.). One thing important 

to note is that Kit did not seem to be consistent in passing these judgements. For 

instance, it is doubtfiil that the items such as join forces and cornucopia were equally 

unknown to her, or incubators, which she guessed as "something in the car," was equally 

known to her as mean or share or create were. Besides, there were unmarked items 

whose exact meanings Kit admitted not knowing. While some momentary confusion or 

pen-point error might have been the cause of this inconsistency, it simply indicates that 

her knowledge of meanings of words is too complicated to be represented in such simple 

fashion as unknown and partially known. 

Kit actually had a fairly consistent understanding of meanings and words, which 

she applied quite consistently throughout the read-leam task. Each time Kit marked a 
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Table 4.1. The Words Marked bv Kit 

UNKNOWN WORDS Total: 19 

angler estuary tributary slack 

join forces tumble trickle torrent 

riffle rubble rig(up) Impale 

minnow wobble twitch skim 

skewer cornucopia prime 

PARTIALLY Kl srOWN WORDS Tota 1:40 

rate spur element tactic 

inlet feeder Easy Street steady 

structural amenity incubator inclination 

prevalent gorge streak scour 

bottom bar mean share 

condition confluence occur hook up 

create define revolve (a) fly 

crawler seam pen sanctuary 

snap up errant fishing rig clear 

plumb streamer trout taker cast 

word as unknown, she did so only for the sake of that particular not-yet-known meaning. 

In other words, she only sought for information from the context or the dictionary to 

figure out that single most relevant meaning involved. Similarly, many times Kit marked 

a word as partially known because she thought it practically involved an unknown 

meaning or different meaning from what she had known well of, and she attempted only 

to pinpoint that meaning. For instance. Kit guessed that taker meant 'the fish that bites 

the bait' in Paragraph 9 and was satisfied with it at that. She did not explore the other 

meanings until she encoimtered trout taker in Paragraph 11. Then she sensed that taker 
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as in trout taker required a different meaning to make sense in the new context, and only 

then did she attempt to find the second meaning, 'a thing that trout like to bite.' Her 

primary concern with the single relevant meaning in the given context remained 

consistent throughout the read-leam session. 

This behavior of targeting the single relevant meaning reflected BCit's usual 

approach to words during reading, as she described in the interview: " Usually I read the 

way that I guess the meaning of the paragraph but not the literal meaning of the word." 

These words themselves should not be interpreted literally if they are to be understood 

appropriately. Given the above observations of her actual behavior, it would make more 

sense to understand "the meaning of the paragraph" as the meaning of a word constrained 

by a particular context and, in contrast, "the literal meaning of the word" may be 

understood as the meaning of a word relatively independent of any specified context. 

Therefore, in theoretical terms. Kit essentially treated each word as a lexical item, that is, 

a lexical fomi combined with a single meaning, as distinguished fi-om a lexeme, which is 

represented in a dictionary entry. 

Kit explained that understanding of meaning "means I can associate it with some 

pictures in my mind, some personal experiences, situations I am familiar with." She was 

actually talking about what John Lyons (1977) called denotation. But meaning of a word 

to her is more than just denotation, as her fiirther remark revealed; "I understand 

[occasion] through some conversations with fiiends. It means what is the cause or reason 

for you to do this kind of thing, when you dress up, they ask '^vhat's the occasion?" So 

that is what I relate it with." Apparently, Kit was not giving a picture of any social event 
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which was taking place; instead, she was explaining how the flmction of a social event 

would impact the behavior of its participants. Thus, Kit's overall understanding of 

meaning includes at least two necessary meaning aspects, sense and denotation, except 

that she did not seem to realize that the two are related but distinct aspects. 

In practice, reading of meanings of words was further complicated by several 

other factors. First, what assisted Kit in detecting the unknown meaning, the context, 

sometimes also gave rise to simultaneous inference of its possible meaning to a degree, 

which misled her to thinking that she actually knew that word to that degree. Second, her 

curiosity to learn sometimes made her feel she had not known enough about one word 

that she actually knew adequately regarding comprehension. Third, Kit's lack of 

knowledge of the subject matter occasionally led her to think of a known meaning as 

unknown simply because it was used to refer to an unfamiliar thing or event. As a matter 

of fact, reading is never a matter of passively selecting well-established meanings; it 

frequently involves the reader's active role in generating new meanings in the new 

context. So the arrangement of the context. Kit's curiosity to leam, her lack of 

knowledge of the subject-matter, and the nature of reading all joined forces to make her 

consistent understanding of word-meanings look inconsistent. 

4.1.2 The More Sophisticated Representation of Meaning 

To understand more accurately what was known and unknown to Kit and 

represent it more consistently, the more sophisticated understanding of the notions of 

meaning and words need to be applied. 
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As was already discussed in the Uterature review (2.3.1.), most lexical items 

contain two necessary meaning aspects—sense and denotatioii—and a contingent third 

one, reference. Lyons (1977) defined denotation as "a relationship that holds between a 

lexeme and persons, things, places, properties, processes, and activities external to the 

language system" (p. 207). For this analysis, this notion has been modified to correspond 

to how a lexical item represents a class or classes of things—denotatum—of the external 

world. As Lyons pointed out, however, knowledge of sense does not necessarily mean 

knowledge of the corresponding denotatum, or vice versa (p. 211). On the other hand, 

knowledge of the denotatum of a lexical item always entails knowledge of its denotation 

(a class of things or persons is referred to as the denotatum of a lexical item only when 

the speaker has associated the two sides). 

In addition to sense and denotation, reference is another primary meaning aspect 

of a lexical item. When Lyons spoke of reference as "an utterance-bound relation . .. 

expressions in the context" (p. 208), what he had in mind was mainly the use of nouns, 

pronouns, and the equivalent expressions (pp. 177-197). For this case analysis, however, 

the notion has been modified and refined so that it may possibly accommodate all ntiajor 

lexical categories involved—nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and compound or 

complex expressions. 

In principle, the cases of reference are "expressions in the context," but not all the 

expressions in the context are used referentially. So there are generally non-referential 

use and referential use of the lexical items contingent on the rhetorical effects in the 

context. The non-referential use is its denotative use, namely, to contribute a relevant 
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sense through what it normally denotes as a class. As for the referential use of a lexical 

item, since what sense it makes is mainly a function of its denotative meaning aspects, it 

is thus used either for literal reference or figurative reference. At least, this is true of 

the type of referential use with which this study is mainly concemed. (Of course, 

pronouns, proper nouns, and other categories do not have a sense and denotation, and 

they are normally used for what may be logically named non-denotative reference. But 

they are of little importance for the present analysis.) 

In order to construe word meanings to finer degrees than relevant sense, 

denotation, and reference, the notion of semantic trait, or sense-component in terms of 

other lexical items (Cruse, 1986, pp. 15-20), has also been employed. While it is 

impracticable to identify all the meaning components of a lexical item, it is practicable to 

define its more salient traits in terms of other lexical items. Cruse proposed to represent 

the major traits in a hierarchical order: the criterial, the expected, the possible, the 

unexpected and the excluded. There are, however, some serious problems with applying 

this method. For one thing, although the expected is supposed to represent the 

characteristic or canonical traits, it also includes the virtually unexpected traits (e.g. 

'three-legged') under the label of uncanonical expected. For another, the unexpected is 

really misleading, for which an example was given: "It's a dog but it can sing" (p. 17). 

At this juncture, it turns out that Cruse confiised the semantic traits of a lexical item with 

description of a specific member of the class represented by dog. Definitely a dog cannot 

sing exactly as humans do. So the kind of singing a dog does is no more than some more 

sophisticated trick, which may be a surprise from a specific dog but is generally possible 
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from the domestic dogs. As for the excluded, it should not be dangling there because it 

represents only the irrelevant traits. 

For the present analysis, the order representing the various traits has been 

essentially recreated. Consisting of the generic, the characteristic, the expected, and 

the possible, they represent four categories of traits according to the degrees to which 

they participate in characterizing the relevant meaning of a lexical item in question. The 

criteria for each type are assumed to be from the view of the native-speaker readership 

unless noticed otherwise. The generic traits represent some expressions equivalent to a 

relatively direct superordinate of the item being analyzed. For example, a relatively 

direct superordinate oiangler is 'fisherman' rather 'person' or 'human.' The 

characteristic traits are expressions characterizing the relevant meaning and to some 

extent distinguish it from the adjacent meanings. 'Use of a rod, a line, and a hook 

connected appropriately' is the characteristic expression of angler because it is 

essentially the equipment that anglers use that distinguishes them from the other 

fishermen. The expected traits are those that the readers normally associate with the 

meaning in point and their absence is considered odd or exceptional, although these traits 

are not used to distinguish the relevant meaning from the adjacent ones. An angler is 

supposed to 'use artificial or real baits' and that one angling without some bait will be 

considered odd, although the use of bait alone will not make a fisherman an angler. The 

possible traits are those neither whose absence nor presence will cause feeling of 

oddness, although they may cause surprise fix)m time to time. 'The use of boats, landing 
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nets, waders, etc.,' are the possible traits of angler. Anything other than the possible 

should be logically considered irrelevant. 

It must be pointed out that this method was intended to be the principles in 

defining the degrees to which the reader has grasped a relevant meaning rather than for 

regulating the way a meaning should be defined. It was thus intended for holistic and 

heuristic application. For instance, although 'fisherman' is a more direct superordinate of 

angler, this should not count 'person' out as irrelevant. When 'person' is actually 

selected, however some adjustments need to be made else where on the spectrum— 

adding to the characteristic 'interest in catching fish, male,' to the expected, and 'female' 

to the possible. It turned out that this method of representing the semantic traits coincides 

well with the other notions redefined above and altogether they applied to most of the 

items analyzed in the report. 

4.1.3 The Unknown and the Partially Known Redefined 

Type A: The Unfamiliar Items Causing Blanks of Thought. BCit marked these as 

unknown either because she had never seen the graphic forms till she read them in the 

text, or she had encountered some but could not remember anything about them: 

amenity, angler, confluence, cornucopia, crawler, estuary, gorge, impale, inlet, 

minnow, prevalent, rig. rubble, snap, spur, scour, riffle, seam, skim . skew, 

tributary, torrent, tumble, twitch, wobble 

Kit had probably experienced blanks of thought the moment she encountered each in the 

process of reading. But this by no means suggests that all these items were truly and 



equally unknown to Kit at the moment of reading; it only indicates that she did not know 

what meanings to associate with these forms. In fact. Kit had ahready established most of 

their meanings and only needed to make the appropriate associations. There were a few 

whose meanings were truly unknown to Kit and she had to generate these meanings 

partly or completely before making associations. But in general these should be more 

appropriately referred to as the anfamiliar lexical items. 

Type B: The Unfamiliar Items Causing Instant Associations. Rather than 

experiencing mental blanks, BCit responded to the items in this group with some instant 

association of meanings; 

errant—random or disorderly 

feeders—sewage pipe. 

hopper—cricket. 

incubator— something in the car. 

plumb—plumbing, access to deep areas. 

stonefly—insect, housefly. 

streamer—some kind of boat. 

trickle—tickle, not that is t-i-ckle. 

Apparently most of these forms were familiar and none were totally unfamiliar to Kit, 

which accounts for most of these associations. But these associations resulted from the 

instant reflex rather than rational inference. They were little better than blanks because 

they were either irrelevant or too vague to be used as clues. These were also unfamiliar 

lexical items to Kit at the moment of reading just like the first group. 
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Type C: The Known Forms with Unfamiliar Meanings. Kit knew these forms and 

was able to associate a meaning she had known for sure with each of them: 

crosscurrent cast, hook up. pens, trout takers, spoon, streak, strike 

Else where these would be considered known items to Kit, but in the given text they were 

at best familiar lexical items, for what she knew of each created immediate dissonance 

with the local theme in whose development it participated. The familiar example of this 

was her reading of taker as in trout takers. Kit's previous reading of it was 'fish that bit 

the bait.' But since Paragraph 11 was about the fishing rigs, her previous reading of faAer 

did not fit into it. Strictly speaking, these (except tout taker) were unfamiliar lexical 

items to Kit rather than partially known words, since she had not been able to associate 

with these forms their relevant senses and denotations. 

Type D: The Familiar Forms with Unfamiliar Meanings. The forms of the items 

in this group were familiar because, as complex items, their components were known to 

Kit: 

spin fishermen, fly fishermen. Jly fishing, fly. dry fly. fishing rig. 

casting bubble, weighted worm, lure 

And firom the morphological components. Kit understood their generic traits. Such 

limited knowledge kept Kit as a reader on the track of the theme; however, it did not 

enable Kit to penetrate the details of the thematic fabric. They were essentially 

unfamiliar lexical items because BCit had not established their characteristic traits and 

denotation, nor was she clearly sure of what they referred to in the text. 
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Type E: Familiar Items with Unfamiliar Traits I Tnrecntmized. These were 

considered familiar items because their senses overlap, although distinctly different &om, 

what BCit had established of them, and that she had no problem understanding what they 

referred to in the context: 

point, eddy, presentation, whirlpool, occur, define, join forces, tactic 

In fact. Kit thought that 4 of these—eddy, whirlpool, presentation, point—meant exactly 

what she had known of them at the moment of reading. For example, she imderstood 

presentation exactly the way she would use the item as in Her presentation at the 

conference was impressive. As for the other 4, Kit sensed, at the moment of encountering 

them, that they were used somewhat differently from what she had known of them. In 

either case, she had failed to grasp the characteristic traits of these items. Strictly 

speaking, the items of both groups were familiar but not known lexical items. 

Type F: The Familiar Items with Unfamiliar Traits Recognized. Kit was aware 

that the items in this group had somewhat different meanings from what she had known 

of them, but she had no problem recognizing the distinct traits and understanding what 

they referred to in the text: 

prime, element, structural, mean, sanctuary, slack, clear 

apron, bars. Easy Street 

These were strictly speaking familiar rather than known lexical items at the moment Kit 

encountered them, but some became known incidentally. 

Type G: The Virtually Known Items. These were virtually known items to Kit 

the moment she read them: rate, bottom, cover, condition, create, inclination, revolve. 
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share, steady. The protocols indicated that she probably marked them due to the effects 

of the unfamiliar context (Cruse, 1986, pp. 53-54). For example, she marked rate 

probably because it was followed by among rather than an ordinal nimiber that she was 

used to, and she thought that was a different collocation. And she did think that bottom 

could mean a type of structure before she realized that the structure referred to was no 

more than the bottoms of a river relative to the other structures such as bars, channel, 

sedimentary rubble, etc. And she readily gave shelter as a cognitive synonym of cover. 

As for the rest, they were all used to refer to things connected with lakes and rivers which 

were not very familiar to Kit at the moment of reading—inclination referring to the 

instinct of fish, conditions referring to the patterns of the currents at confluences, etc. In 

general. Kit actually knew their meanings well to the expected degree of acciuracy: the 

relevant sense, denotation, and the particular reference in the context. 

4.1.4 Summarv and Brief Discussion of the Section 

At the beginning of this section. Kit's understanding of a word, of the meaning of 

a word, and of an unknown word were examined. To Kit as a reader, a word was not a 

lexeme, but a lexical item with a single meaning relevant to the text. When she could not 

associate an unfamiliar or familiar lexical form with a relevant meaning. Kit would 

consider the item an unknown word or partially known word, and her intention and 

efforts to learn that single meaning at a time were consistent throughout the read-leam. 
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The analysis also revealed that Kit had at least engaged the three essential 

meaning aspects of most of these items -saise, denotation, and reference- and a fourth 

aspect -superordinate. And, in these finer terms, the so-called unknown and partially 

known words have been categorized into seven types, reflecting the varied degrees of 

unfamiliarity through knowledge experienced by Kit at the moment of reading them 

(Table 4.2.)- While Types A through D of these seven are all unfamiliar types. Kit had 

experienced momentary mental blanks and meaning dissonance with the items in A and 

B, but she knew the generic traits of the items in C and D in terms of their more direct 

superordinates. In addition, these results indicate that establishing the complex meaning 

aspects of any item to the expected degree of accuracy and adequacy is incremental and 

cannot be accomplished at one stretch. Finally, this finer representation in fact became a 

necessary preliminary to a more focused and equally finer analysis of what Kit had 

learned during the read-leam. 

Table 4.2. The Tvpes of the Unfamiliar and the Familiar Ttems 

Type Lexical Items Referred to As Case 

A unfamiliar items causing blanks of thought 24 

B unfamiliar items causing instant associations 9 

C known forms with unfamiliar meanings 7 

D familiar forms with unfamiliar meanings 8 

E familiar items with unfamiliar traits unrecognized 8 

F familiar items with unfamiliar traits recognized 9 

G virtually known items 9 

Total 74 
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4.2 When Kit Resorted to the Context 

For this study, a tentative definition of context has been developed, including an 

elucidation of the parameters of possible relations of the co-occurring lexical items in a 

given context. According to this tentative definition, the use of context virtually 

constitutes the very process of reading and is thus inevitable rather than optional in 

approaching the unfamiliar items. 

4.2.1 The Notion of Context 

In most related studies, only an intuitive understanding of context was assumed; it 

pertains to a written or spoken text in which the relevant meaning of a word is related to 

and confined by those of the others in the same text. As such, the context was assimied to 

be the source of clues to the unknown items, and its use was altemative to the use of 

dictionaries and other methods. 

From the perspective of the Word Knowledge model, a context always entails the 

context for a lexical item, not a lexeme. It may be tentatively defined as the set or sets of 

relations—semantic, grammatical, and rhetorical—that a lexical item is supposed to hold 

to the other lexical items co-occurring in a given stretch of spoken or written discourse. 

While it is impractical to characterize everyone of these relations, it is still possible and 

necessary to identify and elucidate the parameters of some firequently expected relations, 

particularly the semantic relations, which have not been dealt with in the handbooks for 

writers. 
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4.2.1.1 The Semantic Relations 

There are two types of semantic relations; syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. 

When the interaction between two lexical items within a sentence is regulated by their 

semantic traits rather than syntactic structure, they form a syntagmatic relation (Cruse, 

1986, p. 100). This relation is especially characterized by the semantic restrictions that 

one lexical item places on another in the same sentence. When two lexical items form a 

phrase with one presupposing that the other should have certain semantic traits, or it 

would lead to logical paradox or incongruity, they are related through selectional 

restrictions. For instance, in drink x, x is normally presupposed to denote some liquid, 

and the two items are related through selectional restrictions (pp. 104-107). On the other 

hand, the restrictions between the two participating items are of a more arbitrary nature. 

For instance, to kick the bucket is habitually applied to a hiunan subject to mean He/She 

died, although logically any live, mortal, organic being may also die. This arbitrary 

selection of companionship is referred to as collocational restrictions (p. 107). 

The frequently observed paradigmatic relations are synonymy, opposition, 

hyponymy, compatibility, incompatibility, and metonymy. Synonymy refers to relations 

wherein the meanings of the lexical items involved overlap "in respect of 'central' 

semantic traits." While synonymity is a matter of degrees, an indisputable synonym is 

normally a cognitive synonym: 

X is a cognitive synonym of Y if (i) X and Y are syntactically identical, and (ii) 

any grammatical declarative sentence S containing X has equivalent truth-
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conditions to another sentence S\ which is identical to S except that X is replaced 

by Y. (Cruse, 1986, p. 88) 

As such, "a synonym is often employed as an explanation, or clarification of another 

word" (p. 267). 

Opposition refers to various semantic contrasts between lexical items, of which 

there are three major sub-categories. Complementaries are a pair of lexical items 

"which exhaustively divide some conceptual domain into two mutually exclusive 

compartments [between them] so that what does not fall into one of the compartments 

must necessarily fall into the other" (Cruse, 1986, p. 198-199). True.false and alive:dead 

are examples of complementaries. Antonyms "denote degrees of some variable 

property such as length, speed, weight, accuracy, etc." (p. 204). Hot:cold and svnft:slack 

are examples of antonyms. Directional opposites mainly include pairs of lexical items 

denoting actual or imagined movements or relative positions in space, such as come: go. 

up: down, head: toe, front: back, etc. 

When the meaning of X includes that of Y, X then is said to be the superordinate 

of Y, which in turn is the hyponym of X (Cruse, 1986, p. 89). This relation is referred to 

as hyponomy. Of course, many words may have more than one taxonomical 

superordinates. For instance, angler may be said to be the hyponym of fisherman, or of 

human. In the context of fishing, fisherman is the more direct and meaningful 

superordinate of angler. 

Compatiblity in its most common type involves two lexical items which, though 

not synonymous, sometimes share at least one hyponym. For instance, insect and bait 
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are not synonymous: an insect is not necessarily a bait, nor is a bait necessarily an insect. 

But a grasshopper is an insect and may be used as a bait sometimes. In contrast, 

Incoinpatibility here refers to set or sets of lexical items which are contrastive in sense 

and denotation but under the same superordinate. For instance, bubble, hook, and lure 

are incompatible hyponyms of tackle (Cruse, 1986, pp. 92-95). 

Meronymy refers to the part-whole relation represented by the participating 

lexical items (Cruse, 1986, pp. 157-179). For instance, a human ear is part of a himian 

body, and ear is thus a meronym to body, which is the holonym. This is a canonical 

case of meronymy; there are more complicated and less straight cases out there to be 

covered heuristically by this simple definition. Shorelines, riverbed, riffle, bars, and 

pools are all meronyms of river, which is the holonym. 

4.2.1.2 The Grammatical Relations 

As for the common grammatical relations, they are treated exhaustively in every 

grammar book. What will be brought attention here are parts of speech of the lexical 

items and their morphological structures. These were else where treated as word-level 

information as contrasted with the contextual information. It is necessary to point out, 

however, that recognition of the part of speech of a lexical item—noun, verb, adjective, 

etc.—entails recognition of its relations to its companions in the sentence. Similarly, the 

morphological features of a lexical item are important clues to its relations to some other 

items and it is with these features that they participate in these relations. For instance, 

converge and diverge are related through directional opposition, which may be 
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recognized through their morphological similarity and contrast. Lure and alluring are of 

a different type of relation recognized through morphological similarity. 

4.2.1.3 The Rhetorical Relations 

The rhetorical arrangements of words in composition have been dealt with 

exhaustively in many textbooks and handbooks. What needs to be highlighted here are 

two types of arrangement of words which are normally taken for granted. One is referred 

to in this analysis as integrated expositioii, which mainly includes the definitions, 

descriptions, etc. of the meanings of the lexical items in question as an integrated part of 

the development of the local (paragraph) or global theme. In a previous study, a similar 

notion, "lexical familiarization," was applied to embrace all the contexmal aids, in 

linguistic form or otherwise, explicitly intended by the author for introducing words to 

readers (Bramki & Williams, 1984, p. 170). The integrated exposition in this analysis 

distinguishes itself from lexical familiarization in three respects: it applies to the 

materials in linguistic form only and not otherwise—tables, illustrations; it applies to 

materials as integrated parts of the thematic development; and these could be implicitly 

rendered as well as explicitly intended. 

The other arrangement is cohesioii, which includes the rhetorical arrangements of 

words for the purpose of coherence of thematic development through co-reference or 

other manipulations. Apparently, cohesive relations of lexical items are frequently 

realized by means of some of the semantic relations, such as cognitive synonyms, and 

they may become potential clues to the reading of relevant meanings of some unfamiliar 
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lexical items. In this sense, a cohesive device is also a simple integrated exposition, but 

the difference is that it presupposes accurate knowledge of both participating items from 

the readers and that these items are not always synonymous. 

Finally, it is important to realize that an author composes a theme mainly by 

choosing and manipulating these semantic and grammatical relations. The three types of 

relations are thus inseparable in function and interwoven into the fabric of the global 

theme of the text. Given this fact, all lexical items employed in a text are related to it in 

the sense that they are participants in the composition of its local and global themes, and 

that their semantic traits are traceable through such diffused relations. 

The above elucidation of the contextual relations between lexical items entails 

that the use of the context essentially constitutes the very process of reading. It is thus 

the ultimate approach to the meanings of the words, whereas the others, such as the use of 

dictionaries, are subordinate to it. 

4.2.2 Kit's General Approach to the Context 

According to her own descriptions. Kit's general approach to words during 

reading would include several strategies recommended to L2 readers: get the main ideas 

of the text as a whole, pay attention only to the key words, guess the meanings of the 

unknown words, and keep the use of dictionaries to the minimum. 

When asked whether she consciously strove to expand her knowledge of the 

English words. Kit answered, 'Usually I read the way that I guess the meaning of the 
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paragraph but not the literal meaning of the word. Sometimes I ask my American fnends 

if there are words." She told of the similar approach to her academic reading tasks: 

Kit: Joumal article, I read the abstract. I know what it is about. Then I browse 

through the whole article to pick up things that are interesting to me. 

Wang: Did you use a dictionary? 

Kit: Usually not, because for those joumal articles are in my fields, there are not 

many words I don't know. 

When fiuther inquired about her approach to the totally unknown and the partially known 

words, she answered as if she did not hear of them as really different types, "Usually I 

just guess. That is the real key words. Or I really want to have a full understanding of 

the text; if not, I won't go to the dictionary." Given a graduate student's busy schedule 

and concem with more pragmatic objectives, it was only natural for Kit to adopt this 

approach to words in reading. And, of course, her advanced knowledge of Enghsh 

enabled her to use this approach successfully. 

During the investigation. Kit also reiterated her normal approach and explained 

that she would not have looked up most of the unknown words she had encountered had 

it not been for the post-read test afterwards. But other than that, she treated the whole 

read-leam task as one of her normal reading tasks. Although she probably paid more 

attention to the details as required than she noraially would. Kit never let herself be 

absorbed by the details and never lost track of the mainlines of the thematic development 

of the text. Partly for doing so. Kit chose to explain her reading paragraph by paragraph 
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rather than by the sentences or in the middle of a sentence, although she was not required 

to do it that way. 

At the end of Paragraph 2, BCit had already established what main ideas to be 

expected from the rest of the text; it was about to explicate why trout could be frequently 

found at the "junctures" of waters and what effective "tactics and techniques" to be used 

to fish them. In Paragr^h 3 Kit read "fish are guided by the pleasure principles," and 

she explained. 

This explains what was said in Paragraph 2, why the places where rivers join the 

lakes are the places where trout may be most easily caught. It gives a scientific 

explanation. It is the principle that trout like to find things that give them 

pleasures, the so-called "pleasure principles" 

From these Kit expected an elaboration of each of the principles; 

[Paragraph 4] mainly is about how trout obtain their food ... [Paragraph 5] is 

about the other factors mentioned previously, a comfortable living environment, a 

'safe place to hide' and also it has more oxygen and lower temperature.... points 

out why in these places 'oxygen' is easily 'dissolved.' 

At Paragraph 6, Kit noticed the turn of the author's line of thoughts, as she indicated. 

At this paragraph, the development of the text turns to another direction. The 

preceding paragraphs were about 'scientific explanation." This paragraph adds to 

the 'scientific explanation' and precedes to a turn of thought. I guess the next 

paragraphs will tell you the strategies and techniques you need when you fish in 

these environments. 



It turned out that BCit's predictions were correct and the rest of the text mainly dwelled on 

the tactics and techniques. 

These observatioas indicate that, even when Kit paid more attention to the details 

and used the dictionary more frequently under the circumstances of the investigation, she 

could not have used the context less, nor could she have afforded to. These are also 

implicit evidence that it was mainly through the di£^used relations of the lexical items to 

the local themes that Kit managed to recognize the unfamiliar, as well as make sense of 

the familiar, lexical items. 

4.2.3 Summary of the Section 

In this analysis, context is tentatively defined as including all the semantic, 

grammatical, and rhetorical relations a lexical item holds to the other items in a stretch of 

text. It entails that the use of the context is pervasive and inevitable at every turn of the 

process of learning the meaning aspects of lexical items. The more relevant question, 

therefore, is not so much when as how Kit used the context for word-learning. 

4.3 How Kit Used the Context 

In the previous studies, the context was virtually treated as a source of clues by 

means of which, the reader could infer the relevant meaning of an unfamiliar item. In 

this case analysis. Kit's use of the contextual information, with or without reference to 

the dictionary, at every turn of approaching the unfamiliar and familiar lexical items was 

examined. 
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4.3.1 Leaminp the Unfamiliar Items: Types A and B 

Kit approached most items of both types—those causing blanks of thought and 

those causing instant associations— in the same fashion; she first consulted the dictionary 

for the hypothetical meanings—propositions. Then she used the contextual information 

to make sense of—rationalize—all her propositions. 

4.3.1.1 The Cases of Inference Only 

Kit did not look up these four items: angler, spur, hopper, & stonefly. She 

incidentally inferred their releyant meanings to yaried degrees through reading. Angler 

occurred in the yery first sentence of the text: "Anglers who regularly fish trout will 

occasionally encounter hot spots—some blesses places on a lake or stream where fish 

take anything thrown at them." Obyiously Kit could haye deduced firom the attributiye 

clause the generic traits of anglers, 'people, go fishing,' under which she organized the 

other expected traits ayailable within the paragraph, 'throwing baits at fish, bite.' And 

these were sufficient to remind her of an old-fashioned cane-pole fisherman who belongs 

to only a sub-class of what angler denotes. There is no doubt, howeyer. Kit had 

continually refined and substantiated her understanding of angler through the rest of the 

text. At least she had learned that there are spin fisherman and fly fisherman, other than 

bait fisherman, who use fancy lures she had neyer seen. 

Spur. Although Kit marked spur as partially known, she was unable to recall 

anything about it, except that she somehow understood its meaning in the paragraph. Kit 

might haye used two clues unconsciously: it is a verb; and from the local theme she was 
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able to conclude that the relation between its subject and object should be that of cause 

and effect in "A lucky coincidence spurs trout to bite there and then ...This was 

adequate for comprehending the theme, but she did not know the literal sense and 

denotation of spur and, therefore, had not established the meaning to the expected degree 

of accuracy. 

Stonefly & Hopper. Kit did not mark stonefly and hopper because she thought she 

knew what they meant. She in fact associated these forms with what would normally be 

considered the wrong meanings: hopper— "cricket"; stonefly — "a housefly." Kit's 

selections were not entirely irrelevant since cricket and house-fly suggest the generic 

traits of hopper and stonefly—'insect, bait,' which were relevant and adequate for 

comprehending the local theme. 

4.3.1.2 The Cases of Explicit Guesses before the Use of the Dictionarv 

Most of these were Type B items. In approaching them. Kit actually said aloud 

her guesses before reaching for the dictionary. But she actually put most of these guesses 

aside and consulted the dictionary (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionarv of Current 

Enelish: here after, ALD^ for the propositions. 

Amenity. It occurred in Paragraph 3, which was virtually an integrated exposition 

of its figurative meaning: 

. . .  t r o u t  a r e  g u i d e d  b y  p l e a s u r e  p r i n c i p l e s .  E a s y  S t r e e t  t o  t h e s e  f i s h  i n c o r p o r a t e s  

a steady source of food, a comfortable and safe place to hide, well-oxygenated 

water, and cool temperatures. While structural and physical features of live water 
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or lakes may afford some of these amenities, a place where the two join forces 

offers them all. 

Although she implied having encountered it before. Kit could not recall anything except 

that "My association with amenities is things that make you feel pleasant." She in fact 

inferred its meaning despite the fact she also looked it up in the dictionary. But she did 

not find out even from the dictionary that this item was used figuratively to refer to the 

environmental conditions cited. Therefore, she did not seem to know what amenities 

normally denotes. Her knowledge of this item, however, was adequate for 

comprehending the theme. 

Gorge. Kit claimed having encountered this item before and she had a vague 

impression that gorge meant 'swallow-eat up quickly.' But this vague impression had 

been refreshed by her reading of the theme of the paragraph: "This is mainly an 

explanation of how to get food." Against this theme, she also read, "In these spots, the 

fish expend little energy, yet can gorge themselves by streaking out to seize the goodies 

floating by." Kit explained that she had never looked it up in the dictionary and so she 

did this time. The protocols, however, did not show whether Kit had paid attention to the 

more characteristic traits of gorge—'to fill up the stomach'—since knowing the traits of 

'swallow/eat up quickly' was all she needed to comprehend the theme. 

Trickle & Torrent. Relatively speaking these two occurred in a sentence that was 

not well integrated into the local theme and the only potentially useful clue was each 

other as antonyms. BCit mistook trickle for tickle but immediately corrected herself She 

looked up trickle first and decided that it meant "slow flow streams." And 
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simultaneously she guessed " Then torrents is the opposite of it, fast flow streams." Kit 

did not in fact get a fuller understanding of the sense of either item due to her selection of 

the translated definitions in Chinese; the characteristic traits in the sense of each should 

be the of the 'scale' composed of both 'volume' and 'speed'; yet the paragraph did not 

contain sufficient mformation for her to refine her understanding. 

Snap. Kit's instant response was that snapping is 'a movement or action' which 

is no more than saying that it is a verb. The two defining traits Kit gave, 'jump' and 

'push water,' are not characteristic of the action of snapping, although such traits are 

possible when describing fish. Probably that is why she guessed it that way firom "... 

fish retire to these sanctuaries to catch what they can, snapping up errant minnows that 

swim by " She finally selected the relevant meaning from the dictionary. 

Errant & Prevalent. Kit encountered errant and minnow, too, firom the sentence 

where snap occurred (see the above quote). As is seen here, with three unfamiliar items 

almost in a row, it was hardly possible to use one for a clue to the meaning of another. 

So Kit looked it up and found out that errant really was not as necessary an item as 

snapping or minnow was; delete it and the sentence would contribute the same sense to 

the theme. This made it almost impossible for anyone to guess its meaning from its close 

companions. Kit encountered a similar case in prevalent. The sentence "... placid 

waters that are adjacent to swift currents, a prevalent condition aroimd inlets" may well 

make its sense without prevalent. For Kit, these items were the hardest to infer, yet not 

hard to grasp once she looked them up in the dictionary. 
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Plumb. Kit instantly associated plumb with plumbing and plumber and thought it 

meant "access to the deep areas," which was virtually relevant. It so happened that the 

whole Paragraph 12 was an integrated exposition of the special tactic of fishing referred 

to as plumbing: 

Fly fishing is an effective way to plumb these pens, too. Rig up with a large 

streamer. Work the depths of the downlake apron by crosscurrent casts so that 

your line falls into a lazy semi-circle that follows the rim of the bars. Twitch your 

rod as the fly skims bottom. This is one of the easiest presentations of all and one 

of the most attractive, the fly resembling a minnow that is desperately trying to 

find a hiding place among the deeper rocks at the edge of the drop-offs. 

Plumb here is used figuratively to mean that the angler lets a bait or lure sink to the 

bottom of some deep area and retrieves slowly so that it skims or crawls and attracts 

bites. Kit did not have the fishing experience to associate with, yet she should still have 

deduced the characteristic traits from the context had she followed the theme more 

carefully. Although she finally selected the relevant explanation fixjm the dictionary. Kid 

did not realize that plumbing referred to the event described through the paragraph. In a 

strict sense. Kit had not established the accurate sense of plimibing, nor its reference in 

the text. 

Streamer. For a brief moment Kit mistook streamer for steamer. It had a rare 

meaning: 'a type of flies what imitate small aquatic creatures such as minnows rather 

than insects.' This meaning is not found in the dictionary Kit used, nor is it known to 

every native-speaker of English. But still, had she followed the transition between 
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sentences more carefully (see the above quote for plumb). Kit would have at least 

inferred its generic and some characteristic traits— 'a kind of fly looking like a minnow.' 

This would be considered adequate understanding of streamer in the context. But ECit 

was misguided by her understanding offly as 'artificial housefly.' She turned to the 

dictionary for help and selected an irrelevant meaning, 'a straight ribbon.' And she did 

not rationalize it carefully either. This was a typical case of careless reading. 

Incubator. What Kit had guessed, "something in the car,' has little to do with its 

correct meaning. The sentence where it occurred had adequate clues: " Food is abundant 

because streams serve as incubators for insect life and act as conveyor belts leading to the 

river mouth and any fish waiting there." Had Kit been more careful, she would have 

recognized that the whole sentence was describing the stream as a food manufacturing 

shop. In addition, she should have remembered that serve as normally is followed by a 

noun which emphasizes the function of the thing or person it denotes, or she should have 

been reminded of it by act as a conveyor, which she understood perfectly. But Kit failed 

to pick these up from the context; she consulted the dictionary instead. 

4.3.1.3 The Cases of Direct Look-Ups 

Since she did not say aloud anything before looking up the rest of Types A and 

B, there was no explicit evidence that she had inferred their meanings. However, the fact 

that Kit selected the relevant meanings of nearly all of these showed that she must have 

inferred them to the degree that enabled her to filter the dictionary information 
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appropriately for propositions. And she definitely used the contextual information to 

rationalize and refine or substantiate the selected meanings. 

Tumble & Riffle. The ALD does not carry the meanings that could be readily 

selected for tumble and riffle, but Kit still managed to use the available information to 

generate the accurate meanings. Each item occurred in the text twice: 

Also injected into this environment is the oxygen dissolved by water tumbling 

over rocks and the generally cooler temperatures of feeder streams.... 

... Upstream of the lakeshore, currents tumble over a streambed of rocks and 

riffles.... 

When fish are feeding in the riffles, you don't need a lot of fancy tackle and 

techniques to fish for them 

Other than these, there was no integrated exposition of the meaning of either. With these 

limited clues and her comprehension of the theme of the text. Kit decided that the 

dictionary meaning 'rolling' was the one compatible with what was needed in the 

context. Similarly, she thought that the meanings of riffle figuratively referred to "a 

section of rocky river bed." These were convincing evidence that she had predicted 

meanings of these words to a significant degree before reaching for the dictionary. 

Estuary, Tributary. Inlet, &. Feeder. These were treated as incompatible 

hyponyms of 'junctures of waters' in the context: Estuaries, tributaries, inlets, and 

feeders—these junctures where swifl stream currents meet slack lakes or ponds 

invariably harbor top trout fishing." It was evident that Kit had inferred their meanings to 

such a degree before looking them up in the dictionary. 
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Confluence. Perhaps, nowhere is the use of the contextual information for 

refinement and substantiation of the meanings better illustrated than in the case of 

confluence. It was not clear that Kit recognized confluence in the title of the article as 

unknown. She marked it as partially known in Paragraph 7. But she looked it up 

anyway. Yet at the end of the reading. Kit surely had established a much fuller 

understanding of its meaning, which she induced from the encyclopedic knowledge she 

had been exposed to—adjacent land features, underwater structural and physical 

characteristics, significance to fishermen, and more. 

Rig, impale, crawler, seam. Some times several unfamiliar items occurred in a 

row, which made it difficult to make meaningful inference, such as these: 

Although fish may strike anywhere within these gently revolving whirlpools, 

most of them queue up for a meal along the ill-defined line between the eddy and 

the main current. [Rig] up with a (fly) or [impale] a night (crawler) and drift it 

down this [seam] or drag a lure back through it, you are sure to find at least one 

taker, often two or three. 

As the paragraph shows, the meanings of these items are hard to infer because they 

depend on one another for clues. So, once the dictionary was consulted, they were not 

hard to deal with. 

4.3.2 Learning the T Jnfamiliar Items: Tvpes C and D 

These are the items which looked familiar to Kit at the time of reading, but they 

were strictly speaking unfamiliar lexical items. Kit was able to associate some meaning 
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with each item of both types, the major difference being that what she had known for sure 

of the Type C items caused dissonance, whereas what she had barely known of the Type 

D items kept her on the track of the thematic development. But with the use of the 

dictionary. Kit found the Type C items easier to leam than those in Type D. 

Trout Taker, Pen, Streak, &, Crosscurrent Cast. Kit's reading of taker was 

discussed already (4.1.1.). As for the other three. Kit did not say her thoughts about 

these. But the fact she quickly selected the relevant meaning of each showed that she had 

gleaned enough clues with which to filter the dictionary information. For instance, the 

whole Paragraph 10 was about deep areas where fish like to be, and these places were 

respectively referred to as pens. 

Hook Up. Reading a text about fishing, most readers would probably think of 

hook up as meaning to hook a fish up in the first place. But Kit was different. She had 

long established the figurative meaning of 'addicted,' which caused her to experience 

dissonance. So she looked it up again in the dictionary and rationalized, "It means 

'addicted.' So, fish will become addicted and not clear-minded in these places, and no 

matter what you use, baits, lures, or flies, they will bite." She was simply misguided by 

her established understanding and failed to use the contextual information appropriately. 

Spoon & Strike. These two were used for the meanings not found in the 

dictionary, nor was there integrated exposition of them in the context: "Classic bait 

fishing rigs like weighted worms and com are reliable trout takers in this time and place. 

A spin fisherman may get his share of strikes by fishing a heavy wobbling spoon through 

the depths." There was an important clue though: the selectional restrictions the verb fish 
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places on its possible objects—one only fishes a lure or bait other than a fish or a place. 

But Kit did not pick it up. She finally resorted to figurative interpretation as she did in 

rationalizing hook up: 

I guess it is to describe to get these fish out of the water, this fisherman. Kind of 

strange. If he is using a net to get the fish out of the water, then I can imagine fish 

in a net, that he is using spoon to describe this scene where fish jumping in the 

net. But it was about that bait fishing. Should make sense. 

Kit adopted a similar approach to strike. When strike first occurred in Paragraph 9 as a 

verb, she somehow skipped it. Here she invented a meaning for it from what she could 

imagine about fishing: ^^Strike still means a strike by a boxer. Seems to be a good thing, 

and here share of strikes seems to mean a harvest of fish." These were typical cases 

where, when neither the context nor the dictionary provided the useful information. Kit 

would resort to figurative association and rationalize it with the best she knew of the 

subject matter. 

Fly, & Dry fly. When she first encountered fly in Paragraph 6 alongside bait and 

lure. Kit thought it referred to houseflies used as bait and rationalized it that way. When 

she read it in paragraph 9 in "Rig up with a fly or impale a night crawler," she suspected 

that it was something else and looked it up in the dictionary. She was almost there when 

she somehow turned back to 'housefly' and even imagined this could be rotten meat with 

flies' eggs in it. When she encountered fly fishing in Paragraph 12, Kit consulted the 

dictionary again, and this time she foimd out that it was 'artificial fly used as lure for 

fishing,' except she really understood it as 'artificial housefly.' She had virtually grasped 
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the generic and characteristic traits of its sense but she did not know what fly really 

denotes, nor a dry fly is a prototypical fly. 

Casting bubble. Fishing rig. & Weighted worm. Kit knew what their 

morphological components as independent items denote, but she could not figure out 

what a casting bubble, nor what a weighted worm was like. When she read "Classic bait 

flshing rigs like weighted worms and com are reliable trout takers " she knew they 

were tools with baits for fishing. Without detailed information in the context and the 

dictionary, her knowledge was far firom adequate even for comprehending the theme. 

Spin fishermen. Bait fishermen. Fly fishermen, & Fly fishing. All these were 

compound items from whose components Kit knew their generic traits. But other than 

that. Kit admitted that she had no knowledge. There was no detailed information in the 

dictionary, and the descriptions of scenes of fishing throughout the text did not provide 

clear expositions. All fishing involves casting at times and tossing at other times. The 

characteristic traits of different kinds of fishing are of the different rod, reel, and line 

employed and how they fimction in presenting lures or baits to fish. So, the descriptions 

in the text were insufficient for induction of their characteristic traits by a reader knowing 

little about modem angling. 

4.3.3 T.earning the Familiar Items: Types E and F 

Strictly speaking, these items were not known to Kit when she encountered them, 

because their meanings are distinctly different from what she had already known of them. 
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Kit recognized the unfamiliar semantic traits in some—Type F— but not those in the 

others—Type E. 

Presentation. JCit probably generalized the sense of presentation from her 

encounters of it in academic experiences: "We formally stand before somebody and let 

him/her know the results of something." She certainly drew an analogy between the 

fishing act described in Paragraph 12 (see quote for streamer) and presentation of a paper 

at a conference, as she explained, ^'^Presentation refers to the whole process of fishing, 

like a presentation." Kit later added "[It] refers back to the fly, a stage property used 

previously... the movement of the fly falling into the river." But the specific meaning 

oipresentation in the context was 'to fish a lure or bait in a style so that it appeals to 

fish.' Of course this would involve various combinations of rigs and fashions of casting 

resulting. There was an integrated exposition of how to present a fiy as a minnow to 

trout, but Kit failed to pick it up. 

Eddy & Whirlpool. Being a major in a branch of physics. Kit had long 

established understanding of eddy and whirlpool as scientific terms. According to Kit, 

eddy and whirlpool in the context of physical science mean currents (generic) moving in 

circles (expected), but they have distinct characteristic traits: a whirlpool occurs when the 

surface of the outlet is smooth, whereas the jagged surface of the outlet creates an eddy. 

By substituting these established senses. Kit had no problem comprehending the local 

theme. Yet her established knowledge led her away from absorbing the relevant 

contextual exposition of how eddy is normally formed in a lake, or at least that was the 

author's explanation: "At the point where lake and river shores converge, currents create 
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two rotating eddies that whirl off the banks." The sentence also indicates co-reference 

between the two. In Paragraph 9, eddy and whirlpool were used as cognitive synonyms 

through co-reference: "Although fish may strike anjnvhere within these gently revolving 

whirlpools, most of them queue up for a meal along the ill-defined line between the eddy 

and the main current." But none of these caught her attention. Kit had not grasped the 

sense and denotation of eddy and whirlpool used in the context of fishing. 

Join Forces. Kit failed to realize that join forces was used figuratively in the 

sentence where it occurred (see quote for amenity). Coincidentally, the item was used to 

refer to the waters of rivers and lakes, which to a major in physics were literally forces of 

the nature. Such a context rendered it impossible to recognize the figurative use of the 

item without reference to the dictionary. 

Define & Occur. Kit probably did not consider occur as containing distinct traits 

from what sense she knew of it. But in the context, it was used to denote the occurrence 

of some spatial relations for which time is irrelevant: "... the scouring of shorelines, 

bottoms, and bars that occurs aroimd inlet mouths makes for perfect cover." Kit's 

understanding of 'take place or happen in a time and a place' was so firmly established 

that she could not easily detect that 'space' alone was the characteristic trait for occur in 

this context. 

(Cit failed in the similar fashion to grasp the accurate sense of define which itself 

occurred twice in the text: 

. . .  T h e  f o o d  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  s l a c k  w a t e r  a n d  s w i f t  i s  n o w h e r e  b e t t e r  defined 

than in this location, so hungry fish fight among themselves to station there. 
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Although fish may strike anywhere within these gently revolving whirlpools, 

most of them queue up for a meal along the iW-defined line between the eddy and 

the main current.... 

The use of define in neither case meant the same as in /fe devoted a whole chapter to 

defining the meaning of economy. Its more precise sense here is 'to be recognized or 

seen or shown clearly.' Of course to verbally define the meaning of a word may also be 

considered to show the meaning of a word precisely so that it is recognized and 

understood. That in fact is the sense she had estabUshed all along of define, for she 

equaled it to dinyi, the Chinese equivalent for d^nition of word meaning. 

Point. Compared with the other items, the meaning of point as was used in the 

text is not difficult to grasp. Kit first encountered point in Paragraph 7, where she 

assumed it was used, as she knew well of it, to refer to a particular position at a 

confluence. And coincidentally, it could be rationalized that way. After all, a point as a 

particular feature in the shoreline may be coincidentally referred to as a particular 

position on the shoreline. In Paragraph 8 she encountered it again and then looked back 

to pick up the clues "at the point where the lake and river shores converge." From this 

information she deduced the accurate sense and denotation of 'a stretch of land into the 

lake,' without checking it out in the dictionary. 

Tactic. Tactic on the other hand was a unique one of its own type. Kit had all 

along confused it with strategy, which does not even resemble tactic in form. A strategy 

is a principal method designed and implemented for achieving a general goal, whereas a 
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tactic as part of a strategy is the maneuvering of skills and techniques in realizing a 

strategy. Kit did not seem to be clear of these characteristic traits of each. 

Apron, Easy Street. & Sanctuary. These were used figuratively whose literal 

meanings did not cause feeling of dissonance; instead, they became the clues to the 

relevant reference. Kit knew what an apron was like and was able to associate it with the 

structural features being described in the sentence: 'T)ownsteam of these eddies and 

encircling the river mouth like a half moon, an apron of sedimentary rubble forms." Kit 

did not hit the relevant sense and reference of Easy Street immediately until after more 

carefiil reading, then she decided that it was equivalent to "sweet home" for fish. Kit 

had all along known that Sanctuary normally would denote safe places for some religious 

groups. Yet she had no problem at all understanding that it referred to safe places for 

fish, which were also referred to as holding pens. 

Slack. Similarly, Kit was not siuprised when she leamed firom the dictionary that 

slack should mean 'inactive or still' when referring to water, although she had known that 

else where slack would mean 'lazy' for describing people. It seemed to be a natural 

extension of what sense she had known in the context and was readily rationalizable by 

means of the other clues, such as its antonym, swift, in the same context. 

Bar, Structure, & Clear. Kit guessed that bar was "kind of structure" fix)m its 

incompatible relation to shorelines and bottoms and that all three "makes perfect cover" 

for trout to hide. She turned to the dictionary for a more accurate proposition and bar 

turned out to be associated with a meaning she had already established in Chinese. 
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As a science major. Kit had probably been more used to the sense of structure as 

in molecular structure or structure of the machine and understood structural as denoting 

these well-formed structures. In the field of fishing, structure or structural is used to 

denote the under water features relating to the habits of fish—rumble, channel, 

streambed, rump, rock, drop-off, bar, point, etc. When she first encoxmtered it in 

Paragraph 3, Kit marked it as partially known perhaps because she did not expect it to be 

used to refer to these features. Then firom more expositions in Paragraphs 5, 7, and 10, 

Kit must have induced a distinct sense of structural and what it generally denotes in 

fishing. Similarly, Kit's established sense of element was "primary components" as in 

chemical elements. But even there and then in Paragraph 1, she had no problem 

understanding it as referring to the factors that attract trout. The integrated expositions of 

the environmental factors and conditions could be found almost throughout the text and it 

was not hard for Kit to induce out of these its distinct sense and what it generally denotes 

in the new context. 

BCit also considered clear as having distinct senses when used in 'on clear, war 

days, when the sun is high" and "a fly rigged with a clear casting bubble." As a major of 

optical science, she must have been more used to expressions such as transparent glass 

and clear pictures. Clear glass to Kit probably meant 'clean as well as transparent.' But 

still, 'transparent' to Kit was probably not an unfamiliar but secondary sense of clear and 

the context brought it to the first place. 

Mean & Prime. The word mean is one of these items whose many overlapping 

but distinct senses need to be defined carefully (Lyons, p. 2). Kit was alert to this and she 
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distinguished what she perceived as the relevant sense from the ones she had established 

when she read "Collectively, these characteristics mean that conditions are perfect for 

trout." She explained, "The basic meaning is that they have the same contents or 

association." 

Kit's approach to prime remains puzzling. She marked it as an unknown word 

and, without consulting the dictionary, she took it to mean 'best' in the context, which 

was the expected sense of it. She might have been influences by second-best when 

reading "Catch a trout from a prime spot, and fish from the second-best spot will take its 

place." Nevertheless, she defines it during the test as "Major or important." This seems 

to show that 'major or important' had been Kit's first established sense ofprime and that 

she did not consider it a distinct from 'best.' 

4.3.4 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

Several major observations can be made from the above analysis. First, as 

suggested by the tentative definition of context, iCit used the contextual information 

available at every tum of the process of learning the familiar and unfamiliar lexical items: 

recognizing the unfamiliar meanings, making propositions, rationalizing propositions for 

the final decision of the relevant meanings, and refining and substantiating her existing 

knowledge of the items. The analysis showed that she mainly relied on the local themes 

and integrated expositions for these cognitive purposes, and her use of the other 

contextual relations were grounded in these. Generally speaking, the context does not 
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just contain clues to the meanings; it is the ultimate source of knowledge of the possible 

meanings that the readers cannot afford not to resort to. 

Second, it must be pointed out, however, that these cognitive tactics as mental 

processes are simultaneous, intertwined, discursive, and recurrent. When Kit detected a 

blank or dissonance in her train of thought as she read along, she was simultaneously 

making appropriate sense of the rest of a given context, which in tiun confined and 

defined its potential meaning to a significant degree. Therefore, making sense and 

detecting nonsense are two simultaneous functions of a unitary process of reading. 

Third, the above analysis also demonstrated that BCit did not always need to know 

the relatively complete meaning of a lexical item to adequately comprehend the theme in 

which it participated. This had a major consequence on Kit's approach to the familiar 

items: she did not need to detect the distinct meaning involved and would in fact tend to 

substitute what meanings she had already established without further refinement. 

Fourth, just as Cruse (1986) pointed out that the context can "background" and 

"demote" certain semantic traits just as they can "highlight" and "promote" others ( pp. 

52-53). Therefore, it was very difficult for Kit to infer all the essential meaning aspects 

incidentally as she read along. As a matter of fact. Kit had to resort to the dictionary for 

propositions for the majority of the unfamiliar and familiar items. 

Fifth, BCit's lack of knowledge of the subject matter frequently hindered her from 

making appropriate sense of the themes, hence failures to grasp the relevant meanings of 

the participating lexical items. Kit especially would resort to figurative interpretation of 

the unfamiliar meanings involved if she could not comprehend their literal uses. On the 
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Other hand, sometimes Kit's established knowledge misguided her to inappropriate 

propositions. This was especially manifested in her approach to the familiar items. 

4.4 What Aspects of the English vocabulary Kit Sought to Learn: 

The Results of the Read-Leam 

In the preceding section, the processes of how Kit approached the recognized 

unfamiliar and familiar items were examined with discussions of to what degree she had 

learned each of them. These have been summarized into four tables and are presented in 

this section with a few more comments. These tables basically correspond to the types 

into which the items have been categorized previously (Tables 4.3. - 4.5.), except that 

those which were used figuratively in the text have been rounded into a separate table 

(Table 4.6.). Within each table, the items are still arranged in the same order in which 

they have been examined. 

4.4.1 The Unfamiliar Items of Types A and B 

Table 4.3. contains the results of Kit's learning of the unfamiliar items in Types A 

and B. The second through fifth columns respectively represent these information: Sup. 

= superordinate; Sen. = sense; De't. = denotation; Ref = reference; Diet. = dictionary; 

+ = having relevant knowledge/having consulted the dictionary; _ = having no relevant 

knowledge or simply no knowledge; / = irrelevant; and ? = questionable status/unable to 

make sure judgement of it. 



Table 4.3. The Results of the Items of Tvoes A and B 

Lexical Items Sup. Sen. De't. Ref. Diet. 

angler + + + + 
— 

hopper + 
— -

/ 
— 

stonefly + 
— — 

/ 
— 

gorge + 7 ? + + 

trickle + 7 7 7 + 

torrent + 7 7 7 + 

snap + + + + + 

errant / + + + + 

prevalent / + + + 

streamer 
— — - — 

+ 

riffle + + 7 + + 

estuary + + + / + 

tributary + + / + 

inlet + + / + 

feeder + + + / + 

confluence + + + + 

ng / + + 7 + 

impale / + + + + 

crawler 
— — - — 

+ 

seam ? + + + + 

rubble / + + 4- + 

skim / + + + + 

skew / + + + + 

scour + + + + + 

minnow + + + + + 

twitch / + + + + 

wobble / + + 7 
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According to this table. Kit had at least engaged three meaning aspects of all the 

items: sense and denotation, and accordingly its referential use or a meaningful 

superordinate. For instance, there was evidence that BCit had learned the sense and 

denotation of everyone of estuary, tributary, inlet, and feeder, and she knew they were 

referred to as kinds of confluences. On the other hand, it is hard to designate a 

meaningful superordinate to impale, whereas she knew what it referred to in the context 

through knowing what it generally means and denotes. And relatively. Kit had failed to 

leam these meaning aspects of streamer and crawler as they were used in the text, not 

because she had not come up with anything about their meaning, but because what she 

thought they meant were incorrect. Between these clear cases of the learned and 

unlearned, there are the murky ones. For instance, it was not clear from the protocols 

whether Kit had learned the characteristic traits of trickle and torrents or whether she 

realized that these referred to rivers, streams, creeks, and brooks mentioned else where 

through the text. 

Two more things need to be pointed out about Table 4.3. First, BCit looked up 

nearly all of them in the dictionary—except the first three items—in her initial approach 

to them; without it, the results might have looked considerably different. Second, since 

Kit had never seen these until encountering them in the read-Ieam, it was impossible for 

her to have grasped solidly and completely the essential meaning aspects through this 

single read-leam event. In other words, a sign like + under Sen. should not be taken to 

mean that Kit had completely established that sense; all it means is that, with reference to 

the dictionary, Kit had known that item sufficiently to make appropriate sense of the text 
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(although she must have teamed the meaning of confluence fairly thoroughly due to the 

exceptionally ample contextual information in the selected text). In fact, all the other 

tables in this section have to be viewed as such for a heuristic understanding of Kit's 

complex knowledge statuses regarding these items. 

4.4.2 The Unfamiliar Items of Tvoes C and D 

Strictly speaking these were unfamiliar lexical items with familiar and known 

forms (Table 4.4.). Kit found these unfamiliar mostly because they were technical terms 

in the field of fishing which itself had been unfamiliar to her in the first place. BCit looked 

up all the Type C items {trout taker through strike) and had no idea of what spoon and 

strike were supposed to mean, for the dictionary does not have explanations for their 

special technical meanings. From their component items {fly through bait fishermen) she 

leamed the generic traits of the Type D items in terms of their superordinates. But that 

was all she could have leamed in the dictionary or in the text. As a consequence, these 

proved to be more difficult to leam than those in Types A and B. In fact. Kit could 

hardly expect to leam the accurate meanings of all these technical items all by herself 

from the single given text, for that would mean systematic learning of the encyclopedic 

knowledge of the subject matter. 

4.4.3 The Familiar Items of Types E and F 

These were considered familiar items to Kit when she read them, because their 

distinct meanings in the given context overlap what Kit had already established of them. 
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Table 4.4. The Results of the Items of Types C and D 

Lexical Items Sup. Sen. De't. Ref. Diet. 

trout taker + + + + 4-

streak + + + + + 

crosscurrent / + + + 

hook up / 
— - — 

+ 

spoon 
— — - — 

+ 

strike / 
— - — 

+ 

fly + 9 7 
— 

+ 

dry fly + 
— - — — 

liu^ + + 
- — — 

weighted worm + ? 7 / 
— 

casting bubble + 9 7 / 
— 

fishing rigs + 9 7 + 
— 

fly fishing + 
— -

+ 
— 

fly fishermen + 
— -

/ 
— 

spin fishermen + 
— -

/ 
— 

bait fishermen 4- ? 7 / 
— 

As Table 4.5. indicates. Kit had no problem understanding what they referred to in the 

text and, without using the dictionary, she had grasped the accurate meanings of most of 

these. The main problem she had with some of these items—presentation, eddy, 

whirlpool, define, occur, and tactic—was not that she could not find the relevant 

information from the context or the dictionary; on the contrary, it was her established 

knowledge of their meanings that led her away from fully engaging the contextual 

information and, as a consequence, she failed to detect the difference between what she 

had established of them and what they were used for in the given context. 
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Table 4.5. The Results of the Items of Types E and F 

Lexical Items Sup. Sen. De't. Ref Diet. 

presentation / 7 7 7 
— 

eddy + 7 7 + 
— 

whirlpool + 7 7 
- — 

define / 7 7 + 
— 

occur / 7 7 + 
— 

tactic / 7 7 + 
— 

pomt + + + + 
— 

sanctuary + + + + 
— 

slack / + + + + 

bar + + + + + 

structural / + + + 
— 

clear / + + + 
— 

mean / + + + 
— 

pnme / + + + 
-

4.4.4 The Figuratively Used Items 

The items in Table 4.6. have been rounded up from across the categorized types. 

The columns under these initials represent their aspects of figurative meanings: F.S = 

figurative sense; F.D = figurative denotation; and F.R = figurative reference. The table 

indicates that Kit had recognized both the literal and figurative meanings of most of these 

items, but she did have problem appreciating the complete meanings of a few of them. 

Kit admitted that she had no idea what other meaning spur has than was used in the given 

context. As for amenity and plumb, since she had looked them up in the dictionary. Kit 
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Table 4.6. The Results of the Fieiirativelv Used Items 

Lexical Items Sen. De't. Ref F.S F.D F.R Diet. 

spur 
— — — 

+ + + 
— 

amenity + + + 7 7 7 + 

plumb 9 7 7 + + 7 + 

pen + + + + / + + 

incubator + + + + / + + 

tumble + + + + + + + 

apron + + + + / + 
— 

cornucopia + + + + + + + 

joint forces + + + 7 7 7 
— 

Easy Street + + + + / + 
— 

probably had noticed that they were used figuratively, although she did not seem to 

realize so. And she definitely considered join forces literally referring to the rivers and 

lakes as physical forces. 

4.4.5 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

According to these results. Kit had at least engaged three meaning aspects of all 

the items: sense and denotation, and accordingly its referential use or a meaningful 

superordinate. In addition, these results also reveal that two kinds of items were the most 

difficult for Kit to leam. The first were the technical terms which Kit considered partially 

known because of their famihar morphological formation. The learning of these would 

involve acquiring the systematic knowledge of the complete subject matter, and it is not 

something Kit could have achieved all by herself through a single reading task. The 
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second were the familiar items whose relevant meanings in the given context were subtly 

distinct from those she had already established, including the figurative uses. These 

subtleties were demoted and backgrounded by the contextual circumstances, which led to 

failure to recognize the distinctions appropriately. 

On the other hand, in contrast to the so-called "partially known," what Kit 

considered "the unknown" or the totally unfamiliar items were not necessarily the most 

di£Gcult ones for her to leam, particularly with reference to the dictionary, because some 

of these meanings were part of Kit's established knowledge and all she needed to do was 

to associate them with the relevant forms in the text. 

4.4 What Aspects of the English Vocabulary Kit Sought to Leam: 

The Results of the Post-Read Test 

The preceding section showed that Kit had at least engaged the sense, the 

denotation, and the reference of each of most of the lexical items in question. Yet there 

are other aspects of these items she had also sought to know, which had not be revealed 

through reading aloud, due to methodological limitations. The following are the results 

of the post-read vocabulary test, which had been designed to supplement the read-leam in 

revealing the reader's engagement of some of the other important aspects of the English 

vocabulary. To some extent, the results of the test in fact reveal the learners' productive 

knowledge with respect to the targeted aspects—figurative uses, verb argument 

structures, synonyms, derivations, and others. 
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4.5.1 Section 1: Nouns 

Section I consisted of two groups, each containing 8 noun items. Kit was required 

to define the accurate meaning of each and cite an example of the things it denotes. She 

would need to do both appropriately to earn 3 points each item. There was some 

difference though. If Kit only defined the meaning well, the reward was 2 points one 

item in A but only 1 point in B. By the same token, if she gave an appropriate example, 

the reward was I point for one item in A but 2 points in B. This is because the items in 

Group A were familiar but with unfamiliar meanings to Kit at the moment of encounter 

and it was important that she made relevant sense of each in the context. On the other 

hand, the items in Group B were virtually known to her to the degree that she was able to 

translate them into a Chinese equivalent or semi-equivalent, and that what was more 

important was whether she truly knew what these items refer to. Hence the difference in 

grading. Tables 4.7. and 4.8. contain Kit's scores for Groups A and B Section I. 

Table 4.7. Kit's Scores for Group A of Section I of the Test 

Section I: A Both Defin. Exemp. Total 

pomt 3 3 

drop-ofif 3 3 

cover 3 3 

bar 3 3 

streamer 0 

presentation 0 

fishing rigs 0 

dry fly 0 

Out of 24 12 12=50% 
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Table 4.8. Kit's Scores for Groupe B of Section I of the Test 

Section: B Both Exemp. Defin. Total 

occasion 3 3 

principle 3 3 

inclination 1 1 

condition 3 3 

tactic 0 

technique 0 

sanctuary 3 3 

element 3 3 

Out of 24 15 1 16=67% 

Kit scored 3 points for each of the 4 items in A—point, drop-off, cover, bar—and nothing 

for the other A—streamer, presentation, fishing rigs, and dry fly. Her readings of 

these items were already found from the read-leam and so the result of this section 

seemed to be redundant. But as a potential evaluative instrument, the test needs to 

contain a section like this through which, the learner's accuracy of knowledge was 

examined. On the other hand, although the 50% scores of the total is inconsistent with 

the result of the read-leam—Kit had learned the accurate meaning aspects of the majority 

of the items—the two are consistent in suggesting that there are rare cases where Kit 

knew the sense but not the denotation or reference, or vice versa. 

Kit scored better in doing Group B: she received 3 points for each of the 5 items 

—occasion, principle, condition, sanctuary, elements—and 1 point for not giving 

examples to inclination. The final score was 16 out 24 points, which jmnped to 

approximately 66%. She lost 6 points for tactic and technique. According to Kit, 
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technique " is a skill... determines how to do things ... probably run away is a 

technique." She might know the meaning very well, but her explanation was definitely 

inappropriate. Referring to tactic. Kit explained, "Your methods of doing things, celue 

[the Chinese equivalent for strategy]... you are trying to leam more of my thinking by 

asking questions." She certainly confused tactic with strategy, just as she confused 

technique with skill. This information was not revealed through the read-leam, for even 

such confused understanding seemed to be adequate for comprehending the theme of the 

text. And, once again, the 66% score suggests that the reader's passing in comprehension 

does not equal passing in accurate grasp of the meanings of words involved. That was 

what this part of the test was intended to find out. 

4.5.2 Section II: Adjectives 

Kit's major tasks were to define or explain the meaning of each of the 10 

adjectives and apply it in at least one phrase, and she would score 3 points for 

appropriately doing both. As Table 4.9. shows, she actually only misinterpreted one 

item, prime, as she explained during the test, "Major or important, that's the meaning. 

What's the prime issue we are going to discuss today?" In the text, prime meant 'best,' 

which she herself gave during the read-leam. She did not score anything for her answer 

to prime in the test. As for the other 9 items. Kit received 2 points for each either 

because she did not apply it in a truly illustrative phrase or because she did not apply it at 

all. For instance, she gave "steady status" for steady and "structural properties" for 

structural, these are not wrong or irrelevant but certainly not illustrative of the meanings. 
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Table 4.9. Kit's Scores for Section II of the Test 

Section EI Both Defin. Exemp. Total 

steady 2 2 

structural 2 2 

physical 2 2 

prevalent 2 2 

classic 2 2 

errant 2 2 

lazy 2 2 

clear 2 2 

live 2 2 

pnme 0 

Out of 30 18 18=60% 

In the case of physical. Kit explained its meaning correctly but applied in "physical 

education," although she immediately corrected herself by saying, "Of course, that is 

different." Similarly, she understood that classic meant 'typical' in the text, but she gave 

"classic work" for example, which was irrelevant In the end. Kit secured 18 out of the 

total of 30 points, which was a neat 60%. Yet since the 9 out of points she lost was 

because she was unable to effectively illustrate the meanings through application, this at 

least suggests a weakness in Kit's general approach to the vocabulary. 

4.5.3 Sftfirinn TTTr Vri-Hs 

This section required Kit to define each of the 8 verb items and apply it in a 

sentence of her own, which should be truly illustrative of its meaning. She would receive 

3 points for doing both, 2 points for the second task, and 1 point even if she correctly 
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defined or explained the accurate meaning. This was because the grasp of the accurate 

meaning of each can be effectively demonstrated mainly through its appropriate 

use. The scores are presented in Table 4.10.. Kit used occur in two sentences: "Sparks 

occur when there is an electric charge" and "The fire occurs in Florida." In neither one 

was occur used in the same sense as in the given context;"... the scouring of shorelines, 

bottoms, and bars that occurs around inlet mouths makes for perfect cover," where occur 

referred to a status quo of things rather than the happening of an event. Similarly, Kit 

translated define into dingyi, the eqmvalent for definition of a term, and then she added," 

In the text it says that this place is easy to be seen/ observed." This additional 

explanation suggested that she knew the distinction between define in ill-defined line and 

ill-defined word. But then she gave the sentence; "In physics, terms and terminology, 

you can define it this way or that way." This demonstrated that she was not clear about 

either definition of define. 

Table 4.10. BCit's Scores for Section TTI of the Test 

Section III Both Exemp. Defin. Total 

define 1 1 

create 3 3 

follow 3 3 

occur 1 1 

mean 1 3 

rate 3 3 

share 1 1 

drop 3 3 

Out of 24 12 4 16=67% 
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Kit gave these sentences forfollow, rate, and create, which did better illustrate 

their accurate meanings: "The river follows the valley;" "The MIS Department rates 

highly in the states;" and "A charge can create electric field ui space." But it was not 

always easy to think of a sentence that truly illustrates the accurate meaning of any of 

these verbs, even though she did define their meanings correctly. Speaking of drop. Kit 

explained, "It describes the change in height. I mean the basic meaning of to drop is to 

drop from one point to another point.... We can say the mountains drop fi-om a high 

altitude to the plain." Probably no one would really describe mountains that way but it 

did illustrate the meaning here. 

The final scores for this section are: fiill 3 points for each of create, follow, rate, 

and drop, and 1 point for each of d^ne, occur, mean, and share because she failed to 

demonstrate through use that she had grasped their accurate meanings. So she scored a 

total of 16 out of 24 points, approximately 66%. The results indicate that it is one of 

Kit's weaker areas to leam to grasp the subtle differences in meaning of these verb items 

regarding and through their syntagmatic relations. 

4.5.4 Section IV: Synonymous Items 

Evaluation of the reader's knowledge of the essential similarities and 

differences between loosely defined synonyms is a by far more complicated matter and 

demands more sophisticated method. The originally designed method scarcely produced 

informative results and had to be modified accordingly. As Table 4.11. shows Kit's 

knowledge of the similarities was assumed and that her task was to tell if anything 
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Table 4.11. Kit's Scores for Section IV of the Test 

Synonyms Tell Not 7 Synonyms Tell Not 9 Total 

nm 1 edge 3 

boundary 3 

bait 3 lure 3 

shore 3 shoreline 3 

bank 3 

inlet 3 estuary 1 

feeder 3 tributary 3 

characteristic 3 feature 3 

eddy 3 whirlpool 3 

dependable 2 reliable 2 

lucky 3 fortunate 3 

bountiful 2 abundant 2 

consistent 1 invariable 1 

cast 3 throw 3 

toss 3 

impale 3 skewer 3 

float 3 sweep 3 

drift 3 

revolve 3 whirl 3 

rotate 3 

spawn 3 engender 3 

produce 3 

seize 3 catch 3 

Of 120 points 57 39 96=80% 

Of 120 points 4 4 8=7% 

Of 120 points 2 2 4=3% 
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generally strikes her as different about each from the other or others of the sets. As for 

the scoring. Kit earned 3 points for appropriate acknowledgement of at least one 

difference. She received 2 points simply for admitting not being aware of any difference. 

Even when she gave inappropriate explanation. Kit was still rewarded with 1 point for the 

fact she knew the essential similarities involved. 

The results in the table show that Kit scored 80% for being able to tell some 

important difference ui most cases. Obviously, some of the sets included, such as 

impale-skewer and float-drift-sweep, are not normally considered cognitive synonyms. 

They were included because they were used in the text interchangeably for co-reference, 

which might have led Kit to think of them as essentially synonymous. On the other hand, 

there were truly synonymous sets such as dependable-reliable, lucky-fortunate, 

abundant-bo\xn\xia\, whose differences are hard to tell even for the native-speakers. Kit 

barely told the difference between lucky and fortunate, but she virtually gave up the other 

two sets. 

There are two cases in which iCit received a 1 point. When telling the difiference 

the difference between rim and edge, she said. 

As far as I see rim is not a very common word. I saw it first at the Grand Canyon, 

where it denotes(zhi) the edge area... [edge] its meaning is relatively abstract. 

We can say one edge, two edges in describing shapes. My impression is that it is 

relatively abstract, a general noun. Rim denotes a more factual real thing. 

It was apparent that Kit had seen rim only where it was not used for its more 

characteristic sense traits. As for edge, she essentially understood that it generally 
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denotes an ill-defined area along the outside of a place or thing. The other case was her 

telling between inlet and estuary. Kit thought that they respectively denote places where 

smaller and bigger streams flow into more slack bodies of waters; she was not aware that 

estuary specifically denotes the river mouths where the sea can flow in at high tide. Had 

she established more complete knowledge of each, BCit would have been able to tell the 

essential differences in question here. 

Kit could have done better in distinguishing consistent from invariable. She did 

not get anywhere when she said, "Consistent describes a very stable state of things; it will 

continuously happen. Invariably in the article means never changing/varying. Consistent 

says that it may change but the produced results are the same." She might as well have 

given this example: " A is consistent with B, but not A is invariable with B." 

Obviously, the nature of the issue addressed in Section IV is different from that of 

the others in that, in telling how one differs from another is to think of how many senses 

may be associated with each of the forms to become varied lexical items of which, some 

are not synonymous. And to do so, the reader would have to resort to all she knew 

regarding sense, denotation, reference, usage and many other aspects, including 

antonymy, etc. BCit had not resorted to all the possible means she had she could have. 

4.5.5. Section Vr Taxonomical Grouping 

The purpose of this section is to test the leamer's knowledge of the taxonomical 

relations of the English lexical items. Kit was required to arrange 11 randomly listed 

items into different groups according to what she perceived of as their meaningful 
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relations. These were supposed to be replaced into three groups according to their 

taxonomical relations; 

a. fisherman > angler > bait fisherman 

b. river > stream > creak > brook 

bubble 

c. tackle hook 

lure 

Kit would receive 3 points if she was to place all the expected items in one expected 

group in the appropriate order, and she would score a total of 9 points were she to group 

all the items correctly. And she did score 9 points for being 100% correct. 

The original design of this section contained about twice as many items. The 

number was reduced due to consideration of time for the test. Had all the items been 

retained. Kit might not have scored 100%. But the results did show that Kit had sought 

to know the taxonomical relations among words, as far as these items were concerned. 

4.5.6 Section VI: Figuratively Used Items 

Table 4.12. shows the results of Section VI. This section contained 8 items. Kit 

would score 3 points only if she was to do three things appropriately: explain its literal 

meaning, its figurative meaning in the context, and the logical relation between the two. 

She would receive 2 points for understanding the figurative meaning alone, but only 1 

point for explanation of the literal meaning with admission of no knowledge of the 

figurative meaning. 
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Table 4.12. Kit's Scores For Section VI of the Test 

Section: VI Lit & Fig Fig. Lit Total 

Easy-Street 3 3 

to diverge 3 3 

to spur 2 2 

faceless 2 2 

to harbor 2 2 

to join forces 2 2 

amemty 2 2 

apron 3 3 

Total of 24 9 10 19=79% 

Kit earned full 9 points out of 24 for diverge, apron, and Easy Street. She got 2 points 

for each of the rest for one reason or another she did not know what spur originally 

means; she confused harbor with port-, she had no idea that amenities normally denote 

things which make life easy and pleasant for humans, not fish; she understood join forces 

literally as two physical forces coining together; and she thought faceless was used to 

describe agitated waters instead of the calm waters. So her total score for the section 

was 19 out of 24 points, which amounted to 79%. These scores showed that Kit 

generally managed to comprehend the relevant meanings of these items in the context but 

she was in more cases unable to appreciate fully their expressive power (also see 4.4.4). 

4.5.7 Section VII: Gerunds and Participles 

Each of the 12 lexical items in this section was a phrase containing a verb in its 

form of gerund, or of present or past participles. Kit's task was to rephrase these items in 
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two ways: by using the verb in its finite or infinitive form or at least an item derived from 

this verb {life from live), and in her own words, as illustrated in Table 4.13. For instance. 

Kit rephrased an unceasing appetite as "an appetite that does not cease" and "an ever

lasting appetite," and she scored 3 points for correctly doing both. On the other hand, she 

rephrased an ill-d^ned line as "a line that is not defined sharply" and "a line that does 

not have a pattern or shape." Her first task did not meet the requirement, which should 

be something like "a line whose definition is hardly discemable." She thus received only 

2 points for the second instance. Another instance in which Kit did not do very well was 

a weighted -worm, when she explained: "A worm that the weight of the worm is 

enormous. The worm that has been weighted.... It means you put something on the 

Table 4.13. Kit's Scores for Section Vn of the Test 

Section: Vn Both Own Deriv. Total 

an unceasing appetite 3 3 

some blessed places 3 3 

short-lived hotspots 3 3 

an ill-defined line 2 2 

well-oxygenated water 3 3 

contributing elements 3 3 

a weighted worm 3 3 

places so alluring 3 3 

the rotating eddies 3 3 

the scouring of shorelines 3 3 

places saturated with trout 3 3 

the revolving whirlpools 3 3 

Out of 36 33 2 35=97% 
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hook to weight the worm." She should have added something like "the worm that is 

heavier with something." Yet since she implied that that was a worm heavier with 

something, she was given a full 3 points. So Kit scored 35 points out of 36 total, which is 

almost 100%. This result indicates that Kit generally had paid adequate attention to the 

varied uses of verbs and their derivations in her approach to the English vocabulary. 

4.5.8 Section Vni: Verb Patterns 

The last section of the test dealt with another important aspect of the English 

vocabulary: the verb argimient structures or the verb patterns. The task was simple; Kit 

should identify the pattern in which it was used in the text and present it in signs or 

words. Some verbs, such as fish and feed, occurred more than once, and so Kit had to 

identify whether they were all used in a single same pattern or different ones. In either 

case, she would receive 3 points for correctly identifying a relevant pattern and 2 points 

simply for admitting not knowing the relevant pattern. But she would get only 1 point for 

any irrelevant pattern, even if it was a legitimate one. Kit's replies are examined in the 

following in juxtaposition with the sentences where these items occurred. 

Offer: "While structural and physical features of live water or lakes may afford 

some of these amenities, a place where the two join forces offers them all." The 

relevant pattern is to offer sth. By mistake Kit thought that them refers to fish, and so 

she gave to offer sb sth. She only scored 1 point. 

Lead: 'Tood is abundant because streams serve as incubators for insect life and 
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act as conveyor belts leading to the river mouth and any fish waiting there." Kit's reply 

was to lead to sth. This is acceptable and Kit received 3 points for it, although a more 

accurate representation should be to lead to + n (sb. sth. spl). 

Gorge: "In these spots, the fish expend little energy, yet can gorge themselves by 

streaking out to seize the goodies floating by." Kit supplied to gorge oneself by sth. The 

6y-phrase is not a necessary component of the internal argument structure of gorge; the 

correct pattern should be to gorge oneself. There was no reward for this answer. 

Hide-, a." . . .  Easy Street  to these fish incorporates a  steady source of food, a  

comfortable and safe place to hide,  well-oxygenated water. . ."  

Hide: b. "A safe place to hide is also high on a trout's residential requirements." 

Kit gave someplace to hide for both. The expected answer is to hide in both 

sentences; someplace or any adverbial is not a necessary component of the internal 

argument structure of to hide here. Kit lost another 6 points for this understanding of 

pattern for hide. 

Result: "Just fishing within the boundaries of these bountiful basins will usually 

result in a hookup whether you use bait, lures, or flies." Kit recognized the pattern as 

expected: to result in sth, although she should realize that to result in sth may also be 

applied as to result in doing sth. Anyway, Kit earned another 3 points. 

Converge: "At the point where lake and river shores converge, currents create 

two rotating eddies that whirl off the banks." Although what Kit supplied, A and B 

converge, is one of the legitimate patterns for converge, it is not the relevant one in the 

sentence; that "where lake and river converge" may be rewritten into "on which lake and 
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river converge," hence, to converge on + n, is the expected representation. Kit lost 

another 2 points. 

Form : a. "Downstream of these eddies and encircling the river mouth like a half 

moon, an apron of sedimentary rubble forms." 

Form : b." . . .  but if  there is  one super spot that  deserves at tention first ,  i t  is  the 

rotating eddies where lake and river shores form points." Kit recognized the relevant 

patterns respectively in both sentences: sth forms and A-^ B form sth. She received 6 

points despite her unsophisticated representation. 

Drag-. " . . .  i m p a l e  a  n i g h t  c r a w l e r  a n d  d r i f t  i t  d o w n  t h i s  s e a m  o r  drag a liure back 

through it, you are sure to find at least one taker...." Unlike gorge, drag sometimes has 

an adverbial particle or phrase as a necessary component of its internal argument 

structure, such as it is used in here. So the expected pattem should be to drag sth + 

adverbial. As for to drag sth, which Kit supplied, although it is one of the legitimate 

patterns for drag, it is not the same one in the sentence. Kit lost another 2 points. 

Rate: " While these sites rate among the most productive ...." 

Kit's answer, to rate among, was but one particular application of the pattem to rate + 

adverbial/prep phrase. She only received I point here. 

Suggest: "This suggests that if you take a fish from one spot, mark it." 

Surprisingly Kit did not recognize the correct pattem to suggest sb do sth. She earned 1 

point for giving sth suggests sth, or to suggest sth. 

Feed: a.". . .  when there is  no sign of feeding activity in the shallows, these are 

the best areas to fish." 
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Feed: b. c. "When fish are feeding in the riffles, you don't need a lot of fancy 

tackle and techniques to fish for them. Just position yourself upstream of the fish, rig up 

with something that looks like what they are feeding on, and float your fly over them." 

Kit pointed out feeding in sentence a. as an adjective and the other two as to be 

feeding. She lost 9 points here, since the correct patterns are to feed in a. and b., and to 

feed on sth in c.. 

Fish: a. "Anglers who regularly fish trout will occasionally... 

Fish: b. Just fishing within the boundaries of these bountiful basins will usually 

result  in a  hookup . . .  

Fish: c. .. when there is no sign of feeding activity in the shallows, these are 

the best areas to fish." 

Fish: d. "A spin fisherman may get his share of strikes by fishing a heavy 

wobbling spoon through the depth." 

Fish: e. "When fish are feeding in the riffles, you don't need a lot of 

fancy tackle and techniques to fish for them." 

The 5 occurrences offish are used in five different patterns. The following are a 

comparison of Kit's and the expected representations: 

K: a. to fish sth E: a. to fish sth (fish.etc.) 

b. fishing (noun) b. to fish 

c. to fish c. to fish spl 

d. to fish sth d. to fish sth (a lure) 

e. to fish for e. to fish for sth 
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Kit considered the items in a. and d. used in the same pattern, but to fish a fish or some 

other aquatic creature and to fish a lure mean difTerent things and should be considered 

different lexical items. Relatively the meaning offish in a. is closer to that in e. but they 

are different structurally. Fish in c. means to fish in a place, yet to fish a place includes 

the place as its necessary object. And fish in b. is used in the form of gerund, not truly a 

noim, and its pattern can still be recognized, to fish. So Kit in the end received 3 points 

forfish in e. and 1 point respectively for fish in a. and d, merely 5 out of 15 points. She 

lost the rest of the points. Altogether Kit scored 24 out the total of 60 points, which is 

40% (see Table 4.14.). 

4.5.9 Summary and Brief Discxission of the Section 

The above results revealed the strengths and weaknesses in Kit's approach to 

some of the important aspects of the English vocabulary as far as the targeted items are 

concerned. In general. Kit did seek to know the taxonomical and derivational relations of 

the lexical items in addition to their relevant senses, denotations, and references. 

Besides, Kit proved during the test that she was able to discuss meanings in English 

instead of relying on Chinese translations. But there are some serious loopholes in her 

approach. First, Kit did not seem to have paid sufiScient attention to demonstrating the 

meanings through use of truly illustrative samples. This was reflected in her poor scoring 

in sections 2 and 3. Second, she still lacked effective methods to deal with synonyms. 

She relied mainly on straightforward description, in Chinese and English, of the 

synonymous meanings and lacked the other resources, such as using the antonyms or 
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Table 4.14. The Scores for Section VlII of the Test 

Section: VTII Relevant NoKnow Legitim. Total 

To offer 1 1 

To lead 3 3 

To gorge 0 

To hide 0 

To hide 0 

To result 3 3 

To converge 1 1 

To form 3 3 

To form 3 3 

To drag I 1 

To rate 3 3 

To suggest 1 I 

To feed 0 

To feed 0 

To feed 0 

a. To fish I 1 

b. To fish 0 

c. To fish 0 

d. To fish 1 1 

e. To fish 3 3 

Out of 60 18 6 24=40% 

applying an item in an illustrative sentence or phrase. Third, Kit obviously lacked 

knowledge or even awareness of the argument structures of the verb items and how they 

relate to distinct meaning variations, and she thus lacked the abiUty to absorb such 

knowledge even when there was the contextual information potentially available. 
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4.6 When and How Kit Used the Dictionary 

As the results in the two preceding sections indicated that the use of the dictionary 

played an important role in Kit's learning of the unfamiliar items. According to her own 

descriptions. Kit would generally look for these information in the dictionary: 

pronunciation, grammar, as well as word-meaning. The protocols showed that, through 

the read-leam, she mainly looked up the unfamiliar and familiar items for their relevant 

meanings, which became the focus of analysis regarding this research question. Her use 

of the dictionary for the other information was also briefly examined. 

4.6.1 When Kit Used the Dictionarv during the Read-Learn 

The dictionary Kit used for the read-leam was Oxford Advanced Learner's 

Dictionarv of Current English (hereafter ALD) by A. S. Hornby (1989). This is the sixth 

edition with the Chinese translations. BCit claimed that she normally used ALD for the 

more general understanding of the unfamiliar words, and that she would go to the 

Webster's should she look for subtleties of meanings. She also asserted repeatedly that 

she would not have used the dictionary as frequently had it not been for the post-read test 

at the end of the read-leam. But she did admit that she would look up some words if she 

really wanted to have a more intensive grasp of the contents of a text. The analysis 

revealed that (Cit used the dictionary for a number of purposes regarding learning about 

the meanings of the lexical items in question. 

For Quick Propositions. Whenever Kit spot an unfamiliar item, she could infer its 

relevant meaning to a degree. But incidental inference of its accurate meaning generally 
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proved to be difficult (see 4.4.1). So BCit resorted to the dictionary for a quicker 

association of the form with its probable meaning. In this way, she did not have to drag a 

mental blank or dissonant meaning along through reading until she had gleaned sufficient 

information to fill or replace it. Kit approached most items in Tables 4 and 7 in this way. 

For Co-selection of Propositions. Learning the meanings of a lexical item firom 

the context entails that one must in the first place know the other items and their relations 

constituting the context. But, when several unfamiliar items occur in a row, they create a 

situation where the reader depends on each one for a clue to another just as much as vice 

versa. Kit encountered this situation in Paragraphs 7, 9, and 10, where she resorted 

directly to the dictionary for a brealcthrough. 

For Confirmation of the Inferred Meanings. Kit revealed her guesses at 9 items 

before she used the dictionary: amenities, errant, gorge, incubator, plumb, snapping, 

streamer, torrents, trickles. Of these items. Kit only made adequate guesses of the 

relevant meanings of three: amenities, torrents, and gorge. Strictly speaking, only these 

three should be considered cases where Kit used the dictionary for confirming her 

inference of their meanings. On the other hand, since Kit made irrelevant guesses of 

incubator, trickle, and streamer, these were cases where Kit used the dictionary virtually 

for disconfirming her guesses. 

For More Accurate Meanings. Since Kit had actually guessed the meanings of 

many items to varied degrees in accuracy and adequacy— bar, slack, etc., these should 

be considered the cases where Kit resorted to the dictionary for information of more 

accurate meanings. The best example was that, when estuaries, tributaries, inlets, and 
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feeders occurred in a row and was explained through the rest of the sentence in terms of 

"junctures" of waters. Kit still looked up everyone of them in the dictionary to leam what 

kind of juncture of waters each denotes. 

Two things should be pointed out. First, since Kit took note of the dictionary 

information in Chinese, it could be considered partially as a pragmatic purpose, that she 

needed to know the Chinese ways of saying these for bilingual communication with the 

other Chinese students. Second, these defined purposes are only heuristic in nature. In 

practice. Kit did not approach the dictionary each time with a single well-defined purpose 

of these; instead, she looked up each for a combination of these with varied emphasis. 

4.6.2 How BCit Used the Dictionary during the Read-Leam 

As a rule, whenever Kit spotted an unfamiliar or familiar item with unfamiliar 

meaning aspects, she would pause at the end of that sentence to think about it briefly. 

Then she continued to read through the paragraph and, sometimes, came back to reread 

the parts where the problem items occurred. Only after these did she reach for the 

dictionary. In most cases she quickly found the relevant entry in the dictionary, silently 

browsed through the available information, selected what she thought the relevant 

meaning, and jot it down by the item in Chinese. One thing was clear from this typical 

procedure; Kit did not look up an item in question the moment she spotted it; instead, she 

waited until she had comprehended the context, so that she could either the dictionary 

information through the context or decide that she could do without looking it up. 
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Since she did not say her thoughts aloud as to how she filtered the dictionary 

information for the relevant meanings of most of the items looked up, how Kit did it in 

general could only be learned firom a few cases where she did reveal some thoughts. 

Night Crawler. According to ALD. when CRAWL is used as a verb, it has four 

distinct meanings; when used as a noun, two meanings (p. 276). Crawler is explained at 

the very end of all the other explanations under CRAWL: 

~er n person or thing that ~s; (pi) overall garment made for a baby to ~ about in 

[Chinese translations]. 

After browsing through the dictionary entry, BCit made these comments; 

Crawler, according to the dictionary, means a thing that paxing (the Chinese 

equivalent for crawl or creep). Or it could be a dress that wraps up the whole 

body of a child. I cannot put them together.... night crawler, I guess, is a thing 

that crawls at night, an insect. 

These comments indicated that she had probably browsed through all the information 

under CRAWL quickly until she spot ~er, and only then did she read the explanations 

attentively. Clearly, from these explanations alone, even with their Chinese translations. 

Kit could not figure out that night crawler denotes a larger species of the earth worms 

whose Chinese equivalent she knew. Had she read more carefully the explanations of the 

very first meaning of the entry, she probably would have picked up some clues there: "1 

move slowly, pulling the body along the ground or other surface (as worms and snakes 

do)...(p. 276). 
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Fly & Fly Fishing. These two items occurred several times in the text and they 

were, though important to comprehension of the theme, not explained systematically by 

the author. When Kit encountered fly for the first time, she guessed fi*om the context that 

it referred to a bait, perhaps cangying (the Chinese equivalent for housefly) used as bait, 

and she was satisfied with that. When she encountered fly for the second time in 

Paragraph 9, Kit went on to look it up, murmuring, "May be it is not cangying ... fly—, 

fly— ... this fly is strange. Although I have found its meaning, I still cannot connect it 

[to the rest of the text]. So I'll look up the other words and then come back to it." After 

looking up crawler and seam, BCit began to concentrate on fly. 

Let me look it up again. I feel it probably still means canying. I have just found 

that it referred to some flying thing or the part that covers the top of a tent. But it 

caimot be explained in here. Cangying or flying insect. Oh, it could refer to the 

rotten meat which contains the cangying eggs .... OK, according to the context, 

I still think it is cangying. 

Kit's above remarks showed that she at least browsed through the explanations of three 

adjacent entries in the dictionary: FLYl, FLY2, FLY3 (ALP, pp. 452-453). Under FLYl 

are mainly these information: 

Flyl n (pi flies) two-winged insect, esp the common housefly; > the illus at insect 

. [Chinese translations]. A fly in the ointment There are no flies on him . 

. . .  f l y - b l o w n  adj (of meat) (going bad because) containing flies' eggs;... fly

catcher n .... fly-fish vi... fish with artificial flies as bait. [Chinese 

t r a n s l a t i o n s ] .  H e n c e ,  f l y - f i s h i n g  n  . . . .  
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The entry of FLY2 occupies much larger space of the page and it contains all the 

explanations of its various meanings as the verb. The entry of FLY3 is about as short as 

FLYl and has four explanations, the second of which reads "flap of canvas at the 

entrance to a tent or covered wagon" (p. 453). Kit obviously had quickly skinuned 

through the information under FLYl, but not as far as fly-fish. She somehow also caught 

the second explanation under FLY3. It was not until she read fly fishing in Paragraph 12 

did she look it up again and find out that" it really is fishing with the artificial fly," while 

she meant "artificial cangying." 

Plumb. When she read plumb. Kit said, " I have encountered it before. It 

normally means 'to poke through the ditch; but 'to plumb these pens,' I guess, means 

'how to get access to the pens." While her guess was virtually relevant. Kit must have 

confused plumb with pluming, the two being separate entries in ALD. though she finally 

found the relevant explanation under the right entry: "(fig) get to the root of...." (p. 

871). 

Tumble. There are eight explanations under TUMBLE (ALD, p. 1268). Kit 

browsed through them all as she thought aloud: 

Seems I have seen it before. According to the dictionary, it means 'roll.' Then 

probably it refers to the water rushing around onto the rocks.... It also means 

'fall over,' and 'fast and violently fall down,' and it has the meaning of 'roll, and 

become weak or make things out of order.' I think it refers to movements of 

rushing waves. 
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She actually noticed everyone of the explanations and stretched 'roll' and 'fall' to cover 

what she thought it should refer to. 

Hook Up. Kit said that she had seen the item several times before but had never 

been sure of its meaning. So she looked it up this time. But she should at least have 

thought about the most possible meaning of it in the context of fishing. Her idea of the 

need to look it up implied that she had somewhat formed a different opinion already 

before reaching for the dictionary. Of the two adjacent entries (ALD. pp. 558-559), these 

explanations are found under HOOK2: 

vt, vi 1 [VP6A, 15 A, B, 2C] fasten, be fastened, catch with a ~ or ~s 

[Chinese translations]: a dress that ~s/is ~ed at the back [Chinese translations]; ~ 

s o m e t h i n g  o n / u p  [ C h i n e s e  t r a n s l a t i o n s ] ;  ~  a  f i s h  [ C h i n e s e  t r a n s l a t i o n s ] . . .  2  . . .  3  

... 4—up n network of broadcasting stations connected to transmit the same 

programme [Chinese translations]: speak over an international —up [Chinese 

translations]. ~ed adj 1 —shaped [Chinese translations]: a ~ed nose [Chinese 

translations]; fiimished with ~s [Chinese translations]. 2 ~ed (on) (si) addicted to; 

completely conunitted to [Chinese translations]: be/get ~ed on heroin [Chinese 

translations]. My aimt is ~ed on package holidays in Spain [Chinese translations]. 

She totally missed the relevant information under the very first explanation. Her eyes 

must have been readily drawn to the bold prints of—up and, when nothing there was 

relevant, moved down to ~ed (on). So she concluded that hook up meant 'addicted' and 

rationalized it the hard way. 
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From these cases several observations were made regarding Kit's look-up 

method. First, she normally began by browsing quickly through the contents under each 

selected entry or, if necessary, several adjacent entries, until she thought she had spot the 

relevant information that she needed. Then she read the relevant information attentively 

and carefully to see if it could be rationalized in the given context as she understood. She 

never attempted to understand more than what had been thus narrowed down, although 

sometimes she really needed to think of the relations of the several explanations under the 

same lexeme in order to truly grasp the single relevant meaning in question. This 

sometimes cost her accurate understanding of the meaning of a lexical item. 

Second, as a habit, BCit considerably relied on the Chinese translations of the 

explanations to reach the relevant meaning in question. This is not to say that Kit could 

not do so without these Chinese translations; it is just that this habit had hindered her 

from making the best use of all the information available in the dictionary, which will be 

discussed in the next section. 

In addition to the above observations, a third one may also be drawn. That is, 

when Kit opened the dictionary, she normally assumed that there was a relevant 

explanation among the explanations under the entry in question—e.g. plumb— which 

could be selected without much modification and applied in the context. As a matter of 

fact. Kit had made such selections for most of the unfamiliar and familiar items 

encountered through the read-leam—minnow, seam, rumble, bar, etc. This practice of 

look-up of the relatively ready explanations may be referred to as the selective use of the 

information from the dictionary. 
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But still there were items whose meanings could not be readily selected from the 

dictionary Kit was using. For instance, she could not find the explanations that would 

readily apply to Jly and tumble. Under these circumstances. Kit would resort to the 

generative use of the dictionary information, that is, to use the available information in 

the dictionary to generate the needed meanings. 

4.6.3 Regarding InformatioTi on firammar 

During the interview. Kit annoimced that her highest goal was to master words 

more completely and be able to "use it right" When asked whether paying attention to 

the verbs, she answered, "How to tise it? If I want to leam it, I go to the Oxford. That 

tells a lot about grammar." What Kit referred to here as grammar is the usage of verbs in 

general and verb argument structures in particularly. She seemed to be aware that one of 

the important characteristics of ALD is that, under each verb entry, all the possible 

patterns in which it collocates with other words to form expressions are listed. Yet 

evidence showed that Kit did not take note of any information from the dictionary 

regarding the argument structure of a verb, nor did she think anything aloud or mark it 

either. It could be that Kit had not found any problem with any of the verbs regarding 

their collocation with the other words. But the results of the post-read-test revealed that 

Kit had not mastered the basic argument structures of some of frequently used verbs, 

such as suggest and rate. This indicated that she had not been benefiting from the ALD. 

nor consciously building up or using generatively the knowledge about the verb patterns. 
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4.6.4 Regarding Information on Pronunciation 

When asked what she thought the most difficult aspects of the English words for 

her to grasp. Kit answered abruptly: "Pronunciation ... for me, I leam a word, I have to 

know how to speak it. Perhaps I think in soimd also. I think I need to have the sound." 

This claim should not be taken to mean that pronunciation was the only difficult aspect 

for her, but rather that it was very important to her and that she did pay attention to it. 

Kit's pronunciation was in fact quite good. Despite her foreign accent. Kit 

pronounced all the words appropriately the first time she read them during the read-leam. 

She only mispronounced live in live water as in live or die, and she did not pronoimce 

prevalent and confluences appropriately as unfamiliar items. As soon as she looked them 

up. Kit corrected herself. And she learned to pronoimce cornucopia with the help of the 

dictionary. This overall ability to pronounce and leam fast to pronounce words 

appropriately was evidence that Kit had made efforts to master the English pronunciation 

and phonics, and that she was quite successful. It should be noticed, however, although 

perhaps she needed to know the sound to know the word, knowing the sound certainly 

did not mean knowing the word. And so, she had encountered by far more unfamiliar 

items than those she found hard to pronounce. 

4.6.5 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

For a heuristic understanding. Kit may be said to have consulted the dictionary for 

these purposes: quick propositions, co-selection of meanings of the unfamiliar items in a 

row, confirmation of the inferred meanings, distinction of subtle meanings, and 
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association with the Chinese expressions. In looking up an item. Kit normally would 

comprehend the context and coimect its meaning with her established knowledge system, 

with which she filtered the information available in the dictionary. She was thus 

normally pre-oriented toward selecting a certain meaning or generating one. On the other 

hand, she relied on the Chinese translations of the English explanations as a rule, which 

hindered her fix)m best using the other sotuxes to her advantage. In general, her behavior 

showed that Kit lacked true awareness of the characteristics of the dictionary she had 

been using and had not benefited from the dictionary for a strategic build-up of 

vocabulary knowledge and use it generatively. 

4.7 When and How Kit resorted to Chinese 

The role of LI in learning the L2 vocabulary is a very complicated issue. The 

analysis in this case study was focused on how BCit sometimes resorted to the Chinese 

translations to absorb unfamiliar meanings. Both the positive and the negative effects of 

doing so were examined through analysis of some typical cases. 

4.7.1 Kit's General View of the Use of Chinese 

During the interview. Kit described the role of Chinese in her approach to the 

unfamiliar English words as follows: 

BGt: For me it is still easier to think in Chinese or absorb a concept in Chinese. 

That is why sometimes I try to translate into Chinese. But for those terms in 

physics, because I learned them in English, it's more comfortable for me to use it 
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in English. So I don't translate them. But for daily expressions, I usually like to 

translate them back into Chinese. I don't know how I translate. 

. . .  I f  I  r e a l l y  w a n t  t o  c a t c h  t h e  p i c t u r e  o f  t h e  m e a n i n g ,  I  g o  b a c k  t o  C h i n e s e .  

Sometimes I don't care about the detail, I don't. 

Wang: You compare them, English and Chinese? 

Kit: I mostly compare in Chinese. 

Wang: When you understand a word in English, does that mean you know the 

equivalent in Chinese? 

Kit: Not really. 

As Kit implied that she would not always translate English into Chinese. 

However, she did make it clear that it would be easier for her "to think in Chinese or 

absorb a concept in Chinese" and therefore she would deliberately translate for the 

purpose of learning new meanings. According to these remaiics. Kit would resort to 

Chinese essentially for two purposes. When focusing on defining and grasping the 

meaning of a lexical item, she was intentionally using the language for the cognitive 

purpose. When retelling the contents of the text or carrying the interview in Chinese as 

she chose to. Kit was using the language more for the pragmatic purpose. But it must 

be pointed out that, even when she was using her native language to achieve more 

pragmatic objectives, it still influenced her cognitive processes. 

Several other things Kit mentioned here also need to be clarified. First, Kit said 

"for daily expressions, I usually like to translate them back into Chinese. I don't know 

how I translate." By translate she mainly meant to associate the lexical items in question 
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with what she thought could be their Qiinese equivalents or similar ways of saying 

things, rather than render the meanings in more sophisticated ways. As she explained, "If 

I really want to catch the picture of the meaning, I go back to Chinese. Sometimes I 

don't care about the detail, I don't." In more theoretical terms, this means that Kit would 

go to the Chinese equivalent if she wanted to leam exactly what an lexical item denotes 

and refers to in the real world; otherwise she would be satisfied with some of its semantic 

traits defined in terms of the related lexical items, as long as she could achieve her 

pragmatic objective, such as comprehending the main idea of a text. Clearly, by means 

of translating a lexical item into its Chinese equivalent. Kit felt that she would best grasp 

and substantiate its various meaning aspects through a single encounter. 

Second, Kit said she did not translate the terms in physics. This was probably 

because the scientific terms were more strictly defined regarding its sense, denotation, 

and reference and, therefore, easier to grasp for a advanced ESL learner like her. In 

addition, it was also probably because the Chinese equivalents of these terms were just as 

unfamiliar to her and would throw little light on the unfamiliar meanings. Furthermore, 

Kit might not know the equivalents or there might be no equivalents to associate with 

some English terms. 

Third, when asked whether she would compare English and Chinese words. Kit 

answered "Kit: I mostly compare in Chinese." This should not be understood literally; on 

the contrary, she really meant that she would compare the Chinese translations for the 

purpose of better grasping the meanings of the English items involved. 
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Finally, Kit admitted that her understanding of the meaning of an English word 

would not necessarily mean that she also knew the Chinese equivalent. This means that, 

despite the fact that it is easier for her to absorb the unfamiliar meanings by translating 

them into the Chinese equivalents. Kit did not always depend on Chinese equivalents or 

explanations. For instance. Kit did not know ji and jia, both are the Chinese equivalents 

for point denoting the shoreline feature, but she learned its meaning from the context. 

These self-descriptions were bom out in the protocols. 

4.7.2 Approaching the Items In Question through Translation 

In principle. Kit translated the English lexical items into three possible categories 

of Chinese expressions when she needed to. The first were the Chinese equivalents in the 

strict sense; they are the cognitive synonyms in the Chinese language and their 

association with their English counterparts has been established among the native 

Chinese speakers (at least within a particular conunimity). The second category were the 

semi-equivalents: they are also cognitively synonymous to the English lexical items 

involved; but they are mostly coined by the compilers of the dictionaries or by herself for 

concise explanation of meanings, either because there are no equivalents in the Chinese 

language or Kit did not know if there are; and relatively these are morphologically 

complex. The third categories were translations of the definitive and explanatory 

information, such as those in ALD. By translating as such. Kit could more easily relate 

the meanings in question to her established knowledge system and leam more substantial 

meanings in one strike. Sometimes she could take advantage of the greater meaning 
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transparency regarding subtle distinctions. And, of course, since she did not have to 

work through the lengthy English explanations, it was easier on her short-term memory. 

4.7.2.1 Learning More Substantial Meanings 

This was especially true_when the equivalents of the unfamiliar English items had 

been part of her established knowledge, as shown in the following cases. 

Apron. The first definition in ALD reads: "loose garment wom over the fi-ont part 

of the body to keep clothes clear" (p. 53). Had BCit never known what an apron is, it 

might not have been easy to make sense of it in the context, where its common shape was 

compared to that of some sedimentary rubble that formed at the river mouth. However, 

by associating it with the Chinese equivalent weiquin, BCit quickly activated all her 

established knowledge about apron, and its relevance in the context became self-evident: 

"Using the image of apron to describe a layer of sediments that took the form of it." 

Bar. According to ALD. bar means "bank or bridge of sand, etc. across the 

mouth of a river or the entrance to a bay, deposited by currents or tides, often hindering 

navigation" (p. 85). For a Chinese reader like Kit, this explanation is not only lengthy 

but also misleading, for bank and ridge are normally associated with different Chinese 

items than shazhou, which is the cognitive synonym in Chinese. Because Kit had 

selected this equivalent fi-om ALD. she automatically supplied her own established 

knowledge of bar: "I think it's some kind of structure. The river washes down from the 

upstream sands and, when the water slows down, the sands deposit to form bars." 
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Confluence. Under CONFLUENCE, the explanation is translated into heliu and 

huiliu, both are semi-equivalents since there is no true equivalent of confluence in the 

Chinese language. The meaning of either translation is not immediately clear to the 

native speakers of Chinese and, under close examination, they may possibly denote a 

joining point of any ciurents, air as well as water. So Kit coined her own equivalent 

phrase; heliu hubo jiaohui chu, 'where the river joins the lake,' which is substantially 

informative to the native Chinese speakers. 

Night Crawler. Night crawler denotes a larger species of earth worms, to which 

daqiuyin could be its Chinese equivalent or semi-equivalent. JCit knew what a daqivyin 

was but she could not have figured out what a night crawler was because there was no 

Chinese equivalent given in ALD: the semi-equivalent, paxingwu, 'thing that crawls,' is 

not a sufBcient hint at what a night crawler is in Chinese. 

4.7.2.2 Grasping the Distinct Meanings 

In many cases, particularly of polysemy and synonymy, the Chinese translations 

have greater meaning transparency than their English counterparts. So by associating the 

English lexical items with their relevant Chinese equivalents or semi-equivalents. Kit was 

able to quickly grasp essential difference without having to ponder on lengthy and 

elaborate explanations. 

Physical. This was not an unfamiliar item to Kit and she in fact knew more than 

one of its established meanings. Its first established meaning is, according to ALD. "Of 

material (contrasted with moral and spiritual) things" (p. 653). When used for this 
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meaning, its Chinese equivalent is wuzhide. But in the given context, physical was used 

to mean 'of or relating to the science of physics," denoting things such as force, speed, 

temperature, etc., and its Chinese equivalent is wulide. Since the paragraph where it 

occurred mainly dealt with the geographical characteristics of confluences, it was easy to 

mistake physical for meaning 'material' regarding under water structures. However, 

since she associated physical with wulide, the distinct meaning was very self-evident. 

Mean. When reading "these characteristics mean conditions that 

are perfect for trout," Kit knew mean was used for a different meaning than in what does 

the word mean. She tried to explain it in Chinese: "xiangdangyu (correspond or 

equivalent to)? The basic meaning is that they have the equal contents or the same 

association." Although she did not give the better established equivalent vi-wei-zhe. Kit 

certainly grasped the distinct meaning and attempted to define it in Chinese. 

Feeder & Feeding. When Kit first read "there is no sign of feeding 

activity" in Paragraph 10, her first response was that it meant fishennen gave baits to 

trout, which revealed that she had associated feeding with the Chinese equivalent wei, 

'giving food to.' It was with wei that she also associated feeder at the first encounter as 

she later revealed, "zhixian (branch lines), I have made a wrong guess. It has feed in it, 

and so I thought it meant places like the sewage pipes, which is different." 

Feeder & Tributary. These provide a most telltale example of how Kit resorted to 

the greater meaning transparency of the Chinese items to distinguish synonymous 

meanings. The Chinese equivalents for each are respectively zhixian, 'branch line,' and 

zhiliu, 'branch stream.' With the two Chinese items juxtaposed, the similarity and 
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(ii£ference became visible: both meaning a branch flow of a mainstream; since xian also 

means 'thread,' it automatically carries the strait of'thin.' So Kit concluded; Feeder 

could mean the smaller rivers. So tributaries are the bigger ones." This also exemplifies 

how she compared Chinese; she was really comparing the meanings of the English items. 

The above were typical cases of how Kit successfully took advantage of the 

Chinese translations to learn more substantial and accurate meanings, with or without 

reference to the dictionary. 

4.7.3 Consequences of Leaminp through Translation 

Just as the translations could help her learn better, they could also become the 

cause of problems or potential obstacles under certain circumstances, which caused Kit 

sometimes to suffer consequences. 

4.7.3.1 Inadequate Understanding of Meanings 

Amenity. This is one of those English items which do not truly have equivalents 

in Chinese. Kit did not coin a semi-equivalent of her own; she used the literal translation 

of the English explanation in ALD: "Things, circumstances, surroundings, that make life 

easy or pleasant" (p. 57). This makes perfect sense in Chinese. Yet by reading this 

explanation alone in either language would not lead to substantive understanding of what 

the item generally denotes in the world. For the native speakers of English, its 

appropriate denotation has been established gradually through experiences and they know 

it does not denote anything that makes life easy and pleasant. As for Kit as a speaker of 
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Chinese, knowing the translated explanation did not immediately lead to establishment of 

its appropriate denotation. She probably would suffer consequences of such 

unsubstantial understanding until pointed out someday. 

4.7.3.2 Inaccurate Understanding of Meanings 

With the form of f-l-y at least three meanings are associated. Flyl, 'the flying 

insects'; fly2, 'the housefly'; and fly3, 'fly-looking fishing lure.' The first and second are 

superordinate and hyponym of each other, and the meaning of the third is based on the 

first. Kit's problem was that 'housefly' had been her only established meaning at the 

moment of reading. So she implicitly associated fly with cangying, the Chinese 

equivalent of housefly, and all her understanding of flyS was based on that translation 

only. 

Occur. Occur, happen, and take place are all associated with the same Chinese 

item fiisheng, meaning 'come into being.' The three are synonymous in most contexts, 

but occur occurred in the given text meaning 'to be found to be there.' This is another 

case of polysemy whose varied translations Kit had failed to exhaust. 

Spur & Plumb. Kit had correctly understood their figurative meanings in the 

context, but her potential problem with these items was that she learned these meanings 

through translations, which blurred their literal meanings. For instance. Kit knew fi-om 

the past encounters that spur meant 'cause (sb. to do)'; she nevertheless knew nothing 

about the spurs with which the rider urges the horse to go faster. Similarly, she might 
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not remember for long how plumb came to mean chaming or 'find out, search out'— it is 

more precisely defined as 'get to the root of.' 

4.7.3.3 Misconception of Meaning Relations 

Inlet & Estuary. Kit distinguished the two in a way similar to that in which she 

distinguished feeder and tributary. She translated each respectively into wan, 'bay or 

cove,' and hekou, 'river mouth.' Kit actually selected the translation of the first meaning 

cited under ENLET in the ALD (p. 596). But according to American Heritage College 

Dictionarv (AHCD . inlet could also mean a cove or bay created by an in-flow stream (p. 

700). As a matter of fact, that was how inlet was used in the given context. Therefore, 

the relation between the two items in the context was similar to that between feeder and 

tributary: both referring to the similar geographical features, the difference being the 

scale. Since Kit misunderstood the meaning relation between inlet and estuary, she 

would not understand correctly the relations between these and cove, bay, gulf, and some 

other items. 

Eddy & Whirlpool. According to the dictionaries—ALD and AHCD— eddy is a 

kind of whirlpool, and that was how they were used in the text. Kit, however, associated 

eddy with luanliu, 'disorderly current,' and therefore considered eddy not as a kind of 

whirlpool, because the latter, according to her, was composed of well-defined revolving 

currents. She thus misconceived the established relation between the two. 
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A.1.2A Potential Confusion of Distinct Meanings 

Prevalent. Kit associated prevalent with pubiande, which is also the commonly 

used Chinese equivalent of universal, despite the fact the meanings of the two are highly 

distinguishable in terms of their English explanations (ALD. p. 897; p. 1287). 

Scour & Tumble. Similarly, Kit associated both items with the same Chinese item 

chong, which is the established equivalent of wash off/away. These cases are not 

necessarily evidence that Kit would surely confuse the meanings of these items; however, 

they at least show that Kit would not be able to learn the distinctions of these meanings 

by means of their Chinese equivalents alone. These are some cases that typically 

illustrate how the use of Chinese translations could become a cause of problems for Kit in 

approaching the meanings of the English lexical items. 

4.7.4 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

The use of the Chinese equivalents or explanations played an important role in 

BCit's learning of the English words. When circumstances favored, particularly when the 

English lexical items have cognitive synonyms in Chinese for their equivalents and these 

were part of her established knowledge. Kit leamed more substantially and accurately 

through translation. In some cases, however, the use of the translations alone became the 

potential cause of less satisfactory results, such as inadequate and inaccurate learning of 

the necessary meaning aspects, the misconception of meaning relations, and confusion of 

distinct meanings. 
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4.8 Smnmaiy of the Major Findings 

The following are a sximmary of the major findings fi-om the analysis of the first 

case with respect to the mainline research questions. 

I. As a reader. Kit virtually defined a word as a lexical item with a single 

meaning relevant to the text. When she could not associate an unfamiliar or familiar 

lexical form with a relevant meaning. Kit would consider the item an unknown word or 

partially known word. What Kit recognized as the unknown and partially known words 

have been categorized into the unfamiliar, the familiar, and the virtually known types, 

with respect to Kit's knowledge of these items in terms of the form and the meaning— 

sense, denotation, and reference—at the moment of reading them (Table 3). 

2-3. From the perspective of the Word Knowledge model, context is tentatively 

defined as including all the semantic, grammatical, and rhetorical relations a lexical item 

holds to the other items in a stretch of text. The analysis showed that Kit used the 

contextual information available for a series of cognitive objectives: recognizing the 

unfamiliar meanings, making propositions, refining and substantiating her existing 

knowledge of the items, and rationalizing propositions for the final selections. It 

particularly showed that making sense and detecting nonsense are two fimctions of a 

unitary process of reading. 

Some additional observations were also made during the analysis. First, the fact 

that Kit did not always need to know the relatively complete meaning of a lexical item to 

comprehend the theme in which it participated made it more difficult to detect the distinct 

meanings involved. This was especially manifested in her approach to the familiar items. 
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when she would tend to substitute what meanings she had already established without 

further refinement, which misguided her to inappropriate propositions. Second, as Cruse 

(1986) pointed out that the context can "background" and "demote" certain semantic 

traits just as they can "highlight" and "promote" others ( pp. 52-53). Therefore, it was 

very difQcult for fCit to infer all the essential meaning aspects incidentally as she read 

along. As a matter of fact. Kit had to resort to the dictionary for propositions for the 

majority of the unfamiliar and familiar items. Third, Kit's lack of knowledge of the 

subject matter firequently hindered her from making appropriate sense of the themes, 

hence failures to grasp the relevant meanings of the participating lexical items. Kit 

especially would resort to figmrative interpretation of the unfamiliar meanings involved if 

she could not comprehend their literal uses. 

4. The analysis showed that Kit had at least engaged three meaning aspects of all 

the items; sense and denotation, and accordingly its referential use or a meaningful 

superordinate. In addition, two kinds of items were found to be the most difficult for Kit 

to learn. The first were the technical terms in familiar morphological forms, which were 

really unfamiliar items and learning of these would involve acquiring the systematic 

knowledge of the complete subject matter. The second were the familiar items whose 

relevant meanings in the given context were subtly distinct from those she had already 

established, including the figurative uses. In contrast, the totally unfamiliar items were 

not necessarily the most difficult ones for her to leam, because some of these meanings 

were part of Kit's established knowledge and all she did was associating them with the 

relevant forms in the text, particularly with reference to the dictionary. 
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5. The results of the post-read test indicated that Kit generally did seek to know 

the taxonomical and derivational relations of the lexical items in addition to their relevant 

senses, denotations, and references. But Kit did not seem to have paid sufficient attention 

to grasping the meanings through truly illustrative examples, particularly in engaging 

more accurate and subtly distinct meanings. The test results also showed that Kit lacked 

awareness of the argument structures of the verb items as a vital knowledge aspect, hence 

lacking the ability to absorb such knowledge from the context. 

6. Kit resorted to the dictionary for several purposes: quick propositions, co-

selection of meanings of the unfamiliar items in a row, confirmation of the inferred 

meanings, distinction of subtle meanings, and association with the Qiinese expressions. 

As a rule, BCit would apply her existing knowledge and what she could infer from the 

context to filter the dictionary information. Her heavy reliance on the Chinese 

translations hindered her from best using the other sources to her advantage. While Kit 

generally demonstrated an adequate training in the use of dictionaries as a learning 

supplement—to use it associatively and generatively, she failed to benefit from a striking 

feature of the dictionary she was using: its systematic and exhaustive representation of 

the verb argument structures. 

7. As far as the case investigation was concerned. Kit heavily relied on the 

Chinese equivalents or semi-equivalents in grasping and absorbing meanings. When 

circimistances favored, particularly when the English lexical items have cognitive 

synonyms in Chinese for their equivalents and these were part of her established 

knowledge, Kit learned more substantial and accurate meanings through translation. In 
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some cases, however, the use of the translations alone became the potential cause of less 

satisfactory results, such as inadequate and inaccurate learning of the necessary meaning 

aspects, the misconception of meaning relations, and coniusion of distinct meanings. 

The above is a summary of the major findings from the first case analysis. During 

the analysis, a series of notions and constructs from the WK model had been introduced 

and applied, through which an analytical firamework gradually took form (see Chapter 6). 

This analytical framework was applied to the second case analysis and refined through 

the application. 
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5. KUN'S APPROACH TO VOCABULARY THROUGH READING: 

THE ANALYSIS OF THE SECOND CASE 

The results of the analysis of Kun's approach are presented in the same order as 

those of Kit's were, except that 2 and 3 of the first report have been combined into one 

section here—2, hence altogether the six sections as foUows; 

1. To what degrees Kun considered a word as known/unknown during reading. 

2. When and how Kun resorted to the context. 

3. What aspects of vocabulary Kun sought to learn: the results of the read-learn. 

4. What aspects of vocabulary Kun sought to learn: the results of the test. 

5. When and how Kun used the dictionary. 

6. When and how Kun resorted to Chinese. 

5.1 To What Degrees Kun Considered a Word as Known or Unknown 

As a necessary preliminary, Kun's imderstanding of the notions of word, word 

meaning, and knowledge of word-meaning were examined along with her behavior in 

marking the unknown items. Her knowledge statues regarding the lexical itenris in 

question were analyzed into the categories by the criteria used in the first case analysis. 

5.1.1 Kun's Marking Behavior 

Kun's marking behavior was confusing as well as inconsistent at the first sight 
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(Table 5.1.). Although she was required to use [ ] and () respectively to mark what she 

considered as unknown and partially known words, Kun actually also used < >. It looks 

as if Kun used < > either because she did not draw [ ] as squarely or because she 

invented it to mark a third group. This was at first noted as a question for the follow-up 

session, but it was soon found out through the analysis that Kun did not use any of these 

marks consistently and therefore the question was dropped. 

First of all, Kun explicitly admitted that she did not know the meaning of queue 

up and marked it with < >, which seemed to be [ ] not drawn squarely. On the other 

hand, Kun also admitted that she knew what an apron was except that she did not know 

why it was used in the context. This admission definitely indicated that apron was not a 

totally unfamiliar word to her at the moment of reading it. Yet apron was also marked 

with < >, which could also be explained as inaccurately drawn ( ). So either 

explanation was plausible. But there was evidence which showed that, when Kun did 

draw [ ] and ( ) accurately, she did not use them consistently. For instance, she 

Table 5.1. The Words Mariced Bv Kun 

MARKED WITH [ ] 5 

diverge estuary tributary feeder 

placid 

MARKED WITH ( ) 4 

uncease parallel cornucopia beaver 

MARKED WITH < > 8 

adjacent bountiful apron sedimentary 

queue (up) errant miimow allure 
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marked parallel with ( ) because she said she had seen it many times and just could not 

think of its meaning at the moment. Yet she also marked cornucopia the same way 

although she had never seen it before. Similarly, Kun actually knew the meaning of 

tributary, and that neither inlet nor feeder was totally unknown, but she marked them all 

along with estuary with [ ]. Moreover, there were words she had reported that she did 

not know, but she did not mark them out either. In sum, while this inconsistency in 

Kun's marking behavior was partly a result of pen-point confusion, it was virtually 

impossible to represent her complex knowledge statuses regarding these words in the 

clear-cut terms of the known, the partially known, and the unknown. 

5.1.2 Kun's View of Word Meaning and Word Knowledge 

What especially makes it difScult for Kun to determine consistently whether a 

word is practically known or unknown is her imderstanding of the notions of word, word-

meaning, and knowledge of a word. From the following excerpts of the interview, it 

could be inferred that Kun's understanding of word was a lexeme or a dictionary entry: 

One particular word may mean differently when it's put in to a [context]. If I say 

I know that word, [it] means I am able to use that word, to utilize its different 

meanings... in whatever situations in which I am trying to express myself. 

... When you look at the dictionary, a word can mean different things, sometimes 

like several pages. It's important that once you know English to a certain degree, 

you should have better ability to determine what particular meaning is suitable to 

use to explain that particular sentence. 
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In Kun's view, not only a word could have many different meanings in different 

situations, but each single meaning itself would have complex contents. She explained 

that there was "the literal meaning of the word... like a desk means a desk, the thing." 

When asked of the more abstract meaning of a word, she explained, 

. . .  M o r e  a b s t r a c t  w o r d s  h a v e  t o  d o  [ w i t h ]  h o w  y o u  c o m p r e h e n d  y o u r  o w n  

language. It has a lot of relations with your own language. Like for people who 

are educated in your own language or, what it means like, for example like rigid. 

It's used to describe, not only to describe how hard something is, but abstractly 

describe like in a picture the rigid of the lines, the rigid muscles of some 

sculpture. I think it has a lot to do with comprehend in your own language. 

Kun's remarks indicated that she at least was conscious of the more objective and the 

more subjective contents of the meaning of a word, that is, what a word may denote in 

the objective world and what sense the user of it may intend to make of it, although she 

lacked the more sophisticated terms to express her thoughts. 

But in Kun's view, the meaning of a word should contain more than just its basic 

or literal meaning mentioned above, as she emphasized. 

That also involves you imderstand the culture. It's like you said that the door is 

behind you. That everybody knows what it means: the door is behind you. But it 

has its social content and cultural content. That's what I mean when I say I 

understand something, I understand what it means when the Americans or when 

the native speakers say it, not only just literally understand the words but 

including the whole social and cultural content [context]. 
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Unsophisticated as it was, Kun's understanding of word and word-meaning alone already 

suggested that it would be difficult to distinguish between the relatively known and the 

relatively unknown words. The matter was further complicated by the fact Kun 

repeatedly distinguished between the words she was able to use freely, the words she was 

able to use but not freely, as well as the words she was unable to use but could 

understand well and those she could barely understand: 

. . .  U s u a l l y  I  w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o  m a s t e r  t h e  m e a n i n g  a n d  t h e  w a y  o f  u s i n g  t h a t  

particular unfamiliar word. I get the chances to use it two times, under different 

circumstances. Then I will really know how to use it and what it really means. 

There are words that I get to look them up but don't get to use them, I usually get 

a very blurred understanding of them, and then I will forget.... 

. . .  Y e a h ,  t h e r e  a r e  w o r d s  l i k e  saturated. I know what it means, sort of, else 

where, but I don't know exactly how to use it. In other places we all heard 

saturated fat. So I know what it means, but then because I never get to use that 

word, I won't be able to use it very freely.... 

. . .  W e l l ,  I f  I  s a y  I  k n o w  t h i s  w o r d ,  N i u n b e r l  t h i n g  i s  I  k n o w  h o w  t o  u s e  i t .  A n d  

Number 2 is I know how to use it under certain circumstances.... If I say I know 

that word, means I am able to use that word, to utilize its different meanings in a 

sentence, in whatever situations in which I am trying to express myself.. 

otherwise I would say I sort of know this word.... 

. . .  W h e n  i t ' s  u s e d ,  i t  i s  v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  t h a t  y o u  k n o w  w h e r e  n o t  t o  u s e  i t ,  w h e r e  

to use it, because if you use it wrong, it means something else.... 
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. . .  I t ' s  i m p o r t a n t  t h a t  o n c e  y o u  k n o w  E n g l i s h  t o  a  c e r t a i n  d e g r e e ,  y o u  s h o u l d  

have better abiUty to determine what particular meaning is suitable to use to 

explain that particular sentence.... 

Given these facts of how Kun understood the notions of word, word-meaning, and 

knowledge of a word, it is not hard to understand why the inconsistency and confusion 

occurred in her marking behavior: it was because of the lack of a sophisticated system of 

criteria by which her knowledge status regarding any word could be more accurately 

defined and represented. 

5.1.3 The Familiar and Unfamiliar Items Categorized 

According to the more sophisticated criteria refined in the analysis of the first 

case, what Kun admitted as the unknown and partially known words have been divided 

into finer categories of unfamiliarity through knowledge (Table 5.2). The criteria of this 

finer categorization has already been discussed in the previous chapter (4.1.3) and will be 

briefly reiterated here. As is seen in the table, there are 18 items under Type A, which 

include those Kit either had never seen before or had seen but could not recall anything 

about, and that she could not immediately come up with any propositions for their 

meanings either. Type B contains those for which Kun instantly associated with some 

meanings, relevant or irrelevant. These two types of items constituted the bulk of the 

obstacles to Kun's reading. The 3 items in Types C and D, though not totally strange to 

Kim the moment she read them, carry meanings entirely different firom what Kun had 

long established with these forms. They were in fact imfamiliar lexical items. As for 
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Table 5.2. The Types of the Familiar and the Unfamiliar Items 

Type LEXICAL ITMEMS REFERRED TO AS Case 

A Unfamiliar Items Causing Blanks of Thought 

abundant, adjacent, allure, beaver, confluence, cornucopia, 
diverge, eddy, errant, estuary, parallel, placid, queue up, riffle, 
streamer, torrent, trickle, sedimentary, unceasing, wobble 

20 

B Unfamiliar Items Causing Instant Associations 

angler, bountiful, conveyer, feeder, inlet, tributary, rig, rubble, 
spur, skewer, minnow 

11 

C Known Forms with Unfamiliar Meanings 

pen, spoon 2 

D Familiar Forms with Unfamiliar Meanings 

fly fishing, spin fishing, bait fishing, fly, dry fly, weighted worm 6 

E Familiar Items with Unfamiliar Traits Unrecognized 

apron 1 

F Familiar Items with Unfamiliar Traits Recognized 

basin, inclination, generous, join forces, lure 5 

G Virtually Known Items 

Altogether 45 

the 3 items in each of Type F, Kun was familiar with them as lexical items because their 

meanings in the new context overlap what she had long known of them, and that Kun was 

also aware of their distinct semantic traits as were used in the given text. 

In addition to these five categories, there is another type of lexical items which 

had not been observed in the first case analysis, the miscues. According to Goodman 

(1973), a miscue refers to "an actual observed response in oral reading which does not 

match the expected response.... Both his expected responses and his unexpected 
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responses are produced as he attempts to process the print and get to meaning" (p. 94). 

Kun made at least 7 recognizable miscues during oral reading: 

amenity/element, channel/canal, contributing/contribution, 

consistent/constant, juncture/junction, seam/stream, swifi/shiji 

As is clear, what Kun actually produced in her oral reading (the second item of each pair) 

is different from what she was expected to produce (the first item of each pair). Yet 

what needs to be noticed is the fact that the meanings of the items in each pair overlap in 

the main semantic traits. In other words, what meaning Kun associated with the 

inaccurate oral production of the expected response was otherwise adequate for 

comprehending the themes of the text. In nature, these items should be placed between 

Type B and Type C in the above table, for the unexpected response is at least an instant 

association of the lexical form in question with a meaning, and a relevant meaning at that. 

5.1.4 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

According to Kun's own claims, a word was a dictionary entry with its many 

meanings used in different contextual situations. Kun distinguished between the literal 

meanings and the social-cultural meanings of words. In her view, knowing a word means 

to know how to use it. But her actual performance in reading showed that Kun did not 

attempt to leam all the meanings that may be associated with a single lexical form; 

instead, she merely sought to leam the single most relevant meaning in the given context. 

This at least indicated that she knew it would not be realistic to leam all the meanings of 

a word as defined by herself. 
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By the finer criteria, what Kun recognized as unknown or partially known words 

were categorized into six types, representing the varied degrees of unfamiliarity through 

knowledge with respect to the meanings in question. This finer categorization is a 

necessary preliminary to the more focused analysis of the incremental process of Kun's 

learning of the various meaning aspects involved. It should be pointed out, however, that 

there were in fact more lexical items whose meanings were unfamiliar to Kun to various 

degrees at the moment of reading and that these were not exposed through the read-leam 

due to the limitations of the read-leam procedure. These were found out later through the 

post-read test (5.4). 

5.2 When and How Kun Used the Context 

Given the tentative definition of context (4.2.1), the question to be addressed is 

not so much of when as of how Kun used the context to enhance her learning of words. 

This section is a report of detailed examination of Kun's approach to the unfamiliar and 

the familiar items through reading, with and without reference to the dictionary. 

5.2.1 Kun's General Approach to the Words in Question 

During the interview, Kun did not say exactly how she approached the unfamiliar 

words during the reading, although she repeatedly emphasized that she would need to 

have a chance to use the word a couple of times to really learn it; otherwise she would 

forget it, even if she had looked it up in the dictionary. During the read-leam session, 

Kim kept reiterating the above point, but she also revealed the following: 
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You know what? My habit is like if I am reading something that requires for 

more detailed understanding, I would normally look up the word and will go 

back and make sure that I understand. That's how 1 normally do. I will look it up 

and then I will go back and then to review and then to understand the entire 

content I can use that. Hopefully I will remember it later. 

. . .  U s u a l l y  I  w i l l  n o t  l o o k  [ i n t o ]  t h e  d i c t i o n a r y ,  b u t  i n  t h i s  c a s e  I  w i l l ,  b e c a u s e  i t ' s  

going to be a test later on.... 

These remarks also imply the familiar approach recommended to ESL/EFL readers: pay 

attention to the main ideas of the text as a whole, guess the meanings of the unfamiliar 

words as much as possible, and keep the use of the dictionary to a minimum, Kun's 

actual behavior through the read-leam bore this out. 

Basically, Kun would read through a paragraph first and try to understand as 

much as she could through this first reading. Normally, she was able to recognize the 

unfamiliar items or familiar items with unfamiliar meanings against what she understood 

(see 5.1) through the first reading. Then she would either guess at or look up these items, 

and she would read the paragraph once or twice again to make sure she understood their 

relevant meanings as participants in the development of the local theme. This basic 

approach was best observed in her reading of the first paragraph: 

(Begins to read Paragraph 1 aloud) ... coincidence s—purs (like s'pairo) trout.. 

. spurs trout," I think this is some kind of special species of trout. So normally 

I'll just go ahead an—d ignore it. If I was reading this by myself I would ignore it 

because I think it's one special species of trout.... This is probably like... this 
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paragraph, I think, firstly describes a— anglers whoever that is like a group of 

people or... may be Indians, I was thinking (laughs). Ah— they were fish trout, 

when they fish, basically talks about their fishing habits, the fishing environment 

they have, that, most of the fish that are easy to get, because they eat whatever 

that's given to them.... 

" . . .  t r o u t  w i l l  o c c a s i o n a l l y  e n c o u n t e r  h o t s p o t s , "  m e a n i n g  t h e y  m a y  g e t  l u c k y .  

That's what I think. Ah— "some blessed places on a lake or stream where fish 

take anything thrown," meaning that they may get lucky and hit the spot where 

they're just lucky they will get whatever fish they wanted. But sometimes it's, 

these spots are not that easily to found, or—, or where they will get the most of 

f i s h i n g  p r o d u c t s  t h e r e ,  w h e r e  t h e y  w i l l  g e t  a  g o o d  h a r v e s t  o f  f i s h .  S o ,  A h  . . .  

lucky get the spot where they get fish or easy to get fish, but not necessarily 

they'll get a lot of fish at that spot. And "once the contribution (miscue-

contributing) elements diverge," I don't know this word diverge. I'm guessing is 

'disappear'or'reduce.' They will not be able to get that many fish. That's what I 

think this paragraph talks about. 

And all the while, she also kept close track of the developments of the global theme of 

the text, as was revealed in her final simmiary of the reading: 

Well, the first half, the two pages are something like basically describes the living 

habits and environment or setting characteristics of waters that the trouts like to 

be in. Then it continues on to introduce how to take advantage of these 

characteristics of waters, especially. Like the inlets of waters or where near the 
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whirlpools, where creates a whirlpool... some paragraphs here also spending on 

describing what exactly, I think, fly fishing is. 

Just as was found in the analysis of the first case, Kun's behavior in the read-leam 

showed that resorting to the contextual information constituted the essence of her reading 

and that learning of unfamiliar meanings was but part of the function, of the context. 

5.2.2 T aaminp the Unfamiliar Items: Types A and B 

5.2.2.1 The Cases of Inference On>v 

Kun guessed the relevant meanings of these items to varied degrees without 

further consulting the dictionary. 

Estuary, tributary, inlet. & feeder. These items occurred in a row in the second 

paragraph of the text: 

It is very fortunate that there are certain spots that are so reliable that as long as 

tactics and techniques are right, they will consistently produce. Estuaries, 

tributaries, inlets, and feeders - these junctures where swift stream currents meet 

slack lakes or ponds invariably harbor top trout fishing. 

As she read along, Kun reported these thoughts; 

I would think that words among es-ta—es-tar—ries (like is'taris) tributaries, 

tributaries. I think I know what it means, like little branches of waters. Inlets, 

feeders, these are probably words that describe different kind of water 

characteristics.... Yeah, I see some clues like feeders. I would think it's where 
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the water goes through a little narrower thing... you know, the water is like 

concentrated or what. 

These clues suggest that: (1) of these items, estuary was the only one that truly caused a 

momentary mental blank—Kun even had a hard time learning to pronounce it; (2) the 

morphological structure of inlet and feeder definitely caused instant associations; as for 

tributary, Kun seemed to have encountered it before and she recalled its basic sense at the 

moment of reading it along with the other items; and finally, the last sentence was 

virtualy an integrated exposition of the essential meanings of all the four items and, by 

reading through it, Kun inferred the meaning of estuary as well as rationalized her 

propositions about the other three, as she explained, ^''JunctionQunctures), like where 

water join each other? Tributaries, inlets, means where big body, a small body of water 

is being let in. Is that what it is? I amjust kind of guessing it." 

Confluence. It was only with the help of the probing questions that Kun gradually 

inferred the meaning of confluence. This item first occurred in the title of the selected 

article "Generous Confluence." Kun ignored its first occurrence. Later she questioned 

about "join forces" in Paragraph 3: "But it doesn't mean like one special place in the lake 

or in the live water where two of these elements will join?" The question led to the 

following conversation: 

Wang; Yes, there is a general place, if you look at the title, the generous 

confluence, if you know the meaning of confluence. 

Kun; Confluence (confirence) is join, right? Going together, get something 

together. OiC, it's like very generous confrence for fish to live. 
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Wang: So what is a confluence here? 

Kun; The confrence here, you mean in this paragraph? 

Wang: I mean this whole text. Actually yes. 

Kun: It's a good place for fish to live. 

Wang: Yes, what kind of places? 

Kun: What kind of place? I know it's a place where the... I don't know. It's a 

place where people catch fish or fish live. OIC, it really depends on what you 

want me to think. I can't interpret generous. 

This conversation showed that even after she had read estuary, tributary, inlet, and 

feeder, which were referred to as the junctures of waters, Kun had not yet formed the 

sense of confluence until she read it a second time. 

The theme of Paragraph 6 was on how the confluences should be generally 

approached effectively by fishermen. At the end of the paragraph, Kun was asked again 

the similar questions: 

Wang: One more question." To make the most out of these spots," what kind of 

spots are these? 

Kun: The spots that [were] referred previously. 

Wang: Can you find a word for these spots? 

Kim: One word? 

Wang: One word or a couple of words. 

Kun: Ah— like inlets. 
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She was still unable to associate the basic theme of the text with confluence until she 

began to read Paragraph 7: 

Kun: "Whether they be trickles or torrents, confluences (like confrences) all 

share common features, the only difference being the scale.... Confluences 

(confrences) all share common features." OK, are you referring to these places as 

confluences (confrences) now? Good place this place where you can get stuff? 

It was not clear whether Kun could have found out the meaning of confluece all by 

herself. What was clear is that if she had not ignored the word at the sight of its first 

occurrence and dragged it along, she would have come up with a relevant proposition, 

rationalized it, and substantiated it by picking up information through the rest of the 

reading, for the whole text was essentially an exposition of its meaning as the primary 

subject matter. 

Angler, Conveyor, Fishing rigs. & skewer. At the first look, Kun's guesses at 

these four items appear to be more spontaneous than calculating; that is, she did not seem 

to have noticed any particular clues firom the context while making these guesses; 

Angler—"Whoever that is like a group of people or... may be Indians." 

Conveyor—^"Something like to con'vaiy to convey, con'very. Convey means 

passing by." 

Fishing rig— "Some kind of... I am not going to look it up, but I think it's a 

very reliable bait or very reliable thing to use to fish like worms or com." 

Skewer—"This one I don't know. Skewered (like scored), skewered, wrapped 

around a hook?" 
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A closer look into the contextual relations where these items were involved revealed that 

Kun had at least resorted to some relevant clues for her propositions. For instance, from 

its morphological structure, its syntactic distribution, and the local theme, she knew that 

anglers at least denotes some group of people going fishing regularly, although she 

couldn't explain why she had associated anglers with Indians. And from reading of the 

sentence" Classic bait fishing rigs like weighted worms and com are reliable trout takes 

in this time and place," she was able to figure out that fishing rigs at least referred to the 

use of baits in someway. Similarly, it was not hard for Kun to understand that skewer 

should mean to put a bait on a hook in . and even bait fishermen can get by so long as 

fish are taking big naturals like stonefiies and hoppers that can be skewered on a hook 

and simply tossed into the water." As for conveyor, it could be that she had read convey 

before and only vaguely recalled its basic sense, and she assumed that conveyor, correctly 

though not for sure, was a derivation of it, which was a proposition easy to rationalize in 

the contexual theme: 'Tood is abundant because streams serve as incubators for insect 

life and act as conveyor belts leading to the river mouth and any fish waiting there." 

In sum, these are the few cases of incidental learning observed in Kun's read-

leam. They are "incidental" in the sense that she did not simultaneously refer to the 

dictionary. As was shown above, she had only engaged the generic traits of most of these 

items (except confluence). Such knowledge was, though adequate to keep her on track of 

the thematic developments, still far from being complete. In fact, the same contextual 

effects, which assisted her in making the relevant propositions, also limited her from 

gaining further knowledge of the essential meaning aspects—sense, denotation, and 
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reference—and she would have to use some extra source of information to break through 

the limitations. 

5.2.2.2 The Cases of Explicit Guesses before the Use of the Dictionary 

In approaching the majority of the unfamiliar items, Kun consulted the dictionary 

for making propositions. Although this does not mean that she could have possibly 

selected the relevant meanings without reading the context, she did explicitly think aloud 

her guesses at only some items whereas kept silent over the others before she reached for 

the dictionary. 

Bountiful. & Torrent. It seemed that Kun began her inference of these two items 

with the morphological clues she recognized. Referring to bountiful, she reported, 

mountiful (mispronouncing bountiful) basin, I don't understand the word 

mountiful... mountiful (mountiful) mount... Bount? Joint? I don't know what 

that mean, joint or bounded with something, I don't know. B-o-u-n-t- ... 

(thumbing)... Oh, (notes down the dictionary meaning). 

Clearly, she first mistook bountiful for mountiful due to their similarity in graphic forms 

and she could not figure out the relation between the contextual theme and the item 

mount, which seemed to be familiar to her. Then she suddenly realized that it was 

bountiful and instantly associated it with bounded, hence jom/. Finally she gave up 

guessing and looked it up in the dictionary. 

Kun guessed at torrent in a similar fashion:" Is that a torrenti I don't know... 

Torrents, I am guessing where a lot water goes like that? I will look it up." She could 
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have used two main clues: torrent and current, could be considered morphologically 

coimected, hence in meaning; the other could be the fact torrent and trickle occurred 

simultaneously in a row: "Whether they be trickles or torrents, confluences all share 

common features " So after looking up trickle, she could have decided that torrent 

had to be antonymous in meaning. In either case, she confirmed her proposition by 

consulting the dictionary. 

Diverge & Minnow. Kun's guesses of these two items seemed to be based on her 

comprehension of the local themes where they occurred. "I don't know this word 

diverge. I'm guessing is disappear or reduce. They will not be able to get that many fish 

... diverge is the word I don't understand." She reported these at the end of Paragraph I, 

the last part of which reads: " A lucky coincidence spurs trout to bite there and then, and 

once the contributing elements diverge, the faceless waters return to normal." Apparently 

she could have substituted disappear or reduce in her mind for diverge and it would 

make appropriate sense. After looking up diverge, she continued, "Now I think it's 

where the, the water will split or have more branches." She certainly found the relevant 

sense of diverge in the dictionary but did not rationalize her proposition careftilly. So she 

ended up misunderstanding its figimitive reference. 

Similarly, Kun's instant response to minnow was: 

This one 1 don't know. But I think it's ah— is that some kind of insect? I think 

it's some kind of insect or worm. Since you really want me to understand it, I 

will look it up. (Thumbing). I think it's some kind of insect. I think it's one of 

those insects that stay in the water? They will develop in the water. 
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It was not surprising that she would have come up with the proposition of insect in the 

context where minnow occurred: '^When there isn't a lot of food sweeping down from 

above, fish retire to these sanctuaries to catch what they can, snapping up errant minnows 

that swim by, or the occasional worm drifting down from above...." Although errant 

and swim by might have placed some selectional restrictions on it, minnows was 

essentially used in a sense of bait^ which invites the possible guess of insect developing 

in the water, particularly when it occurred along with worm in the same context, which 

was also a hyponym of bait. 

Spur, Abundant, & Streamer. In contrast with her guesses of the above items, 

Kun's reported thoughts over these three items seemed to be more out of instant reflex 

rather than rational reasoning. For instance, referring to spur, she said," I think this is 

some kind of special species of trout. So normally I'll just go ahead and ignore it. If I 

was reading this by myself I would ignore it because I think it's one special species of 

trout." But she could not explain why she thought so when asked to. Only after 

consulting the dictionary did she comment, "Like there are many different meanings of 

spurs, 5pMr(pronounced correctly), I'm not sure which one it means, but I think it means 

'agitated 'or 'brave,' or— I would choose that one." 

Referring to abundant, Kun explained, " I know this word. I'll look it up after 

this.... I don't understand the word abundant ('abdemt). I think I have already looked it 

up but I have already forgotten. I am guessing it's like accessible or can be obtained." It 

was not clear that she had really encountered this item before and just could not recall its 
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meaning in the previous context or she was unconsciously influenced by the graphic 

forms of the two items she mentioned here. 

As for streamer, Kun made a miscue of its adjective modifier in the context, 

which led her to an inappropriate guess: "'Rigged (rig) up with a heavy (should be large) 

streamer,' I don't know what a heavy streamer is. It's like if you don't know what... is 

that the sinker?" Since the relevant meaning of streamer could not be found in the 

dictionaiy she was using, Kun's best guess at it was "Don't know. I really don't know 

what a streamer is.... The thread? Heavy thread?" 

Kun might have figured out that streamer was at least referred to as a minnow

like fly had she read the context more carefully: 

Fly fishing is an effective way to plumb these pens, too. Rig up with a large 

streamer. Woric the depths of the downlake apron by crosscurrent casts so that 

your line falls into a lazy semi-circle that follows the rim of the bars. Twitch your 

rod as the fiy skims bottom. This is one of the easiest presentations of all and one 

of the most attractive, the fly resembling a miimow that is desperately trying to 

find a hiding pace among the deeper rocks at the edge of the drop-offs. 

In this paragraph, streamer was uimiistakably referred to as "the fly skims bottom' and 

"the fly resembling a minnow." Kun had missed the clues. 

The above are the cases where Kun consulted the dictionary for confirming her 

inferred propositions and for generating propositions. These cases showed that 

sometimes it was necessary to use the dictionary for a break through to the relevant 

meanings. At the same time, some of these cases also indicated (e.g. diverge, streamer) 
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that the dictionary could not replace careful reading of the context to guarantee a fuller 

grasp of the essential meaning aspects. 

5.2.2.3 The Cases of Direct Look-Uos 

Kun did not say aloud her guesses at these items: 

adjacent, allure, beaver, cornucopia, eddy, parallel, placid, riffle, rig up, 

sedimentary, wobble 

However, the fact that she had selected the relevant explanations in the dictionary for 

virtually all these items indicated that she had inferred the meanings to a significant 

degree and that she was able to use this information to filter the dictionary information. 

For instance, she looked up beaver and found out in the dictionary that it denotes an 

animal. Lacking the knowledge about the animal, she could not make sense of beaver 

pond and, therefore, thought that the relevant meaning was not there in the dictionary, 

until she was told how a beaver builds a dam-like nest that creates a pond. In addition, 

she certainly rationalized her selected propositions to varied degrees through reading of 

the contextual relations they were involved. 

5.2.2.4 The Ignored Items 

Kun mentioned several times through the read-leam that she would not have 

looked up some of the items she was looking up had it not been the vocabulary test at the 

end. But still, she ignored a few unfamiliar items either because she was distracted by 
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some other items or she just thought she could make do without looking them up, as she 

reported the following: 

unceasing— .. my mind is not working today, unceasing (unkreasing)... I 

can't remember what that means. I think it's like ... I don't know how to say it." 

rubble— " But what is rubber, rubble. I don't know what that means...." 

queue up— "... q-u-e-u-e," I don't want to really look that word." 

gorge— " . . .  u s u a l l y  I  w i l l  n o t  l o o k  u p  t h e  w o r d . . . .  O K ,  t h e s e  f i s h  a r e  r e l a x e d ,  

but they can also jxmip out to get the food they want." 

It is hard to determine whether the occurrences of these items were less relevant to 

comprehension of the local themes. The distractions of the other unfamiliar items could 

be the major reasons why she left these unattended. That is, there were more unfamiliar 

words than she was comfortable with, or the local theme in which these participated were 

not interesting to her. 

5.2.3 Learning the Unfamiliar Items: Types C and D 

5.2.3.1 Die Items in Tvpe C 

Only 2 items, spoon and pen, were counted as items of Type C {apron was considered 

the one and only Type E item and will be discussed later). Kun in fact had associated a 

known meaning with each for sure, except that these meanings caused dissonance in the 

given context. Kun knew that they should mean something other than she had known, 

but she could not figure out what their relevant meanings were. It was especially hard for 

her to learn the exact meaning oi spoon fix}m the context: 



"Classic bait fishing rigs like weighted worms and com are reliable trout takers in this 

time and place. A spin fisherman may get his share of strikes by fishing a heavy 

wobbling spoon through the depth." Kun could have inferred that spoon was a tool or, 

better still, a lure, had she been able to pick up the clues—the selectional restrictions to 

fish places on its object (it has to be a fish, a place, or a lure and "through the depths" 

fiuther restricts it to either a fish or a lure). She should have concluded that spoon was 

also a lure. On the other hand, had she looked it up in the dictionary, Kun should have 

found the explanation in Chinese, "spoon-shaped lure." Nevertheless, to call a spoon a 

lure was barely to have learned its generic traits; in either case would she have known 

what a spoon actually denotes in the fishing world and how it functions. 

As for pen, Kun could have also found its relevant explanation in the dictionary. 

But in the paragraph where it occurred, there were unmistakable clues to its meaning: 

Trout pass most of their time in the deep channel that develops where river 

shallows drop off, and in the lake water beyond the mouth apron. These places 

fimction like holding pens. When there isn't a lot of food sweeping down fi-om 

a b o v e ,  f i s h  r e t i r e  t o  t h e s e  s a n c t u a r i e s  t o  c a t c h  w h a t  t h e y  c a n . . . .  

If she had read the context more intensely, Kim would have inferred at least that holding 

pens referred to those deep-water places which were also referred to as the sanctuaries. 

5.2.3.2 The Items in Type D 

Fly Fishing, Spin Fishing. Bait Fishing. Fly. Dry Fly, & Weighted Worm. What 

distinguishes these items in Type D firom those in Type C is that they are made up of 
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lexical items whose relevant meanings Kun had known and, to such a degree, she knew 

these compound items too, whereas those in Type C were used in the text differently 

from what she had known of them. Therefore, instead of experiencing dissonance, Kun 

understood these items sufBciently to keep her on track of the global thematic 

development, but not enough to piece up many of the related details into more 

meaningful pictures of the local themes. A typical case of such was how she read spin 

fisherman, as she explained. 

Spin fisherman is like that you just stay there and fish. Spin, may be I should look 

that word up (thumbing). Spin, does that spin mean spin or spin something? 

What's a spin fisherman. I know what that word means. You just stay there and 

spin your thing, right? Is that what it means? 

She did not really know what characterizes a spin fisherman. Similarly, she thought she 

knew what fly fishing was all about: 

Fly fishing. Course I know what fly fishing is ... I know what they are doing. 

Basically, they will throw I sort of know that fly fishing is one of, is a good 

way to catch trouts or plumb these pens, that I don't know.... Ok, it's like you 

use the... "this is one of the easiest presentations of all and one of the most 

attractive, the fly resembles," the fly is like you—^you trick the fish, making them 

think it's a small fish, and then the trouts will probably go after it. 

She was not wrong, but her other thoughts revealed that Kun had not established the 

characteristic traits offly fishing: 

Kun: A fly is an insect, right? 
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Wang: Yeah, but I mean what is a fly, the fly fishing uses, fisherman uses? 

Kun: Fly, you fly it out, you can use other sorts of bait... except when "drying 

off the dry fly" ... Is that a technique of fishing or, what's drying off a dry fly? 

The above report revealed that Kun did not truly know what characterizes the technique 

of fly fishing, nor did she even truly know what a fly really is and how it fimctions. 

Indeed, to understand these items adequately requires systematic learning of the subject 

matter of modem angling. It is not something Kun could have achieved all by herself 

through one single reading, particularly, when such a text was written for the well-versed 

fishermen rather than a lay person. Therefore, although there were expositions scattered 

through the thematic developments, Kun was not able to pick them up and weave them 

into the complete pictures of these meanings. 

5.2.4 Learning the Familiar Items: Types E and F 

5.2.4.1 The Items in Tvpe E 

Apron. This is the one and only Type E item, namely, a familiar item with 

unfamiliar traits unrecognized. According to Kun, Apron is the thing you cook with, 

right? You wear it when you cook." This showed that apron was a familiar item the 

moment she read it. Her problem with it was, as she explained, "This word I know, I 

don't understand why they are using it." The item was used figuratively to describe a 

half-circle-shaped structure xmder the water, but its figurative sense was based on the 

literal sense that Kun had known of in the given context: "Donwstream of these eddies 

and encircling the river mouth like a half moon, an apron of sedimentary rubble forms. 
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below which the bar drops off into deeper water." Had she read it more intensely, Kun 

probably could have inferred its figurative sense. Yet what prevented her fi-om doing so 

was probably that she had never thought of the shape of an apron as being like a half-

moon, for there were plenty of square-shaped aprons and square shape could have been 

her stereotype of the thing. Had this been true, it would make a typical case of familiar 

item with unfamiliar traits unrecognized. 

5.2.4.2 The Items in Tvpe F 

These Type F items would else where be considered known to Kun. They were 

categorized as familiar because their meanings in the text were, though overlapping, 

distinct fi-om what she had known, and that she had recognized these distinctions. 

Basin, Lure, & Inclination. Kun knew that basin should else where denote a kind 

of containers used in the kitchen, but she gestured that, as part of the bottoms of lakes and 

rivers, it had to refer to a depression or hole. She also knew that lure generally should 

mean anything that attracts people, animal etc. but, when occurring along with bait and 

flies, ^%ures means the fake stuff? I am guessing like the fake, like the worm stuff." She 

had actually learned this meaning fi-om her limited fishing trips. As for inclination, Kun 

knew it was a derivation from incline (to), which she knew should normally denote a 

person's tendency in action or mind; but she recognized that inclination was really used 

to mean one of the instincts of fish. 

Join Forces. Kun admitted that she did not know what the item referred to in the 

context and responded: 
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Joined forces of what? The one that you mention previously the living condition, 

or the structural and physical features of live water? See I don't quite understand 

it here. It's not that I don't understand the words; I don't understand what it's 

referred to. "Afford some of these elements (miscue for amenities)." OK, these 

elements refers to well-oxygened (for oxygenated) water and all that, right? But it 

doesn't mean like one specific place in the lake or in the live water where two of 

these elements will join? 

This response ironically indicated that she knew that join forces was used figuratively 

and so she ignored its literal sense and denotation. These cases indicate that Kun was not 

satisfied with understanding the generic traits of any lexical item in question but intended 

to gain a more complete knowledge of its accurate sense whenever she could. 

5.2.5 The Miscuee: The Substitutes 

Throughout her reading, Kun substituted quite a few items for the actual items: 

Items Occurred Items Produced 

amenity element 

channel canal 

contributing contribution 

consistently constantly 

juncture junction 

seam stream 

swift shift 
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The items in the left colimm were what occurred in the text, and those on the right were 

what Kun actually produced during oral reading. It is obvious that the two sides do not 

match, but each item on the right does match the corresponding one on the left in the 

main semantic traits. Although they are not generally considered cognitive synonyms, in 

the given context, the matching traits were sufficient to keep Kun as a reader on the right 

track of the thematic developments of the text. 

For instance, if consistently, juncture and swift were to be replaced respectively 

with constantly, junction and shift in the following paragraph, it would still be possible to 

comprehend the basic theme: 

It is every fortimate that there are certain spots that are so reliable that as long as 

tactics and techniques are right, they consistently!constantly produce. Estuaries, 

tributaries, inlets, and feeders - these junctures/junction where swifiJshift stream 

currents meet slack lakes or ponds invariably harbor top trout fishing. 

What can be observed here are the contextual effects: some semantic traits of the original 

items were rendered more essential and thus highlighted, whereas some traits were 

rendered irrelevant and thus backgrounded. These effects make it possible to substitute 

them with any items that contain the same traits as the highlighted ones—consistently or 

constantly share the trait of'steady (of a status)'; juncture and junction are in fact 

derivations of one another; as for swift and shift, what was relevant and highlighted in 

swift was the trait of 'moving or movement' rather than that of 'fast,' which was also 

contained in shift. 
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At least two points need to be made from the above observations. First, it was 

hard to tell how well Kun as a reader knew the distinctions in meaning between these 

paired items. Second, even if the original items occurred in the text had been unfamiliar 

to her, these was evidence that she had at least inferred from the context their main traits 

through active processing of the thematic meanings. 

5.2.6 Summary and Brief Summarv of the Section 

Once again, as already found out in the analysis of the first case, Kun also used 

the available contextual information at every turn in learning the unfamiliar meanings 

through reading—recognizing the lexical items in question, making propositions, 

rationalizing the propositions, refining and substantiating her existing knowledge of the 

familiar items. The limited evidence showed that Kun's approach to the context was 

more of a holistic one in that she relied more on the comprehension of the local and 

global themes as well as the integrated expositions for her inference, refinement, and 

substantiation of meanings. She also used the clues in the morphological structures of the 

items. Since Kun did not explain explicitly in most cases how she had made inference, 

her use of the other contextual relations of words could only be speculated. 

Kun's read-leam protocols also indicated that it was very difficult to infer all the 

essential meaning aspects of the unfamiliar items incidentally. In most cases, she was 

only able to infer the generic traits of the item to stay on track of the thematic 

developments. The most obvious factor causing the difficulty was Kun's lack of the 
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knowledge of the subject matter, which in fact prevented her from learning the adequate 

meanings of all the Types C and D items. 

Given the difficulty to effectively infer the unfamiliar meanings, Kun resorted to 

the dictionary as a supplementary source of information for making propositions. This, 

however, could not guarantee accurate grasp of the relevant meanings, unless the context 

was also carefully explored to supplement the use of the dictionary information. This 

once again demonstrated how the context could at times make it easier to infer the 

unfamiliar meanings or make inference impossible at other times. 

5.3 What Aspects of the English Vocabulary Kun Sought Leam: 

The Results of the Read-Leam 

To what degrees Kun had learned the meanings of the various types of items was 

already discussed in the preceding section. In this section, these results will be 

systematically presented in several tables with some further comments. 

5.3.1 The Unfamiliar Items of Types A and B 

Table 5.3. contains the results of Kit's learning of the unfamiliar items in Types A 

and B. The second through fifth columns respectively represent these information: 

Sup. = superordinate; Sen. = sense; De't. = denotation; Ref. = reference; Diet. = 

dictionary; + = having relevant knowledge/having consulted the dictionary; _ = having 

no relevant knowledge or simply no knowledge; / = irrelevant; and ? = questionable 



Table 5.3. The Results of the Items of Types A and B 

Lexical Items Sup. Sen. De't. Ref Diet. 

estuary + 9 7 + 
— 

tributary + 7 7 + 
— 

inlet + + + + 
— 

feeder + + + 
— 

confluence + + + + 
— 

angler 
- - — 

7 
— 

fishing rig + 7 7 + 
— 

skewer + 7 7 / 
— 

bountiful / + + + + 

torrent + + + + + 

minnow + + 4- + + 

abundant / + + + + 

streamer 
— — — — 

+ 

adjacent / + + + + 

allure / + + + + 

beaver + 
— — 

/ + 

eddy + + + + + 

errant / + + + + 

parallel / + + + + 

placid / + + + + 

riffle + 7 7 4- + 

ngup / + + + + 

sedimentary / + + + + 

trickle + + + 7 + 

wobble / + + 7 + 
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Status, unable to make sure judgement of it. 

Generally speaking, Kun had engaged three or four meaning aspects of all the 

items accordingly. According to this representation, she had learned relatively the 

complete set of meaning aspects of the majority of the items, and she had problem with a 

few items to varied degrees. It needs to be pointed out once again, however, that this 

representation should only be viewed heuristically. On the one hand, it does better 

illustrates the incremental learning of the complex meaning aspects. On the other hand, 

since Kun had never seen these until encountering them in the read-leam, it was 

impossible for her to have grasped solidly and completely the necessary meaning aspects 

through this single read-leam event. In other words, a sign like + under Sen. should not 

be taken to mean that Kit had completely established that sense; all it means is that, with 

reference to the dictionary. Kit had known that item sufficiently to make appropriate 

sense of the text. 

Finally, the fact that Kun had looked up the majority of the items in the dictionary 

in her initial approach also implies that the results might have looked considerably 

different without reference to the dictionary. In addition, it should also be noticed that 

the use of the dictionary did not guarantee more complete learning. 

5.3.2 The Unfamiliar Items of Types C and D 

In her own terms, Kun might have considered these familiar words (Table 5.4.), 

but they were, strictly speaking, unfamiliar lexical items, for she had little idea of the 

meanings dwelling in these familiar or known forms. And unlike dealing with those in 
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Table 5.4. The Results of the Items of Types C and D 

Lexical Items Sup. Sen. De't. Ref. Diet. 

spoon 
— — — — — 

pen 
— — - - -

fly fishing + 
— 

9 + 
-

fly + ? 9 
- -

dry fly 9 
- -

9 
-

spin fishing + 
— -

9 
— 

bait fishing + 
— — 

+ 
— 

weighted worm 9 + 
-

/ 
-

T)^es E and F or those used figuratively. Kit found that what she had already known of 

these items would not lead her to any further understanding. For instance, spoon and pen 

denote things completely different from what meanings Kun had already known of them. 

Although she could have easily found the meanings out in the dictionary she was using, 

perhaps the false feeling of knowing them made her think that she could do without 

looking them up. On the other hand, the Type C items are mostly technical terms in the 

field of fishing. Although she learned the generic traits of these items from their 

component items, that was all she could have learned. 

Two main factors prevented her from going further: she could not find fiirther 

information about their special meanings in the dictionary she was using; and she was 

unfamiliar with the subject of modem angling. The latter especially prevented her from 

absorbing the sporadic expositions about these fishing terms to weave into more complete 

understanding of their meanings. As a matter of consequence, these proved to be more 

difficult to leam than those in Types A, B, and C. In fact, BCit could hardly expect to 
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leam the accurate meanings of all these technical items all by herself from the single 

given text, for that would mean systematic learning of the encyclopedic knowledge of the 

subject matter. 

5.3.3 The Familiar Items of Types E and F 

The items in Table 5.5. were considered familiar, not known, to Kit when she read 

them, because their meanings in the given context overlap what Kit had already 

established of them only in the central traits, the rest being distinctly different. 

Therefore, although Kun would have comprehended the themes of the text without 

necessarily recognizing them as different lexical items, she had to recognize and grasp 

the subtle distinctions in meaning to truly master them. The table shows that Kun in fact 

did very well regarding these four items, and she did so incidentally in the sense that she 

had not further consulted the dictionary. 

Table 5.5. The Results of the Items of Tvpes E and F 

Lexical Items Sup. Sen. De't. Ref Diet. 

basin + + + + 
— 

lure + + + + 
— 

inclination + + + + 
— 

generous / + + + 
— 
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5.3.4 The Figuratively Used Items 

These items have been rounded up from across the categorized types into Table 

5.6. The columns in Table 5.6. are arranged as follows: Sen.= literal sense; De't. = literal 

denotation; Ref = literal reference; F.S = figurative sense; F.D = figurative 

denotation; and F.R = figurative reference. 

The table indicates that Kit had not recognized the figurative meanings of most of 

these (except in the cases ofjoin forces and cornucopia). FCun learned from the 

dictionary that diverge basically means 'split' and 'go in different directions (of things),' 

and so she concluded that it referred to the waters crossing to form confluences. She thus 

failed to appreciate its figurative meaning totally. Similarly, Kun though spur should 

mean, out of its many explanations, 'agitated,' which seemed to suggest that she was 

thinking of the waters again rather than the cause and effect relation of the elements and 

the fact that trout like to be in those places. Kun had taken it for natural that join forces 

should refer to the elements and conditions rather than any physical forces 

Table 5.6. The Results of the Figuratively Used Items 

Lexical Items Sen. De't. Ref F.S F.D F.R Diet. 

diverge + + / 
- - — 

+ 

spur + + / 7 7 7 + 

join forces + + / + + 
— — 

apron + + / 
- - - — 

conveyor 7 7 / 7 7 + 
— 

pen 
— — 

/ 
— - — — 

cornucopia + + / + + + + 



involved, but she somehow failed to do the same with apron when she was expected to. 

On the other hand, there was no clear evidence that K.un understood well the literal 

meaning of conveyor, nor that she had grasped accurately its figurative meaning. And 

her failure to grasp the figurative meaning of pen was that she did not know its relevant 

literal meaning involved. As for cornucopia, since its meaning was simple and clearly 

defined in the dictionary and she had looked it up in the dictionary, there was no reason 

not to assume that JCun had learned it well. 

5.3.5 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

According to these results, Kun had at least engaged three meaning aspects of all 

the items: sense and denotation, and accordingly its referential use or a meaningfiil 

superordinate. Although it is questionable as to what degree had Kit truly established 

these meanings through the single read-lean task, these results at least illustrate the 

incremental process of learning of complex word-meanings and, therefore in that sense, 

more accurately represent Kun's actual knowledge status regarding these items at the end 

of the read-leam. 

In addition, these results also reveal that the technical terms, which Kun 

considered partially known because of their familiar morphological formation, were the 

most difficult to leam. The learning of these would involve acquiring the systematic 

knowledge of the complete subject matter, and it is not something Kun could have 

achieved all by herself through a single reading task. On the other hand, in contrast to the 

so-called "partially known", what Kun considered "the imknown" or the totally 
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unfamiliar items were not necessarily the most difGcult ones for her to learn when she 

looked them up in the dictionary, because some of these meanings were part of her 

established knowledge and all she needed to do was to associate them with the relevant 

forms in the text. 

5.4 What Aspects of the English Vocabulary K.un Sought to Leam: 

The Results of the Post-Read Test 

As was already established that oral reading has its limitations and that the protocols thus 

produced did not reflect Kun's leaming of many other aspects of the English vocabulary 

she had also sought to leam. The following are the results of her post-read vocabulary 

test, which to a considerable degree supplement the read-Ieam in revealing the pros and 

cons in Kun's approach. 

5.4.1 Sections I: Nouns 

The main purpose of this section is to test whether Kun had grasped the accurate 

meaning of each item in the given text. Tables 5.7. and 5.8. respectively contain Kun's 

scores for Groups A and B of Section I. Since Kun had not gone to as great depth in 

detail as expected during the read-leam, the protocols did not reveal whether she had 

recognized some of the "familiar words" as unfamiliar lexical items. The results of this 

section (and the next few sections) threw some light in this respect. Table 5.7. shows that 

Kun had only grasped the accurate meanings of 2 out of the 8 items in Group A. 

Obviously she failed to recognize the subtle distinction between these lexical items as 
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Table 5.7. Kim's Scores for Group A of Section I of the Test 

Section I: A Both Defin. Exemp. Total 

pomt 0 

drop-off 3 3 

cover 3 3 

bar 0 

streamer 0 

presentation 0 

fishing rigs 0 

dry fly 0 

Out of 24 6=25% 

they were used in the given text and the corresponding ones she had known. For 

instance,in the given context meant a shoreUne feature—a stretch of land into a 

body of water— but Kun mistook it for meaning "the exact place, the location." Another 

instance, BCun thought that presentation was used in the same sense she had known well 

as she explained, "Presentation is you presenting something.... Present a way of 

fishing," not knowing that it really meant the way the angler maneuvers a lure so that it 

appears as some prey in the natural environment. As for streamer, dry fly, and fishing 

rigs, she simply had no idea of their accurate sense except that they were used in fishing. 

In contrast, Kun scored very well for Group B, 92% (Table 5.8.). The only item 

she did not grasp well is sanctuary. As someone who loves to read about religion, Kun 

somehow did not know this word well as expected. "Huibisuo," she said, meaning where 

people retire to for avoiding certain situations. On the other hand, she managed to give 

adequate explanations as required about the other items. Fir instance, she found it hard to 
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Table 5.8. Kun's Scores for Groupe B of Section I of the Test 

Section: B Both Exemp. Defin. Total 

occasion 3 3 

principle 3 3 

inclination 3 3 

condition 3 3 

tactic 3 3 

technique 3 3 

sanctuary 1 1 

element 3 3 

Out of 24 22=92% 

explain elements in Chinese, so she said," The detailed, the broken down parts.... The 

elements of tea are water and tea leaves." Her verbal definition may not be considered 

accurate, but her example indicates that she knew the meaning of the item. The results of 

Section I indicate that Kun tended to rely on what she had known of a familiar-looking 

item during the read-leam and, as long as she could rationalize her proposition thus made, 

she fi-equently missed the subtle meaning distinctions involved. On the other hand, a 

noticeable strength in her approach is that she seemed to habitually base her 

understanding of a meaning on exemplar expressions or things the item denotes. 

5.4.2 Section II: Adjectives 

Kun's major tasks were to define or explain the meaning of each of the 10 

adjectives and apply it in at least one phrase which she scored nothing, prevalent seems 

to be a totally unfamiliar item that Kun had ignored (Table 5.9.). Of the 3 items for 
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Table 5.9. Kun's Scores For Section n of the Test 

Section II both Defin. Exemp. Total 

steady 1 1 

structiu^l 3 3 

physical 0 

prevalent 0 

classic 3 3 

errant 0 

lazy 3 3 

clear 3 3 

live 3 3 

pnme 3 3 

Out of 30 19=63% 

during the read-leam—she thought it meant "important, basic." And evidence also 

showed that her inappropriate explanation of errant resulted from an inappropriate 

selection of the dictionary information: "Floating, wandering around, an errant soul." As 

for physical, she made the same mistake that she had in approaching point: "the tangible 

elements of water, such as temperatures such as content of oxygen." She mistook 

physical as 'of or pertaining material things.' 

Kun obviously knew the other items very well. For instance, she defined and 

exemplified structural as "Things are put together, there is a certain way to follow, like 

the structural of the company is general manager, manager, supervisor, and operator, and 

that's the structural setting of a business." Regarding lazy, she responded," I would 

think that lazy in this case means loose and easy." When asked whether she could give a 
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word of the opposite meaning, she answered promptly "straight or tightened, a lazy 

outfit." The only item she knew well and yet did not define appropriately was steady, 

about which she said, "Calm, reliable. I have a steady income." 

5.4.3 Section HI: Verbs 

Table 5.10. shows Kun's scores for Section HI. She did a remarkable job again. 

The only 1 out 24 points she lost was because she did not define d^ne appropriately, as 

she tried, "Presented, defined. Definition, to define the meaning of life. I am trying to 

define...." When reminded to be more careful, she reread the context and came up with 

an example:" The work place is no better defined as boring place." Kun also hesitated a 

little over follow. " It's a description of movement," was her initial response. Then she 

said, "No, it's not a movement." After being probed a little further, she reported, "A road 

Table 5.10. Kun's Scores for Section HI of the Test 

Section in Both Exemp. Defin. Total 

define 2 2 

create 3 3 

follow 3 3 

occur 3 3 

mean 3 3 

rate 3 3 

share 3 3 

drop 3 3 

Out of 24 23=96% 
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follows the sun into horizon. I know what it is, I just don't know how to say it." Kun's 

explanations of the other items were generally crisp and precise. For instance, referring 

to occur, she said, "Happened. Here it means happen to be there The U-tum that 

occurs on the road is where people can move their cars into the other direction." 

The results further demonstrated her strength observed above, namely, she would 

tend to base her understanding of meanings on the exemplar expressions or sentences. 

Besides, this also indicates, as Kun claimed during the interview, that she did pay special 

attention to how the words are used. 

5.4.4 Section IV: Svnonvmous Items 

According to the modified method (Table 5.11.; also see Table 4.11.), Kun 

would receive 3 point for saying at least one thing about an item that distinguishes it from 

the other in a pair or any other in a set of three. On the other hand, she would receive 1 

point if she had made an inappropriate distinction. Kun made the following distinction 

between cast, throw, and toss\ 

To cast: usually cast a net, with purpose of covering a certain area. 

To throw, emphasizes the action of throwing, without an aimed destination 

To toss: unintentional action of throwing an object. 

Her explanation of cast was considered acceptable for which she received 3 

points. Her explanations of the distinction between the other two was considered 

inappropriate, but Kun still received 1 point for each item as credit for her knowledge of 
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Tabic 5.11 - Kun's Scores for Section IV of the Test 

Synonyms TeU Not 7 Synonyms TeU Not ? Total 

run 1 edge 3 

boundary 1 

bait 3 Iiure 3 

shore 3 shoreline 3 

bank 3 

inlet 3 estuary 1 

feeder 1 tributary 3 

characteristic 1 feature 1 

eddy 1 whirlpool 3 

dependable 2 reliable 2 

lucky 2 fortunate 2 

bountiful 2 abundant 2 

consistent 3 invariable 3 

cast 3 throw 1 

toss 1 

impale 

float 3 sweep 3 

drift 3 

revolve 3 whirl 3 

rotate 1 

spawn 3 engender 3 

produce 3 

seize 1 catch 1 

Of 120 points 33 27 60=50% 

Of 120 points 6 6 12=10% 

Of 120 points 8 4 12=10% 
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the similarity of their meanings. Kun also admitted being unable to tell the difference in 

meaning between several pairs: dependable/reliable, lucky/fortunate, abundant/bountiful. 

She received 2 points for each for the knowledge that she did not know the difference. 

The results in ±e table show that Kit scored 60% for being able to tell some 

important difference in a narrow majority of the items and 10% for either admitting not 

knowing or not knowing the difference. In must be reemphasized that the nature of the 

issue addressed in Section IV is different from that of the others in that telling how one 

differs from another is to think of how many senses may be associated with each of the 

forms to become varied lexical items. And to do so, the reader would have to resort to all 

she knew regarding sense, denotation, reference, usage and many other aspects. Neither 

of these respects were effectively accommodated in the above method. That remains an 

issue to be addressed in the future research. 

5.4.5 Section V: Taxnnnmical Grouping 

In this section. Kit was required to arrange 11 randomly listed items into different 

groups according to what she perceived of as their meaningful relations. These were 

supposed to be replaced into three groups according to their taxonomical relations: 

a. fisherman > angler > bait fisherman 

b. river > stream > creak > brook 

bubble 

c. tackle hook 

lure 



Kun had done these differently according to her own understanding; 

a. fisheiman > bait fisherman > angler 

b. hook > Tackle 

c. river > creek > stream > brook 

d. bubble 

e. lure 

She appropriately placed fisherman, angler, and bait fisherman into one group but not in 

the appropriate order and scored only 1 out of 3 points. Similarly, she scored 1 out of 3 

points for placing in a wrong order but one group-—of river, stream, creek and brook. 

And she failed to score anything for not placing the rest into one group headed by tackle. 

Therefore, as far as these items are concerned, the results indicate that Kit lacked the 

knowledge of the taxonomical relations among words. It could be caused by her general 

lack of knowledge of the subject matter. 

5.4.6 Section VI: Figuratively Used Items 

This section contained 8 items. Kit would have to know the literal and figurative 

meanings of each item, and she would also have to explain the logical relations between 

the two. The scores have been summarized into Table 5.12. Kun scored fairly well for 

this section. The only item for which she lost 2 points was faceless. 'Taceless Uterally 

means no face" she explained. That was correct. But she did not know what it referred 

to their, thinking instead that it could be a typo for fiiithless. Kun also lost 1 point for 

each of diverge and spur. She correctly understood that diverge in the given context 
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meant "change or disappear," which was an improvement on her explanation of the same 

item during the read-leam. But she did not follow the logical mapping between 

description of the conditions in time in terms of space. Similarly Kun knew that spur 

meant" to excite, to agitate, to encourage," but she admitted not knowing why the author 

had chosen that word: "Any other words might serve the purpose. I don't know why he 

used that word. May be he just liked that word." The reason could be that she did not 

realize these other meanings have been based on the original meaning of 'the sharp 

wheels on the rider's boots." In general, although Kun scored fairly well for this section, 

she could have understood those three items appropriately. These at least indicated that 

she would have to need more efforts in learning to comprehend the metaphorical 

expressions and to appreciate fully their expressive power. 

Table 5.12. Kun's Scores for Section VI of the Test 

Fig.Used Lit & Fig Fig. Lit Total 

Easy-Street 3 3 

to diverge 2 2 

to spur 2 2 

faceless I 1 

to harbor 3 3 

to join forces 3 3 

amenity 3 3 

apron 3 3 

Total of 24 20=85% 
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5.4.7 Section VII: Gerunds and Participles 

Kun's task was to rephrase these items (Table 5.13.) in two ways: by using the 

verb in its finite or infinitive form or at least an item derived fijom this verb {life from 

live), and in her own words to show that she understood the relevant meaning in the given 

text. Tablle 5.13 shows that Kim virtually failed to appropriately rephrase 4 out of 12 

items as required. But a closer look into the protocols revealed that, of these 4, 2 items— 

unceasing and scouring—were entirely unfamiliar items to Kim and that is why she was 

unable to score anything. On the other hand, she understood weighted worm only as 

much as "a worm that is heavy... that has weight," whereas it really meant in the given 

context 'a worm with a weight (sinker) or heavier with extra/added weight' As for 

Table 5.13. Kun's Scores for Section VII of the Test 

Section: Vn Both Own Deriv. Total 

an unceasing appetite 0 

some blessed places 3 3 

short-lived hotspots 3 3 

an ill-defined line 3 3 

well-oxygenated water 3 3 

contributing elements 3 3 

a weighted worm 1 1 

places so alluring 3 3 

the rotating eddies 3 3 

the scouring of shorelines 0 

places saturated with trout 0 

the revolving whirlpools 3 3 

Out of 36 25=69% 
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saturated, Kun thought she had known its meaning, but her explanation revealed that she 

had not grasped its accurate sense and denotation; 

Kun: [places saturated with trout] Places that have trout, right? (Wang: Just have 

trout?) Trout like to be there. 

Wang; Like to be there. It means? 

Kim: Which means trout like to be in there. 

Wang; What does saturated mean? 

Kun; Saturated means safe, not safe. I know what saturated means. 

Wang; Where did you hear it? 

Kun; More religioiis. It has to do with religion. Saturated with fat. 

Wang; But it has nothing to do with religion. Saturated fat, what does that mean? 

Kun: Have fat, right? What does it means? 

In sirai, although Kun did not score very well for this section, the results should still be 

viewed as evidence that Kun generally had paid adequate attention to the varied uses of 

verbs and their derivations in her approach to the English vocabulary. 

5.4.8. Section VUI; Verb Patterns 

The results are presented in the same method that was employed in the 

corresponding section of the first case study. 

Offer; "While structural and physical features of live water or lakes may afford 
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some of these amenities, a place where the two join forces offers them all." The relevant 

pattern is to offer sth. But Kun gave to offer sb st. 

Lead: "Food is abundant because streams serve as incubators for insect life and 

act as conveyor belts leading to the river mouth and any fish waiting there." BCit's reply 

was to lead to someplce, although a more accurate representation should be to lead to + n 

(sb, sth, spl). 

Gorge: "In these spots, the fish expend little energy, yet can gorge themselves by 

streaking out to seize the goodies floating by." Kit supplied to gorge oneself sth\ the 

correct pattern should be to gorge oneself. 

Hide: a. "... Easy Street to these fish incorporates a steady source of food, a 

comfortable and safe place to hide, well-oxygenated water..." 

Hide: b. "A safe place to hide is also high on a trout's residential requirements." 

The expected answer is to hide in both sentences; someplace or any adverbial is not a 

necessary component of the internal argument structure of to hide here. Kun gave to hide 

somewhere. 

Result: "Just fishing within the boundaries of these bountifiil basins will usually 

result in a hookup whether you use bait, lures, or flies." Kun recognized the pattern as 

expected: to result in sth, although she should realize that to result in sth may also be 

applied as to result in doing sth. 

Converge: "At the point where lake and river shores converge, currents create 
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two rotating eddies that whirl off the banks." That "where lake and river converge" may 

be rewritten into "on which lake and river converge," hence, to converge on + n, is the 

expected representation. Kun missed this item. 

Form: a. "Downstream of these eddies and encircling the river mouth like a half 

moon, an apron of sedimentary rubble forms." 

Form : b. "... but if there is one super spot that deserves attention first, it is the 

rotating eddies where lake and river shores form points." Form was used in two different 

patterns; to form and to form sth. Kun only gave the latter. 

Drag: ". . .  impale a  night  crawler  and drif t  i t  down this  seam or drag a lure back 

through it, you are sure to find at least one taker..." Unlike gorge, drag sometimes has 

an adverbial particle or phrase as a necessary component of its internal argxmient 

structure, such as it is used in here. So the expected pattern should be to drag sth + 

adverbial. As for to drag sth, which Kun supplied, although it is one of the legitimate 

patterns for drag, it is not the same one in the sentence. 

Rate: " While these sites rate among the most productive .. ." 

Kun gave to rate among, which was but one particular application of the pattern to rate + 

adverbial/prep phrase. 

Suggest: "This suggests that if you take a fish fi-om one spot, mark it." Kun did 

not recognize the correct pattern to suggest sb do sth. Instead, she gave to suggest sb to 

do sth, which is incorrect.. 

Feed: a. "... when there is no sign of feeding activity in the shallows, these are 

the best areas to fish." 
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Feed: b. c. "When fish are feeding in the riffles, you don't need a lot of fancy 

tackle and techniques to fish for them. Just position yourself upstream of the fish, rig up 

with something that looks like what they are feeding on, and float your fly over them." 

Kun correctly identified the two different patterns involved: to feed and to feed on sth. 

Fish: a. "Anglers who regularly fish trout will occasionally...." 

Fish: b. Just fishing within the boimdaries of these bountiful basins will usually result 

in a hookup ... 

Fish: c.  " . . .  when there is  no sign of  feeding act ivi ty in the shal lows,  these are the 

best areas to fish." 

Fish: d. "A spin fisherman may get his share of strikes by fishing a heavy wobbling 

spoon through the depth." 

Fish: e. "When fish are feeding in the riffles, you don't need a lot of fancy tackle and 

techniques to fish for them." The 5 occurrences offish are used in five different patterns: 

a. to fish sth (fish.etc.)\ b. to fish; c. to fish spl; d to fish sth (a lure); e. to fish for sth. 

ICun only gave to fish sth and to fish with sth for all the five. 

Table 5.14. is a summary of Kun's scores for this section. She received 3 points for 

each acceptable representation of the relevant pattern she gave. And for each legitimate, 

though irrelevant, pattern, she received 1 point. Although she could have received 2 

points for admitting not knowing any of the patterns. 



Table 5.14. The Scores for Section VIII of the Test 

Section: Vm Relevant NoKnow Legitim. Total 

To offer 1 1 

To lead 3 3 

To gorge 0 

To hide 0 

To hide 0 

To result 3 3 

To converge 0 

To form 3 3 

To form 0 

To drag I 1 

To rate 3 3 

To suggest 0 

To feed 3 3 

To feed 3 3 

To feed 3 3 

a. To fish 3 3 

b. To fish 3 3 

c. To fish 0 

d. To fish 0 

e. To fish 0 

Out of 60 48=% 
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5.4.9 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

The results reveal the strengths and weaknesses in Kun's approach to some of the 

important aspects of the English vocabulary as far as the targeted items are concerned, hi 

general, Kun did seek to know the taxonomical and derivational relations of the lexical 

items in addition to their relevant senses, denotations, and references. Besides, Kun 

proved during the test that she was able to discuss meanings in English. But the most 

impressive strength in her approach was that Kun paid sufiBcient attention to 

demonstrating the meanings through use of truly illustrative samples (see the first three 

sections). However, she somehow failed to do the same and lacked the other resources, 

too, in dealing with the synonyms. Finally, Kun obviously lacked knowledge or even 

awareness of the argument structures of the verb items and how they relate to distinct 

meaning variations. She thus lacked the ability to absorb such knowledge even when 

there was the contextual information available. 

5.5 When and How Kun Used the Dictionary 

No doubt the use of the dictionary played an important role in Kun's 

comprehension of the selected text. Kun indicated during the interview that she generally 

would guess instead of looking up the meanings of the unfamiliar items, but she did 

resort to the dictionary when she felt the need for a more intensive understanding of the 

meanings in question. Although Kun in fact considered the reading of the selected text 

one of her intensive reading tasks, as the results of the previous sections showed, she still 

left quite a few unfamiliar items neither guessed nor looked up, and the protocols 
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contained very limited information regarding how she actually browsed through the 

dictionary information. Therefore, the following is mainly a description of her general 

view of the use of the dictionary and a speculative analysis of her actual approach. 

5.5.1 Kun's General View of the Use of the Dictionary 

Kun's unique experience of learning English as a foreign language considerably 

influenced her approach to language learning in general and the use of the dictionary in 

particular: 

I will just hear it from different situations, from different people who use it, I will 

figxire out how to use it.... I think most important thing for me is 

to get to use it. If I get to use it twice by myself in the sentence structure, I will 

most time know how that word is used and what it means. I don't usually look it 

up in a dictionary, just like gathering meaning of that particular word from the 

information or from what I heard people using it. For me, I use more guessing. I 

use more .. . when hear it from different people using it, or when I read it from 

different articles, when I see it over and over again, in different contexts, I guess. 

That may also have to do with my habit. Like when I study .. .last semester, I 

took this .. . astronomy. There are a lot of words I can't guess. Because it's 

important 1 get an A for it. It really depends on how hard I will try. So when it's 

every important, when I consider it very important, I will look it up. Eventually, 

hopefully I will see it often enough and get chances to use it so that I will 

understand it. 
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Kun's general approach to learning English may be generalized as communicative, which 

emphasizes oral communication. Its advantages were already demonstrated in Kun's 

performance in the post-read test where she was able to come up quickly with the 

illustrative examples for using words and expressions. In many ways, it is closer to the 

way in which the native-speakers leam the language. And obviously, the use of 

dictionaries hardly has a role in this approach. 

It was most ironical that, despite her native-like approach in general, Kun was 

using a dictionary with the Chinese explanations only—A New English-Chinese 

Dictionary, first published in 1978 by Shanghai Publisher of Translators, China. When 

asked why, Kun said she just happened to have this one. She also admitted that she did 

not know much about dictionaries "except ones in Chinese and the other ones in both." 

This alone had limited the potential assistance she could have got from the dictionary as 

an additional source of information. 

5.5.2 When Kun Used the Dictionarv during the Read-Leam 

The analysis revealed that Kun used the dictionary for essentially the similar 

purposes as were found in the first case analysis regarding the meanings of the lexical 

items in question. 

For Quick Propositions. Incidental inference of the relatively complete meaning 

of an unfamiliar item generally proved to be difficult. So Kun consulted the dictionary 

for at least a quicker association of the form with its probable meaning. She approached 

most the items in Table 18 (see 5.3.1) in this way. 
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For Co-selection of Propositions. But, when several unfamiliar items occurred in 

a row, it became even harder to infer the meaning of any of the items involved. For 

instance, the beginning sentence of Paragraph 7 reads "Whether they be trickles or 

torrents, conflucense all share common features...." Kun also encountered this situation 

else where, when she resorted directly to the dictionary for a breakthrough. 

For Confirmation of the Inferred Meanings. Strictly speaking, Kun used the 

dictionary for confirming her inference of the meaning of only one item, torrent. After 

looking up trickle, she guessed that it could be a word of the opposite meaning of trickle, 

so she continued to confirm it. By the same token, Kun also used the dictionary virtually 

for disconfirming her irrelevant guesses. For instance, Kun thought that abundant meant 

"accessible or can be obtained," but the dictionary information confirmed otherwise. 

For More Accurate Meanings. Kun must have had actually inferred the relevant 

meanings of many unfamiliar items to varied degrees, although she only actually said her 

thought-processes over a few, of which minnow was a clear example. Kun guessed that 

minnow had to denote something in the water that was lower down the food-chain and 

would be prey for trout, probably some insect or "jiejue (larvae of mosquito)" as she 

specified. In this case analysis, that was considered a case of inaccurate rather than 

irrelevant guess of meaning. 

It must be emphasized once more that these defined purposes are only heuristic in 

nature. In practice, Kun did not approach the dictionary each time with a single well-

defined purpose of these; instead, she looked up each item for a combination of these 

with varied emphasis. 
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5.5.3 How Kun Used the Dictionary during the Read-Leam 

Generally, Kun used the dictionary the way she had claimed earlier: whenever she 

spot an unfamiliar item, Kun did not look it up right there and then; instead, she would 

pause to think about it briefly and continue to read through the paragraph. Then she 

would come back and reread the parts where the unfamiliar items occurred and only after 

these did she open the dictionary. Sometimes, she also made simultaneous guesses at the 

possible meanings. Sometimes she decided to ignore it without a clearly defined reason. 

All the time during the read-leam, Kun silently browsed through the available 

information in the dictionary, selected what she thought the relevant meaning, and jot it 

down by the item in Chinese. 

Since Kun did not say her thoughts aloud during the read-leam as to how she 

filtered the dictionary information for the relevant meanings of the items looked up, it 

was hard to figure out what she had actually done with the dictionary information. But 

still a few observations could be made out of the limited clues available in the protocols 

regarding her approach. 

First, once she had looked a word up and could recall some meaning of it, Kun 

would not look it up any more even if it occurred as an entirely different lexical item with 

unfamiliar meanings. For instance, Kun complained at one point through reading, "a lot 

of words that 1 know what they are when they are separate like a spoon or a pen or an 

apron, but only because I don't know the fishing meaning of it." It seems that Kun, in her 

own terms, considered these known words with unknown meanings and therefore, there 

was no need to look them up any more. Probably, she did not look up the other 
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unfamiliar items, such as fly fishing, ect, for the same reason. Yet had she looked them 

up, Kun might have learned their meanings. 

Second, the above observation suggests that Kun was used to thinking of a word 

as a lexeme rather than a lexical item, which gave her some trouble in grasping the more 

accurate meanings in question. She herself had also realized this problem in her 

approach. At one point she mentioned the need to find out the exact meaning of a word: 

Now I think I have the ability or I am trying to form the ability ... to determine 

exact meaning, because when you look at the dictionary, a word can mean 

different things, sometimes like several pages. It's important that once you know 

English to a certain degree, you should have better ability to determine what 

particular meaning is suitable to use to explain that particular sentence. 

Kun's ability to select the more relevant of the meanings fi"om the dictionary was not 

without loopholes. For instance, she did not seem to have paid attention to the logical 

relations of the various meanings cited under one entry but viewed them as separate 

meanings. Referring to spur, she reported, "like there are many different meanings of 

spurs .... I'm not sure which one it means, but I think it means 'agitated' or 'brave.'" 

Her selection was inexact. Bu if she had seen that the key link through the various 

meanings is 'the spur as the sharp-toothed wheel on the rider's boots,' she would have 

been in a good position to readily comprehend the rest of the explanations under the entry 

SPUR, and she would have easily selected the relevant explanation by considering its 

occurrence a case of figurative use. Similarly, by reading the literal meaning of diverge, 

she would have been easily recognized its figurative use in the context—meaning the 
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ending of a situation in time in terms of space. But this is something Kun had yet leamed 

to do well. 

Third, although Kun claimed that to be able to use a word is what she meant by 

knowing it, the notes she had taken from the dictionary did not show any such efforts: she 

did not take any examples of how an item should be used, nor phrases or expressions that 

best illustrate its meaning. This could be due to the fact that she was using a dictionary 

with the Chinese explanations only, which hindered her from making the most of the 

features of the dictionary. Since this had been the only dictionary she was using, this 

might have been one of her habitual weakness. 

Finally, Kun's general approach may be described as of passive or selective use 

of the information from the dictionary. She seemed to be ready to accept meanings from 

the dictionary instead of processing them accordingly to generate meanings. Her 

treatment of diverge and spur may be considered evidence for such tendency. 

5.5.4 Regarding Information on Grammar 

As was already revealed in the preceding discussion, Kun had reaffirmed at 

several points that she would need to learn to use the word a couple of times to master its 

meaning and that she would try to grasp the whole sentence in which a word occurs in 

order to leam to use it. This should be understood as including the collocations in 

general and verb argument structures in particular. Yet evidence showed that Kun had 

not paid attention to absorbing knowledge of these aspects from the dictionary. 
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As was already mentioned in the preceding subsection, Kun had not been aware 

of the existence of the dictionaries compiled with features for learning the collocations of 

the English words, nor had she ever used one. That partly explains why she had done 

poorly in the post-read vocabulary text with respect to the aspects of verb patterns. For 

instance, Kun had recognized the more explicit patterns such as lead to, result in, feed on, 

etc.; yet she could not have even recognized suggest sb. (should) do sth or converge on 

sth, not to speak of the more subtle patterns of to fish a place, to fish a lure, to fish a fish, 

etc.. Had she been exposed to a learner's dictionary, Kun could have learned more about 

the verb patterns. 

But even in the dictionary she was using, there is also information about the 

collocations. For instance, under the entry DIVERGE, there are exemplar phrases 

"diverge from," "diverge to another topic," and "diverge a compass needle" (p. 346). 

But Kun had not taken any of these in her notes, not had she carefully thought about these 

in determining the meaning in the text. Also when Kun looked up trickle, all she took 

down was a Chinese equivalent of the noun trickle. Yet it is among the explanations of it 

as a verb that there are some exemplar sentences that truly illustrate its essential 

meaning, such as "Blood trickled down his arm" (p. 1494). 

Not only did she fail to take any information from the dictionary regarding the 

collocations of the items she looked up, Kun had never opened the dictionary for the 

purpose of checking out any item on its usage either. It could be that Kit had not found 

any problem with any of the verbs with respect to their collocation with the other words. 

But again the results of the post-read test revealed that Kit had not mastered the basic 
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argument structures of some frequently used verbs, such as suggest and rate. This 

indicates that she had not established the necessary knowledge of verb patterns, nor had 

she been using this knowledge generatively. 

5.5.5 Regarding hifonnation on Pronunciation 

When asked what she thought the most difficult aspects of the English words for 

her to grasp. Kit answered 'where to use it.' In fact, that is the most difficult for all the 

foreign learners of English. But Kun's performance showed that she had another difBcult 

aspect too, though not the most difficult one: pronunciation. 

Other than the miscues she produced, Kun was unable to pronoimce quite a few 

items appropriately. Here is a list of these items: 

abundant 'abdent alluring annoring 

confluence 'confrence coincidence 'quinsidence 

diverge de'verge estuaries es'taries 

hopper 'hooper incubator in'coobitor 

minnow 'monnow queue quik 

riffle rifle scouring sourcing 

sedimentary se'dimitry kewered scored 

spur s'parol tackle tuckle 

tributaries 'try-butaries unceasing un'kreasing 

Not only did Kun find these hard to pronounce, she was imable to leam to pronounce 

some of these from the dictionary; in other words, she was not able to use the phonetic 
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leam fast to pronounce words appropriately was evidence that Kit lacked the training to 

master the pronunciations of the unfamiliar lexical items from the dictionary. 

5.5.6 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

For a heuristic understanding, Kun may be said to have consulted the dictionary 

for these purposes: quick propositions, co-selection of meanings of the unfamiliar items 

in a row, confirmation of the inferred meanings, and more acciuate meanings. In looking 

up an itCTi, Kun normally would comprehend the context and connect its meaning with 

her established knowledge system, with which she filtered the information available in 

the dictionary. In general, however, Kun lacked training of using a well-selected 

learner's dictionary to her own advantage. She especially needed to leam to use the 

dictionaries to build up her knowledge about the usage in general and verb argiunent 

structures in particular, as well as how to pronounce the unfamiliar items appropriately. 

5.6 When and How Kun Resorted to Chinese 

As was already established in the previous sections, Kun's general approach to 

learning English was native-like. She herself also claimed that she would prefer to 

totally avoid the use of her native language, and her performance in fact bore this out 

during the investigation. As a result, the protocols contain very limited explicit evidence 

regarding when and how she resorted to Chinese. The following is an examination of her 
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general attitude toward the role of the native language in her learning of English and an 

analysis of her limited use of Chinese in approaching the unfanuliar lexical items. 

5.6.1 Kun's General View of Use of Chinese 

Although Kun had kept the use of her native language to a minimum, she had not 

totally avoided it. In fact, she herself did not seem to believe that it was possible for 

beginners to go English only, but she certainly thought that one should gradually 

terminate the use of the native language in approaching the unfamiliar English words. 

During the interview. Kit described her view of the role of the first language as follows: 

Kun: Also I think that more abstract words has to do [with] how you 

comprehend your own language. It has a lot of relations with your own language. 

Like for people who are educated in your own language, or, what it means like, 

for example like rigid. It's used to describe, not only to describe how hard 

something is, but abstractly describe like in a picture the rigid of the lines, the 

rigid muscles of some sculpture. I think it has a lot to do with comprehend in 

your own language. 

Wang: . . .  So you always or  sometimes translate English words into the Chinese 

equivalents, or associate them in some ways? 

Kun: Yes I do. But I am doing it less and less. 

Wang: Give me an example when you have to. Sometimes you have to. I think 

this happens during the reading, when nothing is better like a Chinese equivalent 
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or a couple of words to express something, right? But the irony is that you are 

using a dictionary that is Chinese-English published by the Chinese. 

Kun; I only have that dictionary 

Kun: yeah, you also have o overcome translating, you have to overcome 

translating something directly from Chinese into English. If you do that all the 

time, you are going to like do it in the wrong way. You have to leam how the 

natives do i t . . . .  

Kun: Also I think how effective you can leam a foreign language has a lot to do 

with how you know your own language. You can tell most people who have 

better comprehension of their own language, they will have a better way of 

learning ... at least they really better understand the language 

Kun: Plaiming the entire thing. I found the hardest was my art history. I had to 

look at one single picture and then analyze the picture. That's when I foimd out I 

translated Chinese into English. That's when I found out... I will first think, if I 

looked at the picture, how would I describe it in Chinese. Then I would translate 

that into English. Fortunately, I did it all right, and I am getting to really know 

how to think in English under such circumstances.... 

Kim: Not now I do not have time... The thing is, like for now vocabularywise, is 

l ike what  kind of  vocabulary.  Nouns,  verbs,  adject ives are f ine.  But  i t ' s  l ike . . .  I  

don't know how to say it. Like adjectives' way people use to describe different 

situations.... for example, in Chinese we describe the red color. There are so 
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many ways of describing the red color. The same thing in English. That I found 

the hardest. 

These descriptions may be elucidated into several points. First, Kun believed that, from 

her own experience, whether one would leam a second or foreign language well has a lot 

to do with one's ability of mastering his or her own language. Second, those who have 

mastered their own languages better are generally more sensitive to various language 

phenomena, such as the subtle distinctions in meaning and usage. Third, these better 

learners resort to their knowledge of the native language in approaching the target 

language, but this association of the two languages is not word-for-word translation but a 

more sophisticated rendering of meaning relations. Fourth, it is impossible for the 

beginners to approach a new language without resorting to native language as the source 

of knowledge about languages in general, but one should do less and less translations, 

whichever way, as one advances in knowledge of the second or foreign language. 

What Kun had sensed vaguely but was unable to express more systematically 

could be reiterated in more theoretical terms. These descriptions in fact reflect Kun's 

view of the cognitive role of the native language. She realized that learning a foreign 

language, particularly the lexicon of a language, was to build another conceptual system 

which is different from but connected with the native system. Therefore, one could not 

succeed in mastering the lexicon of the English language by picking up its lexemes unless 

they could be organized into the structures that the native-speakers have. Kun had 

virtually touched the notion of the semantic field when she used the color terms to 

exemplify the nature of her problem. 
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5.6.2 Approaching the Items in Question through Translation 

In principle, Kun believed that she had already reached the stage that she should 

not resort to her native language any more. But the irony was that she had been using a 

dictionary with the Chinese explanations only—which was the only dictionary she had 

ever used. At least this was the evidence that she had resorted to the native language in 

approaching the unfamiliar lexical items in English and that it must have had some 

impact on her vocabulary acquisition. 

The Chinese explanations in the dictionary Kun was using includes at least two 

major categories of Chinese expressions. The first were the Chinese equivalents in the 

strict sense: they are the cognitive synonyms in the Chinese language and their 

association with their English counterparts has been established among the native 

Chinese speakers (at least within a particular community). The second category were the 

semi-equivalents: they are also cognitively synonymous to the English lexical items 

involved; but they are mostly coined by the compilers of the dictionaries because there 

are no equivalents in the Chinese language. So each time Kun looked a word up, she 

mainly resorted to these explanations as well as the English examples for the meaning 

propositions. 

An obvious advantage of using this dictionary was that Kim not only quickly 

came up with a proposition but could also simultaneously associate it with her estabUshed 

knowledge system, so that she could leam more substantial meaning in one strike. And, 

since she did not have to work through and drag the lengthy English explanations, it was 
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easier on her short-term memory, hence enhancing her speed of processing the meanings 

in general. This was especially true.when the equivalents of the unfamiliar English items 

had been part of her established knowledge. Kun in fact benefited firom this advantage in 

approaching most of the items she actually looked up. For instance, a multi-syllable item 

like parallel ox sedimentary normally only has a two-syllable equivalent in Chinese, and 

that since Kun had long established these meanings in her native language, the task of 

learning these therefore was reduced to a matter of matching the forms with the meanings 

and memorized these associations. Also, when Kun could not explain the meaning of 

inclination in English, she quickly gave the Chinese equivalent—quongxiang. These are 

the typical cases where the direct association of the English and Chinese equivalents have 

an obvious advantage. 

5.6.3 Consequences of Learning thmu^h Tran.slation 

But not all the items could be easily matched with cognitive synonyms and, since 

building up a second language lexicon is a matter of building up another system of 

relations of meanings, this simple approach would eventually cause problems. 

One of the weaknesses of using the dictionary Kun was using is that the 

compilers have only chosen to use a limited set of Chinese characters and phrases to 

define and explain all the entries, which had virtually limited Kun's own choice of 

equivalents or semi-equivalents. So what was immediately inappropriate was that she had 

virtually only had inadeqxiate and inaccurate understanding by making simple 

associations. The long-term consequence was that, as was already observed during the 
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investigation, she was unable to tell the distinctions in meaning between such as 

reliable/dependable, lucky/fortunate, rim/edge, etc. for underwriting each pair of these 

English items was the same one set of Chinese equivalents. And this inadequate and 

inaccurate understanding of the meanings is the potential cause of inappropriate 

structuring of meaning relations of the English lexicon—semantic fields, argument 

structures, lexicalization patterns, etc.—particularly, when the use of the native language 

equivalents tend to diverge the leamer's attention firom these relations. 

5.6.4 Summary and Brief Discussion of the Section 

The limited evidence reveals that Kun had virtually relied on the equivalents or 

semi-equivalents in her native language for a breakthrough of the meanings of the 

unfamiliar English lexical items. When circumstances favored, particularly when the 

English lexical items have cognitive synonyms in Chinese for their equivalents and these 

were part of her established knowledge, Kun learned more substantial and accurate 

meanings through such approach. In some cases, however, the use of the translations 

alone became the potential cause of less satisfactory results, such as inadequate and 

inaccurate learning of the necessary meaning aspects, which would eventually lead to 

confusion of distinct meanings and general misconception of meaning relations. 

5.6 Siramiary of the Major Findings 

The above was a report of the second case analysis. The following is a simimary of 

the major findings. 
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1. In Kim's view, a word was a lexeme or dictionary entry with its many 

meanings used in different situations. She distinguished between the literal and the 

social-cultural meanings of words and claimed that knowing a word means to know how 

to use it. But her actual performance in reading showed Kun virtually treated each word 

as a lexical item in that she did not attempt to leam all the meanings that may be 

associated with a single lexical form; instead, she merely sought to leam the single most 

relevant meaning in the given context. By the finer criteria, what Kun recognized as 

imknown or partially known words were categorized into six types, representing the 

varied degrees of unfamiliarity with the meanings in question. Due to the limitations of 

the read-leam procedure, however, a few there more lexical items unfamiliar to Kun to at 

the moment of reading were not exposed. 

2. As already found out in the first case analysis, Kun also used the available 

contextual information at every turn in learning the unfamiliar meanings through reading 

—recognizing the lexical items in question, making propositions, rationalizing the 

propositions, refining and substantiating her existing knowledge of the familiar items. 

Evidence showed that Kun's approach to the context was holistic in that she relied more 

on the comprehension of the local and global themes as well as the integrated expositions 

for her inference, refinement, and substantiation of meanings, and that sometimes she 

simply made a guess without any explainable reasons. 

Kun's read-leam protocols also indicated that it was very difScult to infer all the 

essential meaning aspects of the imfamiliar types of items incidentally as she read along. 

In most cases, she was only able to infer the generic traits of the item to stay on track of 
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the thematic developments, that is, if she attempted to guess at all. The most obvious 

factor causing the difficulty was Kun's lack of the knowledge of the subject matter. 

Given the difficulty, Kun resorted to the dictionary as a supplementary source of 

information for making meaning propositions. In addition, Kun's performance in 

general and the miscues she had produced in particular also indicated that she did not 

always had to know the essential meaning aspects of an item for siu'e to comprehend the 

themes of the text. This once again demonstrated how the context could highlight or 

promote certain semantic traits while backgroimding or demoting others. 

3. According to these results, Kun had at least engaged three meaning aspects of 

all the items: sense and denotation, and accordingly its referential use or a meaningful 

superordinate. In addition, these results also reveal that some of the partially known 

items were the most difficult to learn and, in contrast, the totally unfamihar items were 

not necessarily the most difficult ones when looked up in the dictionary. 

4. In general, Kun did seek to know the taxonomical and derivational relations of 

the lexical items in addition to their relevant senses, denotations, and references. 

Besides, Kun proved during the test that she was able to discuss meanings in English. 

But the most impressive strength in her approach was that she paid sufficient attention to 

demonstrating the meanings through use of truly illustrative samples. However, she 

somehow failed to do the same and lacked the other resources in dealing with the 

synonyms. Furthermore, Kun lacked awareness of the argument structures of the verb 

items and how they relate to distinct meaning variations, and she thus lacked the ability to 

absorb such knowledge even when there was the contextual information available. 
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5. Heuristically speaking, Kun consulted the dictionary for varied purposes; 

qmck propositions, co-selection of meanings of the imfamiliar items in a row, 

confirmation of the inferred meanings, and more accurate meanings. In looking up an 

item, Kun normally would comprehend the context and coimect its meaning with her 

established knowledge system, with which she filtered the information available in the 

dictionary. In general, however, Kun lacked training in using a well-selected learner's 

dictionary to her own advantage, particularly in learning to build up her knowledge about 

the usage in general and verb argument structures in particular, as well as to pronounce 

the unfamiliar items appropriately. 

6. The limited evidence indicated that Kun had virtually relied on the equivalents 

or semi-equivalents in her native language for a breakthrough of the meanings of the 

unfamiliar English lexical items. When circumstances favored, particularly when the 

English lexical items have cognitive synonyms in Chinese for their equivalents and these 

were part of her established knowledge, Kun learned more substantial and accurate 

meanings through such approach. On the other hand, reliance on the translations alone 

became the cause of less satisfactory results, such as inadequate and inaccurate learning 

of the necessary meaning aspects, which would eventually lead to confiision of distinct 

meanings and general misconception of meaning relations. 
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6. DISCUSSION: THE FEATURES OF THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The primary objective of this project was to experiment with applying some 

lexical-semantic notions and constructs to the study of L2 vocabulary learning through 

reading (1.4). As such, its design bore several noticeable features—with respect to 

selection of the text, design of the oral-reading procedure, design and evaluation of the 

vocabulary test, to name only the most important (Chapter 3). During the investigation, 

an analytical framework gradually evolved. This framework was based on the lexical-

semantic notions and constructs from the Word Knowledge model discussed in Chapter 

2. The following is a discussion of how the application of these notions and constructs 

impacted the data analyses. 

6.1 Finer Representation of the Unknown and Known Words 

In the previous studies, the notions of word and meaning were not explicitly 

defined but treated as such that the leamer either knew or did not know it and that 

learning was an abrupt change from the fomier status to the latter (2.1). Such treatment 

failed to reflect the incremental learning of the complex aspects of the English 

vocabulary, which was at best described in sweeping terms of the partial and full-grown 

adult knowledge (Nagy, Herman, &, Anderson, 1985; Herman, Anderson, & Nagy, 1987). 

Such treatment did not throw much light on the processes of learning. 
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In contrast, a series of related notions were introduced from the Word Knowledge 

model—lexeme, lexical item, semantic trait, sense, denotation, denotatum, reference, and 

referent, which made it possible to analyze the unknown and partially known words into 

finer categories of the unfamiliar, the familiar, and the virtually known types (4.1.2, 

4.1.3; 5.1.3). This is the first of the noticeable features of this framework. 

The second feature of this framework is the use of the lexical items rather than 

lexemes as its basic units of analysis. In other words, a word in this study was defined, 

not as an entry in the dictionary, but as a lexical form containing a particular meaning 

relevant to a given context. The advantage of choosing the lexical item as the basic unit 

of analysis is that it is more convenient to define the reader-learners' knowledge statuses 

regarding an item in question. When the readers knew the meaning of a word in a 

context but did not know its meaning in a different context, these were conveniently 

treated as two separate cases: a case of the known and a case of the unknown, which then 

were represented in separate categories and examined accordingly (4.1.3.; 5.1.3.). This 

treatment thus coincides well with the practical behavior of the reader-learners. 

Otherwise, it would be harder to even determine whether a word was practically known 

or unknown to the reader-learners. 

In addition, the notion of a lexical item as a combination of a form and a meaning 

led to a closer look into what was unfamiliar in the unfamiliar and familiar items: 

whether the meaning had been truly unheard of by the readers or it was a matter of an 

unfamiliar form yet to be associated with a familiar or well-established meaning. The 

results of the two case studies showed that it was more often the latter than the former. 
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And, by the same token, many familiar-looking items, which would be considered 

partially known in commonsensical terms, really contained unheard-of meanings and 

therefore were essentially unfamiliar items (4.1.3; 5.1.3). 

In general, this finer analysis and representation of the learners' knowledge 

statues laid the foundation for the later analysis and representation of the incremental 

learning processes and achievements in equally finer terms. As was demonstrated in both 

case analyses, the learners at times knew the sense of an item in terms of its semantic 

traits but not necessarily knew what it should denote in the world, or they knew its sense 

and denotation in general but misinterpreted its reference or failed to recognize its 

referent in the context. At other times, the leamers mistook an essentially different 

lexical item for one whose meaning they had long established, or they had simply 

substituted what meaning they had habitually associated with a familiar form without 

thinking further about the distinctions. Through the lenses of semantic trait, sense, 

denotation, and reference, it wzis possible to describe more accurately these cases as 

representing different issues in learning (Chapters 4 and 5). 

Naturally, this finer analysis of the essential meaning aspects of the lexical items 

not only gave a better understanding of what was to be learned and what had been 

learned at the beginning and the end of the read-leam session, it also threw light on the 

nature of the learning tasks involved. First of all, this finer analysis made it possible to 

detect the learning of minute increments that occurred and would otherwise be dismissed. 

For instance, when Kit thought of hopper as cricket, it would normally be considered 
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wrong; but it was considered a case of inaccurate guess in this study, for she really 

inferred the relevant generic traits—a kind of insect used for bait—of the item in point. 

Second, the finer representation of the learners' knowledge statuses and meaning 

aspects also gave a better understanding of what was more difficult to leara and why. The 

learning results (see 4.4,4.5, 5.3,5.4) showed that the unfamiliar items were not 

necessarily the most difficult to leara unless they contained meanings unheard of by the 

learners. In fact, learning a so-called unfamiliar item was fi-equently a matter of 

associating a familiar or even well-established meaning with an unfamiliar form. On the 

other hand, the familiar-looking and even the familiar items were not necessarily easier to 

leam for the reason that they at times contained unfamiliar meanings. In these case 

analyses, most of the familiar but difficult items turned out to be the technical terms of 

modem angling. They were the hardest to leam because even a basic understanding of 

their essential meanings would require a systematic understanding of the encyclopedic 

knowledge of the subject matter, and it was unrealistic for the learners to do it all by 

themselves through one single reading task. 

The results also indicated that the items whose accurate meanings were most 

difficult to grasp were those the learners practically thought of as known. For example, 

neither FCit nor Kim recognized presentation as having a distinct meaning in the world of 

fishing; they unconsciously substituted what meaning they had established and still 

understood the text, but not to the expected degree of adequacy (4.5.1; 5.4.1). Another 

example would be that Kit was unable to distinguish between occur as in "the scouring of 
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shorelines, bottoms, and bars that occurs around inlet mouths" and as in "A fire occurred 

in Florida" (4.5.3) 

Finally, the finer analysis of the essential meanings also made it possible to 

distinguish a mistake in comprehension and one in learning the essential meaning of a 

word. When Kun thought that diverge referred to the branching out of waters, she was 

making a mistake in comprehension rather than in getting the sense and denotation of the 

item. Equally, Kit knew very well the sense of faceless but she somehow mistook 

"faceless water" for referring to the agitated instead of the calm water. On the other 

hand, whenever the leamers' comprehension was correct, it could still involve a mistake 

in word-learaing. Such was the case when Kit thought that "the two join forces" literally 

referred to the rivers and lakes as two natural forces. Without the finer analysis of the 

essential meanings, these could not have passed the notice, hi genera, the introduction of 

the lexical-semantic notions fi-om the WK model had noticeable impact on how the data 

was examined and interpreted through both case analyses, which should have some 

important implications for the leamers and teachers (see Chapter 7). 

6.2 The Definition of Context as Meaning Relations 

The third noticeable feature of this tiramework is its definition of context. In most 

previous studies, the notion of context had not been defined but virtually treated as a 

source of clues to the meanings, as if its only utility value was that it makes it possible for 

the readers to guess the meanings of the imfamiliar words (2.1.2,2.1.3, 2.1.4). As a 

consequence, the researchers mainly looked at the distribution patterns of the unfamiliar 
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words in time and space—frequency and global vs. local occurrences. They sought to 

understand how these factors influenced the learners' inference of word-meanings. In 

this study, context was defined as the relations a lexical item holds to the other items in a 

stretch of discourse. These contextual relations include the grammatical, rhetorical, and 

semantic, the last group mainly referring to those identified as the various semantic field 

relations introduced from the Word Knowledge model (4.2). 

This definition led to a richer view of the nature of the contextual information. 

According to this view, the learners inevitably used the contextual information at every 

turn in approaching and engaging the relevant meanings of the lexical items in question, 

including the very recognition of the unfamiliar items. Therefore, greater attention was 

given in both case analyses to examining how the two learners had resorted to the context 

as the primary source of knowledge of the meanings—how they used the contextual 

information as constraints in filtering the dictionary explanations, in pinpointing the 

subtle meaning distinctions, in establishing new meanings, in refining and substantiating 

established meanings, as well as in inferring the relevant meanings of the unfamiliar 

forms (4.3; 5.2). 

It was found in both analyses that the learners would first try to comprehend the 

local themes when they resorted to their knowledge of the rhetorical and syntactic 

structures, the knowledge of the meanings of the known and familiar lexical items 

involved, and the knowledge of the world, including the subject matter. Then using this 

general understanding as a major constraint along with the other relevant information— 

the integrated expositions, the selectional restrictions, the synonyms, etc.—they 
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recognized the unfamiliar items, selected the possible meaning propositions for them and 

then rationalized their propositions. At times they were also able to refine or substantiate 

their established knowledge of the meanings of certain items. Without this finer and 

systematic representation of the contextual relations a lexical item holds to the others, it 

would be impossible to elucidate these micro-processes. 

Simultaneously the richer view of context also threw some light on why incidental 

inference is so difficult. First, to infer the meanings of the unfamiliar items fi*om the 

context presupposes the learners' knowledge of the relations the item in question holds 

to the others; but in reality, the learners do not possess an adequate knowledge of these 

and, on the contrary, they are part of the things the learners intend to learn through 

reading. Hence, a contradiction: how can one infer meanings not yet known by means of 

the very meanings one is trying to leam? These two case analyses showed that this is not 

just philosophically possible but did occur in reality, especially when a number of 

unfamiliar items occurred in a row. Second, these case analyses also revealed that the 

reader-learners' ability to use the other contextual information leaned heavily on their 

comprehension of the contextual themes, which in turn hinged on their knowledge of the 

subject matter. For instance, when Kit could not figure out what spoon literally referred 

to in the context of fishing, she tried hard to make sense of it by resorting to what she had 

known of fishing and ended up giving an interpretation of its possible figurative use. 

Other cases also indicated that lack of knowledge of the subject matter was a major factor 

that made incidental inference difficult. Third, just as the contextual effects can highlight 

certain meaning aspects of the lexical items in question and make inference relatively 
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easy or at least possible, the contextual effects may more frequently background certain 

meaning aspects and make incidental inference difficult or simply impossible. For 

instance, Kun did not recognize that point occurred twice where it denotes the shoreline 

structure, 'a piece of land protruding into the water,' not 'an exact spot,' but to explain it 

either way would do for the purpose of comprehending the theme of that paragraph. 

These are at least partial explanations of why incidental inference was difBcult for Kit 

and Kun. In addition, they also threw light on another phenomenon observed in this and 

some previous studies: the learners were unable to detect the distinct meanings involved 

in the given context; instead, they tended to substitute what meanings they had already 

established. In general, this richer view of the notion of context should have important 

implications for developing learning and teaching strategies, as well as for designing 

research (see Chapter 7). 

6.3 The Test of Knowledge of Varied Vocabulary Aspects 

The oral-reading as a technical means of investigation had its limitations and only 

generated very limited clues to the reader-Iearaers' knowledge statuses. As it happened, 

even the fairly elaborate and ample protocols (produced by Kit) did not contain much 

clues to the reader-learners' knowledge of the meaning relations of the lexical items 

involved. So the post-read test proved to be a valuable supplement to the oral-reading. 

Based on the notions introduced from the Word Knowledge model, the test required the 

learners to demonstrate knowledge of the items involved in some breadth and depth, 

which became a forth feature of the general analytical framework. 
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Verbal Definitions. Most of the sections in the test required the learners to give 

verbal definitions or explanations of the items tested. This would at least reveal whether 

the learners had reached the relevant meaning of an item. For instance, Kun did not 

recognize point as the item that denotes a shoreline feature since she gave "exact place" 

as the definition. This example indicates that the learners' ability to give verbal 

definitions would also demonstrate their knowledge of the semantic relations the targeted 

item holds to some of the items used for the definition. If the definition was given in the 

native language of the learners, it then would demonstrate their knowledge of the 

relations between the equivalents in the two languages as part of their established 

knowledge in general. 

Exemplification. This is something that has not received due attention from either 

the teachers or the researchers, nor from some of the learners. In some cases, absorbing a 

truly illustrative exemplar phrase or sentence is the only way to grasp the accurate 

meaning of a lexical item. By the same token, it is also the best way for learners to 

demonstrate their accurate grasp of the meaning. When Kit gave "a wildfire occurred in 

Florida" for occur as was used in the selected text, it showed that she had not grasped the 

accurate meaning there, whereas Kun demonstrated her knowledge through a different 

exemplar sentence: "The U-tum that occurs on the road is where people can move their 

cars into the other direction." It is clear that the ability to give truly illustrative examples 

also demonstrates knowledge of the selectional restrictions the item holds to the other co-

occurring items in a context. The second case analysis showed that Kun had 

extraordinary ability in learning the exemplar sentences and expressions. 
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Synonyms. In the standard tests such as TOEFL or Michigan Test, there are 

sections where the test-takers are required to demonstrate knowledge of some degree of 

synonymity between the targeted items. But every ESL learner knows well that to 

associate synonymous words is much easier than to tell the differences between them. In 

fact, to tell the differences in meaning between the synonyms or semi-synonyms is 

among the most difficult things to do for the L2 leamers, not only because the differences 

sometimes can be too subtle to tell, but also because the task of telling virtually involves 

resorting to all one's knowledge of the target and the native languages plus the 

knowledge of the world. The requirement of telling the differences between synonymous 

items is thus the most comprehensive way of testing the learners' knowledge of the 

various aspects of their vocabulary knowledge. The results of the case analyses showed 

that both leamers lacked more sophisticated and effective strategies in accomplishing this 

task. Their basic approach mainly included giving straightforward explanations and 

definitions either in English or Chinese, or they gave examples to illustrate their 

definitions. What they lacked was resourcefulness in approaching the differences and 

similarities between the targeted items. For instance, sometimes, the synonyms have 

different antonyms and different selectional restrictions on the words they collocate with. 

Sometimes they also differ in stylistic terms (slang, jargon, etc.) 

They could have done a better job if resorting to these aspects instead of just giving 

straightforward descriptions. 

Texonomical Relations. Since denotation is one of the essential aspects of the 

word meanings, it is important to know the texonomical relations a lexical item holds to 
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the other items which together denote a certain domain of the world. Sometimes, 

knowledge of the position of one lexical item in a defined texomonical structure is 

significant for making appropriate sense of it in the context. For instance. Kit correctly 

placed bait fisherman alongside fly fisherman and spin fisherman as three different types 

of anglers who are a sub-group of fishermen, so that she would not think that a bait 

fisherman was any fisherman using live bait On the other hand, Kun's test results 

indicated that she did not know that lure and bubble are kinds of tackle although she did 

know what lure and bubble denote in the world of fishing. 

Figurative Uses. Obviously, a relatively complete knowledge of the meaning of a 

lexical item used figuratively should at least include knowing its literal meaning, its 

extended meaning, and the logical mapping between the two. This is another important 

aspect of the vocabulary knowledge. For instance, in "once the contributing elements 

diverge," diverge is used figuratively to mean the certain condition will disappear or 

cease to exist in time, but this event of ceasing to exist is described as if the elements 

were like animals or cars that Uterally move away in different directions. Although both 

Kun and BCit understood the meaning of ^ceasing to exist,' Kun failed to appreciate the 

logical mapping between the literal and figurative meanings. From the point of view of a 

reading instructor, that is adequate comprehension. From the point of view of a 

vocabulary teacher, that is an obvious weak spot that needs strengthening. The results of 

this section of the test indicated that both learners need to develop a keener sensitivity in 

grasping the figurative use of words. 
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Derivational Relations. Just becaiise the lexical item was chosen as the basic unit 

of analysis it does not mean that the learners' knowledge of the derivational relations of 

the lexical items under the same lexemes was obscured. It is such an important aspect of 

the vocabulary knowledge that it should not be ignored. In this test, some participle and 

gerund phrases were targeted to reflect this aspect. Both learners did very well in their 

tests with respect to this aspect. 

Argument Structures of the Verbs. This notion reflects the particular selectional 

restrictions the verbs may have on the other items in forming expressions. To a great 

extent, the knowledge of the argument structures of a verb item also demonstrates 

knowledge of its distinct semantic traits. In most ESL textbooks, there are sections that 

target some types of the argument structure as part of the learners' knowledge of 

grammar. For instance, the learners are required to fill in the blanks with appropriate 

prepositions or adverbial particles to show their knowledge of the correct formation of 

the verbal phrases, such as result in. feed on, etc. But there are more subtle ones than 

that. For example, to fish a place, to fish a lure, and to fish a fish, are the same in 

structure and, therefore, will not be targeted for any grammar exercises, but they have 

distinct meanings: one means to fish in a place, one means to use a lure in fishing, and 

one means to try to catch a fish. Therefore, it is far fixim sufBcient to claim knowing the 

meaning of to fish. In fact, one cannot leam the accurate meaning of a verb item without 

simultaneously learning its argument structure. In this sense, it might be called another 

essential aspect of a verb item. The fact that Kit had correctly identified to result in, to 

fish far. to lead to, but not to suggest (that) sb (should) do sth, to rate + adverbial. 
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reflects lack of emphasis in her ESL training in absorbing such knowledge and using it 

generatively. 

As a tentative model of an independent evaluative instrument, the test virtually 

required the learners to demonstrate their so-called productive knowledge of the items. 

Although it is unrealistic to expect the readers to establish such knowledge through one 

reading, the test at least makes the learners aware of the breadth and depth of the 

knowledge system they need to eventually obtain, and it was intended to reflect the 

learners' knowledge statuses at one point in progression toward the final 

accomplishment. The test results thus have some important implications for both the 

learners and teachers (see Chapter 7). 

Two more things need be pointed out about this test. First, the aspects tested in 

the investigation were not the only important ones that the learners need to grasp; they 

were targeted because they better represent the semantic characteristics of the lexical 

items involved. Second, a striking feature in the method of grading was that the learners 

were given credit for admitting not knowing certain answers because, in the light of the 

Word Knowledge model, admission of not knowing something indicates a higher degree 

of knowledge than giving inappropriate answers. 

6.4 A Look into the Use of the Dictionary 

In some previous studies, the role of the dictionary was examined either as an 

approach alternative to that of the context (see 2.2.3) or as an independent factor ( 2.1.4). 

In the present case analyses, the role of the dictionary was treated as a necessary source 
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of information supplementary to the contextual information. The results showed that the 

use of the dictionary had considerable impact on learning of the essential meanings of the 

unfamiliar lexical items, which was consistent with the findings of the corresponding 

studies (2.1.4). But what truly characterized this investigation with respect to the use of 

the dictionary was that the learners' methods of using the dictionaries were analyzed in 

the same finer terms as had been employed else where in the investigation (4.6; 5.5). 

The results showed that both learners used the dictionary as the supplementary 

source of information for a number of definable purposes, including selecting the relevant 

definitions of the lexical items in question and confirming or de-confirming an inferred 

meaning proposition. It was also found out that, despite of their claims of the importance 

of learning to use the words, neither learner had paid adequate attention to the relevant 

information available in the dictionary. The evidence showed that whenever they were 

looking up a word, they mainly paid attention to the explanations of the essential 

meaning aspects and ignored the other aspects, such as whether it was a case of figurative 

use, whether it had special collocational restrictions, etc.. Neither in fact had taken any 

information in their notes about the usage. One probable explanation for this could be 

that they both relied heavily on the Chinese explanations, which hindered them firom fiilly 

exploiting the other information sources available in the dictionary they each used. 

During the investigation, it was also found out that Kit proved to be a more 

skilliul user of the dictionary. Generally she could select the relevant meaning of an 

item in question more quickly and accurately and, when there was no explanation readily 

available, she could use what information available to generate one relevant to the 
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context. She was also aware of the special features of her desk-top dictionaries and 

claimed using them to her advantage. In contrast, Kun showed a general lack of skills in 

using the dictionary to enhance her learning. Sometime she was unsure of what 

explanations to select fix>m the dictionaiy, and she was not aware of the dictionaries with 

varied features available to the learners—she was using the Chinese-English dictionary 

simply because she happened to have that dictionary, although she believed in "more-

English-less-Chinese" way of learning. In sum, the way the use of the dictionary was 

examined as the major supplementary source of infomiation was mainly a result from the 

application of the lexical-semantic notions of the Word Knowledge model. It thus 

reflects a richer view of the use of the dictionaries with important implications (see 

Chapter 7). 

6.5 A Look into the Use of the Native Language 

In some previous studies, the learners were allowed to use their native language to 

report their thoughts during the oral reading (see 2.2.4). The advantage of this method 

was that they could best reveal their understanding of the contents, for they would 

otherwise be unable to express their thoughts well in English. But a serious problem with 

these studies was that the cognitive role of the native language thus used was never 

discussed. In this study, the cognitive role of the leamers' native language was not only 

discussed but in as much detail as possible in the light of the notions introduced from the 

Word Knowledge model. 
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In these case analyses, the focus was on the use of translations in approaching the 

unfamiliar lexical items. Translation was loosely defined as association of the Enghsh 

lexical items with the relevant Chinese items as contrasted with the more sophisticated 

rendering of the meanings of discourse of one language in the other. The key notion 

introduced in the analyses from the Word Knowledge model was that of cognitive 

synonym, and the relevant Chinese items were accordingly categorized into the essential 

types: the equivalents, the semi-equivalents, and paraphrases (4,7). The results indicated 

that, when associating the English items with their equivalents—cognitive synonyms—or 

semi-equivalents, both kit and Kun could more easily relate the meanings in question to 

their established knowledge system and leam more substantial meanings in one strike. At 

other times, they could take advantage of the greater meaning transparency regarding 

subtle distinctions. 

On the other hand, however, when there were only items close to equivalents, 

such associations might become potentially problematic, for after a while, the learners 

might have only kept the overlapping traits of meaning in their memories and that the 

distinct traits would have faded away. In fact, the analyses revealed that what learners 

had frequently associated with were close-to-equivalent items, since the Chinese 

compilers of the dictionanes only use a limited set of Chinese words for explanations and 

definitions of all the dictionary entries, which also explains why it was hard for JCit and 

Kun to make distinctions between some of the synonymous items during the post-read 

rest—they were associated with the same set of Chinese words. 
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The analyses also entailed yet another potential consequence the learners would 

suffer later on fix)m such translations: they would loose sight of the relations of English 

words as a system—as was already shown in the post-read test, both Kit and Kun tended 

to miss the logical connections between the literal and figurative meanings of the items; 

they were insensitive to the argument structures in which the verbs occurred; and they 

were unable to distinguish the differences of the synonyms in terms of their various 

relations; to name only the most obvious. Besides, neither Kit nor Kun paid attention to 

using the examples in the dictionaries in generating relevant information with respect to 

meaning and usage. 

In simi, the results indicated that it was impossible even for the advanced learners 

as Kit and Kun to totally avoid resorting to the native language from time to time in 

learning the imfamiliar English lexical items. It is thus something that needs to be faced 

by the leamers and teachers. Since the cognitive role of the native language is a very 

complicated issue, the method used in this study was still too unsophisticated to generate 

more revealing data. This particularly deserves more attention in the future studies. 

6.6 Sunmiary of the Discussion 

This chapter is a discussion of the major features of the analytical fi-amework 

which evolved firom application of a series of lexical-semantic notions and constructs. 

Within this firamework, a word, the basic unit of analysis, is defined as a lexical item 

which mainly consists of a lexical form and its essential meaning aspects, as well as its 

relations to other lexical items. And the context is accordingly defined as a set of 
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relations, including the semantic relations an lexical item holds to the other items. This 

essential framework thus lent itself to examining the lexical items in terms of degrees and 

became the foundation of the in-depth analyses of the learners' knowledge statuses at 

every stage of the processes of learning, including recognition of the unfamiliar items, 

inference of meanings, reference to the dictionary, and taking the test. As a result, not 

only these two case studies better reflected the incremental processes of how the complex 

meanings of words were approached, they also threw new light on the nature of several 

important issues in vocabulary learning and teaching—what is more difGcult for the 

learners and why, why is incidental learning so difficult, what are the essential and 

primary roles of the context and the dictionary, how does the native language enhance 

learning and cause problems at the same time, to name only the most important. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

As one of the studies of ESL/EFL vocabulary learning through reading, the 

primary concern of this investigation was with how complex aspects of vocabulary 

knowledge and the incremental processes of learning should be adequately reflected in 

the research methods. This general issue had not been adequately addressed in the 

previous studies. Yet it was such a fvmdamental issue that, unless some new ground is 

opened, many of the important questions with respect to L2 vocabulary learning caimot 

be meaningfully addressed, or not even raised. This study originated as an answer to the 

challenge. As such, its design and method of analysis bore some noticeable features. 

The most highlighted feature of the general design was its emphasis on treating L2 

reading as being the natural process in its own terms. This emphasis led to simultaneous 

examination of the use of the dictionary, the cognitive role of the native language, as well 

as the fimction of the context, all as components of one unitary process of L2 vocabulary 

learning through reading. 

In the course of the investigation, a series of lexical-semantic notions and constructs 

were introduced and applied, which became the foundation of a framework for 

identifying and representing the learners' knowledge statuses in finer terms with respect 

to the complex aspects of vocabulary knowledge in general and meanings in particular. 

Within this framework, a word, the basic unit of analysis, is defined as a lexical item 

which mainly consists of a lexical form and its essential meaning aspects, as well as its 

relations to other lexical items. And the context is accordingly defined as a set of 
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relations, including the semantic relations a lexical item holds to the other items. This 

essential framework thus lent itself to the in-depth analyses of the learners' knowledge 

statuses at every stage of the processes of learning, including recognition of the 

unfamiliar items, inference of meanings, reference to the dictionary, and taking the test. 

As a result, these two case studies not only better reflected the incremental learning of 

the complex meanings but also provided a fresher and richer view of the nature of the 

important issues in vocabulary learning and teaching—what is more difQcult for the 

learners and why, why is incidental learning so difScult, what are the essential and 

primary roles of the context and the dictionary, how does the native language enhance 

learning and cause problems at the same time, to name only the most important. 

Of course, this framework of analysis has been developed from and applied to only 

two case studies and is still tenuous and fragile in that sense. It thus needs to be fleshed 

out and refined on a wider data-base gathered through more cases representing various 

groups of reader-leamers. Yet, despite the meager data-base, the findings of this 

investigation are consistent with the observations of the previous studies and particularly 

with the experiences of most of the ESL/EFL reader-leamers. Besides, even in its fragile 

condition, the firamework does contain a number of novel notions and constructs, which, 

if appropriately adapted and emulated, are potentially useful for more sophisticated 

methods of investigation, including the quantitatively oriented research. 

Several clusters of implications may be drawn fix)m the results of the investigation 

for the learners themselves as well as for the teachers and researchers: 
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1. Regarding General T.earning Strategies. These are the more general implications 

the learners as well as the teachers may draw from the two cases. The first, which is also 

the most evident, is that the leamers should establish a view of the essential meanings of 

words as defined in the case analyses. For, only with such a view will the leamers be 

Mly aware of the scope and nature of the task they are faced with, so that they will be 

able to make better estimates of their own knowledge statuses as to what exactly they 

need to leam and what exactly they have learned. Second, whichever way they define the 

notion of word, the leamers should realize that the effective way of learning the various 

meanings under any dictionary entry is to deal with one at a time and do so more 

thoroughly. In other words, they should consider lexical items as their basic units of 

learning. Third, the leamers should pay more attention to the familiar-looking and 

familiar words, as well as to the unfamiliar ones in their own read-leam activities. They 

should take special measures in recognizing the essentially unfamiliar lexical items 

whose central semantic traits overlap those of what they have long established. Finally, 

they should realize that understanding the context does not necessarily mean that they 

have reached the essential meaning of a word and that, whenever circumstances permit, 

they should at least try to understand what a word generally denotes in the world, what 

sense should be made of it in a given context, as weU as what it refers to for the sake of 

that sense. 

2. Regarding Inference. With respect to approaching and engaging the 

unfamiliar items in the context, the teachers as well as some leamers should particularly 

pay attention to these issues. First, the teachers should recognize the iimate contradiction 
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in the conception of inference or guess of meanings from the context and therefore should 

not place too high a hope in it as a solution to the problem of vocabulary. Second, 

although it is necessary and important to train the learners in skills of guessing, it is also 

necessary and important to train the learners in their ability to absorb information from 

the context—in establishing, refining, and substantiating their vocabulary knowledge; in 

fact, the latter is a more important goal to achieve at that in the L2 programs. Third, rich 

as it is, the contextual information alone will not be adequate in support of the learners' 

efforts in grasping the accurate sense, particularly the subtle distinctions in semantic 

traits; it has to be supplemented by extra resources, mainly including the use of 

dictionaries. Fourth, in selecting reading materials for the purpose of vocabulary 

learning, the teachers and compilers should consider two factors as more important: the 

subject matter should not be totally unfamiliar to the learners and the texts should reflect 

a rich variety of aspects of the English vocabulary. 

3. Repardinp Design and Evaluation of Test. The implications from the results 

of the post-read test are self-evident for both the learners and teachers. Generally 

speaking, the learners must not be satisfied with knowing enough of the meanings of 

words to understand the text; they must aim at grasping the accurate meanings and their 

relations to the other words in forming expressions, if they mean to eventually master 

them. As the results indicated, to give truly illustrative examples, to tell the differences 

in meaning and usage of synonymous items, to grasp the figurative usage, and to grasp 

the meanings of verbs in terms of their argimient structures, are among the most difficult 

and yet most urgent problems to be attacked by the learners and teachers. 
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4. Regarding Use of Dictionaries. The implications of the analyses for the 

learners' use of dictionaries are also self-evident. The dictionaries are an important 

source of information for the learners and that even the advanced learners like Kit and 

Kun still need some guidance in learning to exploit these sources more effectively. 

Generally speaking, the essential questions to be addressed in learning to use the 

dictionaries and in training the learners to use the dictionaries are: what types of 

dictionaries they should choose for what tasks, what their features are, and how they 

should be used more effectively. And these case analyses particularly showed that the 

learners need to adopt a more generative approach and that they should pay more 

attention to the information on usage of words. 

5. Regarding the Role of the Native language. As for the role of the native 

language in L2 vocabulary learning, although the two cases of learners selected represent 

two different approaches, their performances showed that neither had totally avoided 

resorting to Chinese at some point to some extent. In fact, BCif's is more typical of that 

used by a larger section of the student grope being targeted in this study. This means the 

need for more effective strategies of using the native language to its full advantage and 

reducing its possible defects. A single important lesson may be drawn is that the 

learners should take the translation seriously; that is, they should compare the items 

involved in more accurate terms with respect to their semantic trait, sense, denotation, 

reference, and relations to the other items, all in the perspective of system-to-system. 

Since most students need to be trained to do it well, this also suggests a challenge to the 

ESL teachers: we need to know a good deal of the students' native language to provide 
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such training, or we may work out some instrumental substitute for it. This means a new 

challenge for the teachers. 

6. Regarding Future Research. In retrospect, there are a few things that need to 

be mentioned regarding improvement of the basic research design. The first of these 

concerns generating more ample data. The original design of this investigation proved to 

have worked well with the type of students like Kit, who seemed to be in the habit of 

thinking about what she was reading carefully and, once required, she would report her 

thoughts as systematically and elaborately as she possibly could. But even she was silent 

most of the time while looking up items in the dictionary. As for Kun, despite her 

determination of reading the material intensively, she still left patches of text unreported. 

Therefore, it is necessary to have some built-in devices in the procedure to probe for 

reports of thoughts. This could be some well-conceived set of questions that would be 

handy for reminding the reader-learners of saying aloud their thoughts more thoroughly 

without feeding them with ideas. 

The second is the need to shorten the time needed for both the read-leam and 

post-read test. Ideally, the materials should be selected and designed so that each will 

take about an hour and can be conducted successively with a break in between. Of 

course this should not be done at the cost of the criteria and principles originally 

established. 

The third possible improvement is the more effective method of evaluating and 

representing the test results regarding the synonyms. The learners' ability to accomplish 

the task is an important indicator of their knowledge statuses, which therefore needs to be 
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tapped and examined through a more sophisticated sub-procedure, including the very step 

of targeting the potential pairs. This is a very challenging task for whoever is interested 

in pursuing a line of research in this direction. 

Finally, an implication drawn from this exploratory study concerns what the LI 

researchers and teachers can leam L2 research. The conventional wisdom has been that 

the paradigm of LI research and teaching is where the L2 professionals should look for 

inspirations. But the fact is that learning a second or foreign language is not the same as 

learning one's native language; what seems to be natural and easy for the native-speakers 

is not so for the adult leamers of another language. On the contrary, the ease with which 

the native-speakers acquired their first language tends to cover up the complex factors 

and processes of acquisition. Therefore, when these complex factors and processes are 

exposed again in the studies of second language learning, especially in the cases of the 

advanced adult leamers, they may lead the LI researchers and leamers to reconsideration 

of their own assiunptions about the nature of LI literacy, hence their theories and 

methods in forming issues, designing research, and developing pedagogy. 

Similarly, in the previous L2 studies, even when the design of the procedure 

required the subjects to use their native language in reporting their thoughts, its role was 

not discussed adequately as a factor. This investigation in fact urges that it should be 

taken into consideration in designing research, which m turn requires a good knowledge 

of the languages involved on the part of the researchers. For many in the profession, this 

means another challenge. 
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APPENDIX A 

PERSONAL INFORMATION FORM 

PERSON: 

NAME NATIONALITY 

NATIVE(FIRST) LANGUAGE OTHER 

LANGUAGES 

MALE/FEMALE AGE: 20S/30S/40S YEARS IN USA 

CURRENT STUDENT STATUS; 

MAJOR MINOR 

DEGREE WORKING ON: BA/MA/Ph.D. OTHER 

FULL/PART TIME YEARS IN PROGRAM 

RECENT MAJOR ENGLISH TESTS; 

GRE TOEFL 

CURRENT PROFESSIONAL STATUS: 

POSITION ^YEARS ON THE JOB 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURE OF THE WORK: 
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BRIEF EDUCATIONAL/CAREER CHRONICLE: 

YEAR INSTITUTION MAJOR DEGREE 

YEAR ORGANIZATION/COMPANY POSITION & TRAINING 

Write Something About Fishing—Equipment, M 
Method, Environment, etc.. (Use either English or Chinese, or both if necessary. This 
is not a writing test and does not have to be neat paragraphs. Do not ask anyone or 
consult any reference). 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INTERVIEW 

Part A: Regarding the Subject's Personal Understanding of 
L2 Vocabaiary Learning (To BE used in Stage I) 

1. Do you consciously strive to expand your English vocabulary through reading? Why? 

What do you actually do? 

2. How do you approach the totally unknown and partially known words/expressions? 

3. What are the questions you frequently ask yourself or the others about the English 

words and expressions? 

4. When you claim "I know/have learned the word," what exactly do you mean? 

5. How do you define "the meaning/meanings of the word"? 

6. Under what circumstances do you use what dictionaries? What information do you 

seek for? 

7. Do you always or sometimes translate English words into the Chinese equivalents, or 

associate them in some ways? Why and how, for example? 

8. In what ways does the subject matter of the text help/affect learning the words? 

9. What aspects of the English vocabulary are the most difficult for you to grasp as a 

foreigner? 

Part B. Regarding Literacy Background 
(To BE Used Selectively) 

[(Questions Concem the Chinese Language] 
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1. What types of readings were you normally assigned to do for school—high school, 

college, graduate college? What else did you read other than those? What were you 

routine approaches to them? 

2. Were/are you in the habit of paying particular attention to words and expressions? 

What did/do you do? 

3. When you come across an unknown word, what do you do? 

4. What dictionaries did/do you use imder what circumstance, and how (kinds of 

information, frequency)? 

5. Do you consider yourself poor/ good/better than average at reading and writing in your 

native language? Why? Did you ever publish, or attempt to publish? What? 

[Questions Concern the English Language] 

1. Describe your formal/informal experiences of learning English in China/Taiwan—since 

when, hours, programs, teacher's training, textbooks, tests, methodology of teaching and 

learning, dictionaries, access to the authentic materials and the native-speakers, etc.. 

2. How were you doing compared with the others? Why? 

3. Did you practically leam much regarding R & W? 

4. Tell about your preparations for TOFEL & GRE tests and their impact on your 

English. 

5. When you first came to the states, did you find yourself well prepared for school 

regarding your English? 
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6. How do you compare with the other international students (including those from 

China)regarding Enghsh? How do you compare with your native-speaker colleagues 

regarding R & W? 

7. What types of R «& W are you frequently assigned for school(textbooks, journal 

articles, reports, letters)? Compare them with those in your native language (subject 

matter, style, format, amount, purpose, else). 

8. What are your routine approaches to these R W tasks. How did you develop your 

strategies? 

9. Do you have the native-speaker help with the language of your writing as a rule? 

10. Do you think you would have done a lot better had you read and written in 

Chinese(speed, acciuacy, memory, etc.)? 

11. Did you publish? What and where? 

12. What else do your read or write? 

13. What do you consider the greatest problem in R «& W in English (grammar, 

vocabulary, subjects, rhetoric, else)? 

14. What have you done/are you doing about it (regarding 13)? Did you take special 

courses? What? Were they helpful? 
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APPENDIX C 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE READ-LEARN 

ATTENTION: This reading session is part of a research project. As such it 

requires you to do a number of things that probably yon would not normally do. 

However, except for these requirements, you should read and do things as you 

normally would as if you were reading the following passage out of your own 

interest At the end of the reading session, you are to take a vocabulary test based 

on the passage. You should therefore pay attention to the details as well as to the 

main ideas. You may use a dictionary and take notes from it. During the test, you 

will be allowed to use these notes, and yon may also refer back to the reading 

passage; but you will not be allowed to use the dictionary or any other reference 

books. 

1. Browsing. 

Quickly skim through the text to get an overview of the main \sub-main ideas. 

(You may skip this part if you normally would.) 

2. Read/Think Aloud 

Read aloud through the whole text and do not skip any part. Do not pay special 

attention to your pronunciation and intonation, or strive to be fluent, but read at the pace 

you are most comfortable and able to concentrate on the contents of the passage. In fact, 

as it naturally happens, you may pause at any point to think about what you have read, or 

reread a part, or refer back and forward as you feel necessary, in order to better 

imderstand the passage. 

As you read through, you may stop at any point between the end of a sentence and 

that of a natural paragraph and orally explain and interpret what you have understood of 

the part you have just covered, using English, or Chinese, or both accordingly (as you 
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see convenient and comfortable). You do not have to give an elegant translation or 

recount of the text, but do say your actual thoughts aloud. And briefly summarize the 

text at the end of the reading. 

3. Marlc/Guess/Look Up Words. 

You are required to mark out two kinds of words: the totally unknown words and 

the known words with unfamiliar meanings. When you come across an unknown word 

(including those you have seen or heard before but do not remember their meanings), 

mark it down with [ J and, if you think the word is part of a phrase, idiom, etc., 

underline the involved words as well. Similarly, if the context suggests that a known 

word should be understood differently from what you know of it, mark it down with ( ) 

and, if it is part of a phrase, idiom, etc., underline the involved words as well. 

When you come across these two types of words, you may either guess at their 

relevant meanings or look them up in a dictionary, or you may use both methods if you 

feel necessary. This does not mean that you should stop at a word the moment you have 

spot it and guess or look it up right there and then; you may first finish reading the 

sentence or any convenient stretch of the text and make guesses or look-ups thereafter. 

When you make a guess, explain what has caused you to make it—your previous 

experience with the word, any information fix)m the passage, etc.— and take notes if you 

normally do. Do not invent an explanation if you do not have one. And when you need 

to look a word up in the dictionary for whatever reasons, use the kinds of dictionaries you 

normally use and take notes the way you noraially do. 

All the while you are guessing or looking words up, say your thought processes 

aloud. You may also report doubts, confusions, questions, etc. that you have had all the 

time and always wanted to discuss with somebody. If necessary, mark or jot them down 

as you normally do. And you may do both oral reports and written notes in English, 

Chinese, or both accordingly. 
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4. Investigator's Presence. 

Throughout the session I, the investigator will sit by. If you have any questions 

about the procedure rules, consult me. In the meantime, I may occasionally ask a 

question as I see necessary for clarification purposes. However, I will not answer any 

questions regarding comprehension and learning. 
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APPENDIX D 

THE SELECTED TEXT FOR READ-LEARN 

THE GENEROUS CONFLUENCE 

Norman Strung 

1 Anglers who regularly fish trout will occasionally encounter hotspots — some 

blessed places on a lake or stream where fish take anything thrown at them with an 

unceasing appetite. While these sites rate among the most productive, they are probably 

short-lived. A lucky coincidence spurs trout to bite there and then, and once the 

contributing elements diverge, the faceless waters retum to normal. 

2 It is very fortunate that there are certain spots that are so reliable that as long as 

tactics and techniques are right, they will consistently produce. Estuaries, tributaries, 

inlets, feeders — these junctures where swift stream currents meet slack lakes or ponds 

invariably harbor top trout fishing. 

3 There is a scientific explanation for this. Like most creatures, trout are guided by 

pleasure principles. Easy Street to these fish incorporates a steady source of food, a 

comfortable and safe place to hide, well-oxygenated water, and cool temperatures. While 

structural and physical features of live water or lakes may afford some of these amenities, 

a place where the two join forces offers them all. 

4 Food is abundant because streams serve as incubators for insect life and act as 

conveyor belts leading to the river mouth and any fish waiting there. It is also a trout's 

natural inclination to seek placid waters that are adjacent to swift currents, a prevalent 
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condition around inlets. In these spots, the fish expend little energy, yet can gorge 

themselves by streaking out to seize the goodies floating by. 

5 A safe place to hide is also high on a trout's residential requirements, and the 

scouring of shorelines, bottoms, and bars that occurs around inlet mouths makes for 

perfect cover. Also injected into this environment is the oxygen dissolved by water 

tumbling over rocks and the generally cooler temperatures of feeder streams. 

Collectively, these characteristics mean conditions that are perfect for trout. 

6 Just fishing within the boundaries of these bountiful basins will usually result in a 

hookup whether you use bait, lures, or flies. But to make the most out of these spots, 

you must understand how trout relate to their geography and then work those features 

systematically. 

7 Whether they be trickles or torrents, confluences all share corrmion featiu-es, the 

only difference being scale. Upstream of the lakeshore, currents tumble over a streambed 

of rocks and riffles. When they reach the lake's water level, currents slow down and the 

streambed drops offinto a deep channel that parallels both shorelines. 

At the point where lake and river shores converge, currents create two rotating eddies that 

whirl off the banks. Downstream of these eddies and encircling the river mouth like a 

half moon, an apron of sedimentary rubble forms, below which the bar drops off into 

deeper water. 

8 All of these features attract trout at one time or another, but if there is one super 

spot that deserves attention first, it is the rotating eddies where lake and river shores form 
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than in this location, so hungry fish fight among themselves to station there. 

9 Although fish may strike anywhere within these gently revolving whirlpools, 

most of them queue up for a meal along the ill-defined line between the eddy and the 

main current. Rig up with a fly or impale a night crawler and drift it down this seam or 

drag a lure back through it, you are sure to find at least one taker; often two or three. 

10 Trout pass most of their time in the deep channel that develops where river 

shallows drop off, and in the lake water beyond the mouth apron. These places ftmction 

like holding pens. When there isn't a lot of food sweeping down fix>m above, fish retire 

to these sanctuaries to catch what they can, snapping up errant minnows that swim by, or 

the occasional worm drifting down fix)m above. On clear, warm days when the sun is 

high, or when there is no sign of feeding activity in the shallows, these are the best areas 

to fish. 

11 Classic bait fishing rigs like weighted worms and com are reliable trout takers in 

this time and place. A spin fisherman may get his share of strikes by fishing a heavy 

wobbling spoon through the depths. 

12 Fly fishing is an effective way to plumb these pens, too. Rig up with a large 

streamer. Work the depths of the downlake apron by crosscurrent casts so that your line 

falls into a lazy semi-circle that follows the rim of the bars. Twitch your rod as the fly 

skims bottom. This is one of the easiest presentations of all and one of the most 

attractive, the fly resembling a minnow that is desperately trying to find a hiding place 

among the deeper rocks at the edge of the drop-o£Fs. 
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13 When fish are feeding in the riffles, you don't need a lot of fancy tackle and 

techniques to fish for them. Just position yourself upstream of the fish, rig up with 

something that looks like what they are feeding on, and float your fly over them. Except 

when drying off a dry fly, you don't even have to cast! Spin fishermen can expect the 

same results with a fly rigged with a clear casting bubble, and even bait fishermen can get 

by so long as fish are taking big naturals like stoneflies and hoppers that can be skewered 

on a hook and simply tossed into the water. 

14 River, creek, and stream mouths — even brooks flowing into beaver ponds — are 

cornucopias of fish. These places are so alluring that they are always saturated with 

trout. And, better yet, there's a waiting line of fish, ready to move in. Catch a trout firom 

a prime spot, and fish from the second-best spot will take its place. This suggests that if 

you take a fish from one spot, mark it. Another will probably be waiting there the next 

day. 

15 Also tributary mouths are simply pretty places to be. This meeting of waters not 

only spawns wonderful trout fishing, but engenders a wealth of other life to delight eye, 

ear, and the mind, from willows waving along the bank to shorebirds and ducks gliding 

by. They are one of nature's most enchanting and dependable Edens for fish and 

fishermen alike; truly a generous confluence. 
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APPENDIX E 

THE POST-READING VOCABULARY TEST 

Directions: 

1. You must do all the items, sections, and parts in order: Part one. Part two... Section 

1. Section H... etc. Once you have moved on to the next, you are not allowed to refer 

back to anything in an earlier part. 

2. Throughout the whole test, your main task is to say all the answers and thoughts 

alond. You may write/draw things on paper when you feel necessary though. And, as 

you did in reading, you may say/write your thoughts either in English or in Chinese, or 

both, as you feel necessary and comfortable. 

3. You are not allowed to use any dictionary or reference book during the test. But you 

are allowed to use the notes you have taken during the reading, including the information 

taken from the dictionary. In addition, you are allowed to refer back to the reading text 

whenever you feel necessary (for that purpose, you may use the paragraph numbers 

given in the parentheses). 

4. Base your answers on knowledge and logic and do not make wild guesses. If you 

really do not know something, simply admit so in your answer. 

5. Do not omit any item without trying your best. On the other hand, do not dwell on any 

unknown item for too long. 
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PART ONE: 

Section I. Explain in Yoar Own Words the Exact Meaning of Each Given Nonn/-
Phrase as Is Used in the Text and Give Examples of the Things/Events It 
Represents. 

Group A: 

1 point(7,8) 2 drop-off([12) 3 cover(5) 

4 bar(5,7,12) 5 streamer( 12) 6 presentation( 12) 

7 fishing rigs(ll) 8adryfly(13) 

Group B: 

1 occasion(2) 2 principle(3) 3 inclination(4) 

4 condition(4,5) 5 tactic(2) 6 techiiique(2,13) 

7 sanctuaryC 10) 8 element( 1) 

Section n. Explain in Your Own Words the Exact Meaning of Each Given Adjective 
as Is Used in the Text and Apply the Word in a Phrase of your own to Illustrate 
This Meaning. 

1 steady(3) 2 structural(3) 3 physical(3) 

4prevalent(4) 5 classic(ll) 6 errant(lO) 7 Iazy(12) 

8 clear(13) 9 live(3) 10prime(14) 

Section m. Explain in Your Own Words the Exact Meaning of Each Given Verb as 
Is Used in the Text and Apply It in a Sentence of Your Own to Illustrates Such Use. 

1 define(8,9) 2create(7) 3 follow(12) 4occur(5) 

5 mean(5) 6 rate(l) 7 share(7) 8 to drop(7,7,10) 
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PART TWO 

Section rv. Try in Every Way You Know to Explain the Essential Differences & 
Similarities between the Words of Each Set 

n. 

1 rim(12) edge(12) boundary(6) 

2 bait(6,13) Ixire(6,9) 

3 shore(7) shoreIme(5,7) bank(7) 

4 inlet(2,4) estuary(2) 

5 feeder(2) tributary(2) 

6 characteristic(5) feature(3,6,7) 

7 whirIpooI(9) eddy(7,7,9) 

adj. 

1 dependable(15) reliable(2,ll) 

2 lucky(l) fortunate(2) 

3 bountiful(6) abundant(4) 

4 coiisistently(2)invariably(2) 

V. 

1 tocast(13) tothrow(l) totoss(13) 

2 to impale(9) to skewer(13) 

3 to float(4,13) to drift(9,10) tosweep(lO) 

4 to rotate(7) to revolve(9) to whirl(7) 

5 tospawii(15) toproduce(2) to engender(15) 
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6 toseize(4) to catch(10,14) 

Section V. Group the Following Words according to What Yon Perceive of as Their 
Meaningful Relations. Pay Attention to the Order (If There Is Any) in which They 
Should Be Organized. Example: bait {miimow, stoneflies, wonn[night crawler]}— 
minnow, stoneflies, and worm are three kinds of bait mentioned in the text; while night 
crawler is also a kind of bait, it is specifically a kind of worm, hence the above 
arrangement to demonstrate these parallel and hierarchical relationships. 

I angler(l) 2 bait fisherman(13) 3 brook(14) 

4bubble(13) 5 creek(14) 6 fisherman(15) 

7hook(I3) 8 Iure(6,9) 9 river 10 stream( 1,2,4,5) 

II tackle(13) 

Section VI. Explain the Literal Meaning of Each Underlined Word/Phrase and How 
It is Used Figuratively in the Text. 

1 easy-street(3) 2 to diverge(l) 3 to spur(l) 

4 faceless(l) 5 to harbor(2) 6 to join forces (3) 

7 amenities(3) 8 apron(7,10,12) 

PART THREE 

Section VII. Explain the Meaning of Each Underlined Word/Phrase in Two ways: 
(1) Using a Sentence that Includes the verb from which the v+mg is derived; (2) 
Using Your Own words. Examples; 1. a heavy wobbling spoon—a heavy spoon that 
wobbles when being dragged along in the water, a spoon that makes a rocking movement 
when being dragged through the water. 2. the rubble encircling the river mouth—the 
rubble that encircles the river mouth; the rubble that has deposited around the river 
mouth. 

1 an unceasing appetite(l) 2 some blessed places(l) 
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3 a short-lived hotspot(l) 4 an ill-defined line(9) 

5 well-oxygenated water(3) 6 the contributing elements( 1) 

7 a weighted worm(l I) 8 places so alluring(I4) 

9 the rotating eddies(7,8) 

10 the scouring of shorelines(5) 

11 places .. .saturated with trout(14) 

12 the revolving whirlpools(9) 

Section Vm. Use the Given Methods to Describe the Patterns in Which the 
following verbs Collocate with the Other Words in the Text (If a Verb Occurs More 
Than Once, You Must Tell If These Occurrences Represent One Same Pattern or 
Different Patterns of the Verb). 

[The commonly used signs and initials; /i(nouns), v(verb), ac '̂. (adjectives), adv. 
(ladverbs), prep, (prepositions), phr. (phrase), or, ^^(somebody, representing words for 
people), 5r/t(something, representing words for nouns other than people), spl (someplace, 
representing words for places), do (infinitive), </omg(verb + ing), done (past participles of 
verbs). Examples: "Look at me" and "You look great" represent two different patterns of 
look: to look at n and to look + adj. Sometimes, the nature of the particular type of 
words must be specified accordingly. For example, "He told me to go," "He told me the 
story," and "He told the story to me" represent three different patterns of tell: to tell sb to 
do sth, to tell sb sth, and to tell sth to 

1 to ofiFer(3) 2 to lead(4). 3 to gorge(4). 

4 to hide(3,5). 5 to result(6). 6 to converge(7). 

7 to form(7,8). 8todrag(9). 9torate(l). 

10 to suggest( 14). 11 to feed( 10,13,13). 12 to fish( 1,6,10,11,13). 
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APPENDIX F 

SCORING-GRADING METHODS 

PART ONE 

Section 1. 

Grading Group Af?%): 

3 = (I) Appropriately define (hereafter throughout the test,  definition refers to analysis of 

the semantic-traits) a noun/noun-phrase (as a lexical unit) as is used in the text, (2) with 

appropriate descriptions of its prototypical denotata. ("A streamer is an imitation of 

streamlined creature" is not as good as "A streamer is a kind of wet fly which imitates a 

streamlined acqtiit creature such as a minnow.") 

2 = Do (1) only. 

1 = Admit having no knowledge of either (1) or (2). 

0 = Give inappropriate definition(a dry fly is a dead insect) and anything else. 

Grading Group B(?%): 

3 = (1) Appropriately define a noun (as a lexical unit) as is used in the text; (2) supply 

relevant examples (denotata or referents). 

2 = Give appropriate but inadequate definition, but do (2). 

1 = Do (1) only. 

0 = Inappropriate/inadequate definition, and anything else. 

Section n. 
Grading(?%): 

3 = Show grasp of the specific sense of an adjective (as a lexical unit) as is used in the 

text: (1) by appropriately describing or defining it and (2) by providing one example of 

application other than the one in the text. 

2 = Show grasp of the specific sense as is used in the text by doing (1). 

1 = Show grasp of the specific sense by doing (2) only. 

0 = Anything else. 
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Section m. 

Gradmg(?%): 

3 = Show accurate grasp of the specific sense of a verb (as a lexical unit) as is used in the 

text by (1) appropriate verbal definition/explanation and (2) appropriate application of the 

verb in a sentence. 

2 = Do (2) only if it reflects accurate grasp of the specific sense involved. 

1 = Do (1) only. 

0 = Anything else. 

PART TWO 

Section IV. 

Grading(?%): 

3 = (1) Appropriately/adequately describe the most essential similarities and differences 

in sense, denotation, reference, and usage accordingly; (2) use any other methods than 

straight definition, including relevant examples for application. 

2 = Do either (1) or (2). 

1 = Admit having no knowledge of the essential differences. 

0 = Anything else. 

Section V. 

Keys 

1 fisherman >angler > bait fisherman 

2. stream {river > stream > creek > brook} 

3. tackle {bubble, hook, lure 

Gradingf?%): 

3 = Correctly select all the lexical units that belong to the same group and place them in 

the right order. 

2 = The grouping is in the right order but incomplete (with missing items. 

1 = The grouping is complete but with misplaced items. 
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0 = Anything else. 

Section VI. 

Gradingf?%): 

3 = Do three things: (1) Appropriately/adequately define the relevant literal sense of the 

given lexical unit, (2) explain its meaning in the context, and (3) explain the mapping 

between the two. 

2 = Do (2) only. (e.g. Strike here means bite). 

1 = Do (1), and admit not understanding why. 

0 = Anything else. 

PART THREE 

Section Vn. 
Gradingf?%): 

3 = (1) Correctly explain the meaning of the expression as is used in the text through the 

proper use of the root as well as (2) in one's own way. 

2 = Able to do (2). 

1 = Able to do (1), but admit not understanding what it means. 

0 = Anything else. 

Section Vin. 
Gradingf?%'>: 

3 = Correctly identify the pattern/ patterns of a verb as is used in the text (1) either 

represent it in signs or describe it in words. If two patterns are involved, they will be 

graded as two items. 

2 = Admit not able to identify the relevant pattern. 

1 = Give an irrelevant but correct pattern. 

0 = Anything else. 
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